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winasityvaoba

saqarTvelos, mTeli Tavisi arsebobis manZilze, mWidro 
politikuri, ekonomikuri da kulturuli urTierTobebi 
hqonda mezobel saxelmwifoebTan da Soreul qveynebTanac. 
Sumeri, aqadi, midia, asureTi, Zveli sparseTi, saberZneTi, 
Zveli somxeTi, Semdeg parTia, selevkidebi, ponto, romi – 
es is saxelmwifoebia, romlebTanac uZvelesi droidan ur-
TierTobdnen qarTvelebi Cv.w.aR-mde III-I aTaswleulebSi. 
mniSvnelovan savaWro-satranzito sivrceSi arsebul qar-
Tul saxelmwifoebs kolxidasa da iberias Tavisi wvlili 
SehqondaT sxva erebis kulturis Camoyalibebasa da gan-
viTarebaSi. Tavis mxriv, unikaluri qarTuli civilizacia 
yalibdeboda mezobeli ganviTarebuli erebis kulturuli 
monapovaris SeTvisebiT. 

 saqarTvelos kulturuli da saxlmwifoebrivi ganvi-
Tarebis sruliad axali etapi dakavSirebulia qristianobis 
gavrcelebasa da mis saxelmwifo religiad gamocxadebas-
Tan IV s. I meoTxedSi. am droidan moyolebuli saqarTve-
los mWidro kontaqtebi aqvs ukve qristianul qveynebTan 
da upirveles yovlisa, aRmosavleT romis imperiasTan, mas-
Si Semaval qristianobis udides centrebTan (palestina, 
antioqia, sinas mTa) da mezobel somxeTTan. gansakuTrebiT 
aRsaniSnavia saqarTvelos da qarTuli eklesiis urTierTo-
ba wmida miwasa da aTonis mTasTan.

aRmosavleTis qristianul centrebTan urTierToba ar 
Senelebula da qarTuli monastrebis iq funqcionireba ar 
Sewyvetila am teritoriebis bizantiisagan CamoSorebisa da 
muslimTa xelSi gadasvlis Semdegac.
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cxadia, saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi msoflio qristianul 
imperiasTan da umniSvnelovanes samonastro centrebTan 
urTierToba, bizantiasa da qristianul aRmosavleTSi mra-
vali qarTuli eklesia-monastris arseboba didad uwyobda 
xels qarTuli qristianuli xelovnebis, mwerlobis, zoga-
dad, kulturis ganviTarebas.

qarTuli qristianuli kulturis siaxloves bizantiur-
Tan da amave dros, mis erovnul xasiaTsa da TviTmyofado-
bas cxadyofen qarTuli xuroTmoZRvrebis, kedlis mxat-
vrobis, tixruli minanqris, xatweris, Weduri xelovnebis, 
xelnawerebis gaformebis unikaluri nimuSebi. 

qarTuli mwerlobisa da kulturis zogadi suraTis ga-
TvaliswinebiT SeiZleba iTqvas, igi msoflio qristianuli 
kulturis umniSvnelovanesi nawilia.kerZod, am ukanaskne-
lis aRmosavlur qristianuli (palestinuri da bizantiu-
ri) mimdinareobisa, swored amitom igi monawileobs Sua-
saukuneebis zogadi qristianuli kulturis Camoyalibebasa 
da garkveulwilad globalizaciaSi. qarTuli qristianuli 
kultura ganuyofeli da mniSvnelovani nawilia im saerTo 
qristianuli Rirebulebebisa, romelTa safuZvelzec aR-
mocenda evropuli kultura.

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos xelnawerTa erov-
nul centrSi daculia xelnawerTa unikaluri koleqcia. 
saerTaSoriso samecniero konferenciis „saqarTvelo-bi-
zantia-qristianuli aRmosavleTi“ farglebSi msurs mis 
monawileebs gadavceT albomi „k. kekeliZis saxelobis sa-
qarTvelos xelnawerTa erovnul centris saganZuridan“, 
romlis meSveobiT isini am umdidresi koleqciis ramdenime 
nimuSs gaecnobian.

 
zaza abaSiZe

saerTaSoriso samecnierokonferenciis 

„saqarTvelo-bizantia-qristianuli aRmosavleTi“

saorganizacio komiteti
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INTRODUCTION

During the entire period of her existence, Georgia has been main-
taining close political, economical and cultural relations with neighbour-
ing states and far away countries. Since ancient times, in the 3rd-1st 
millenniums BC, the Georgians kept contacts with the following states: 
Sumer, Akkadian Empire, Median Kingdom, Assyria, Ancient Persia, 
Greece, Ancient Armenia; then there were the Parthian Empire, Seleu-
cid Empire, the Kingdom of Pontus and Rome. The Georgian states of 
Colchis and Iberia, lying in an active transit trade area, contributed to 
culture-shaping and development process of other nations. For its part, 
the unique Georgian civilization was being formed thanks to mastering 
the cultural achievements of neighbouring developed nations.

An absolutely new stage in cultural and state development of Geor-
gia was connected with the spreading of Christianity and its official 
adoption as a state-religion in the first quarter of the IV century. Since 
then, Georgia has maintained close contacts with Christian countries, 
with Eastern Roman Empire in the first place and its constituent great 
centers of Christianity (Palestine, Antioch, Mount Sinai), as well as with 
the neighbouring Armenia. Of special note are the relations of Georgia 
and Georgian Church with the Holy Land and Mount Athos.

The intensity of relationships with Christian centers of the East did 
not diminish even after the Byzantine territories were ceded to Muslims.

It is clear that the centuries-old relationships with the largest Chris-
tian Empire and significant monastery centers, as well as functioning of 
numerous Georgian monasteries in the Christian East had promoted the 
development of Georgian Christian art, literature and culture in general.
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Unique works of Georgian architecture, wall paintings, cloison-
né enamelware, artworks of icon painting, repoussé metal art and man-
uscript illumination reveal close cultural proximity of Georgian Christian 
culture to the Byzantine one, while at the same time maintaining its 
national character and originality.

Taking into account an overall picture of Georgian literature and 
culture, it can be stated that it has become the most significant part of 
Christian, namely eastern Orthodox (Palestinian and Byzantine) world 
culture.

 That’s exactly why Medieval Georgia got involved in building and 
to some extent in globalization of general Christian culture. The Geor-
gian culture is an integral and significant part of those general Christian 
values on bases of which the European culture emerged.

The unique collection of Georgian manuscripts is preserved at K. 
Kekelidze Georgian National Center of Manuscripts. In the framework 
of the International scientific conference “Georgia-Byzantium-Christian 
East” I would like to present an album “From the Treasury of K. Keke-
lidze Georgian National Center of Manuscripts” to the participants. The 
album will help you familiarize yourselves with several samples from 
the richest collection of the Center. Abstracts of the presentations are 
appended to the album.

Zaza Abashidze
The Organizing Committee of International

Scientific Conference “Georgia-Byzantium-Christian East”
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ioseb alimbaraSvili

 goris saxelmwifo universiteti

gori, saqarTvelo

berZnuli kvali manglisis monasterSi dimitri 
meRvineTxucesiSvilisa da mari broses 

mimoweris mixedviT

statiaSi saubaria qarTuli xuroTmoZRvrebis erT-er-
Ti brwyinvale nimuSis manglisis monastris istoriisa da 
misi warwerebis Sesaxeb, peterburgis mecnierebaTa akade-
miis wevris, cnobili qarTvelologis mari brosesa da misi 
korespondentis, aseve cnobili mkvlevris, dimitri meRvi-
neTxucesiSvilis mimoweris mixedviT, romelic daculia pe-
terburgis mecnierebaTa akademiis aRmosavleTmcodneobis 
institutSi, mari broses fondSi.

rogorc cnobilia, qvis eklesia manglisSi jer kidev IV 
s. 30-ian wlebSi aSenda. V s. II naxevarSi vaxtang gorgasalma 
aq axali eklesia aago da manglisis saepiskoposo daaarsa. 
mTavari eklesia, romelsac dimitri meRvineTxucesiSvi-
li dawvrilebiT aRwers, XI s-is I meoTxedSi iqna agebuli 
giorgi I-is (1014-1027 ww.) mier.

1824 wlidan manglisSi idga erevnis grenaderTa polki, 
romelmac TandaTanobiT adgilze dausaxlebeli terito-
riebis kolonizacia ganaxorciela. jariskacebi da maTi 
ojaxis wevrebi xSirad azianebdnen taZars samSeneblo ma-
salis mopovebis mizniT. polkis meTauris nikoloz mu-
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raviovis (Semdeg mefisnacvali kavkasiaSi 1854-1856 wle-
bSi) brZanebiT ganxorcielda taZris aRdgena, ris gamoc 
specialurad moiwvies berZeni ostatebi. dimitri meRvi-
neTxucesiSvili brosesadmi gagzavnil taZris aRwerilo-
baSi uTiTebs taZris Tavdapirveli mSeneblobisas berZeni 
ostatebis kvals, magram XIX s. 50-ian wlebSi Catarebulma 
remontma imsxverpla an mniSvnelovnad daaziana Zeglis is-
toriuli xasiaTis mravali warwera. 

taZridan 2 kilometrSi daiwyes axali eklesiis mSe-
nebloba, sadac Zveli taZris nangrevebidan mihqondaT 
CuqurTmiani da warweriani qvebi, ris Sedegad uamravi war-
wera ganadgurda, Tumca, arc mogvianebiT daadga taZars 
kargi dRe, rodesac iq dasaxlebulma kolonistebma gaagr-
Zeles Zveli taZris Zarcva.

zemoaRniSnulidan gamomdinare, dimitri meRvineTxuce-
siSvilis mier manglisis taZris restavraciamde mari brose-
saTvis gagzavnil warwerebs Zalze didi mniSvneloba aqvs.

statiaSi dimitri meRvineTxucesiSvilisa da mari 
broses mier manglisis taZris Sesaxeb mimowera Sedarebuli 
da gaanalizebulia xsenebuli Zeglis TiTqmis yvela cnobi-
li mkvlevris – eqvTime TayaiSvilis, akaki SaniZis, malaqia 
dvalis, Teimuraz barnavelis – mier gamoqveynebuli sta-
tiebis fonze.

statias TandarTuli aqvs peterburgis mecnierebaTa 
akademiis aRmosavleTmcodneobis institutSi, mari broses 
fondSi daculi da dimitri meRvineTxucesiSvilis mier 
brosesaTvis gagzavnili manglisis taZris warwerebis fo-
toaslebi, romlebic pirvelad qveyndeba.
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malxaz afridoniZe

grigol robaqiZis saxelobis universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

saqarTvelo da raindobis institutizacia

naSromSi ganxilulia sakiTxi, arsebobda Tu ara raind-
Ta instituti saqarTveloSi. 

 Ppirveli, vinc aRniSna saqarTveloSi arsebuli raindu-
li moralur-zneobrivi principebis msgavseba evropulTan, 
frangi orientalisti da qarTvelologi mari brose (1802-
1880w.w.) gaxldaT, romelmac 1837 wlis seqtemberSi ruse-
Tis saimperatoro akademiis sxdomaze wakiTxul moxsenebaSi 
gaakeTa kurtuaziuli literaturuli nawarmoebis (saTa-
vgadasavlo-sagmiro romanis) „amiran-darejanianis“ anali-
zi, xolo momdevno, 1838 wels es moxseneba dabeWda akade-
miis samecniero organoSi – Bulletin Scientifique de L’Academie 
imperiale des Scieces, III, 1838, Melanges asiaques. moxsenebaSi m. 
brose „amiran-darejanianisa“ da „vefxistyaosnis“ gmirebis 
magaliTze aRniSnavda qarTvel erSi rainduli idealebisa 
da zne-Cveulebebis arsebobas, gatarebuli iyo azri, rom 
orive es nawarmoebi qarTul istoriul sinamdviles asaxavs 
da maT bevri ram akavSirebT dasavleT evropis raindul 
moralur-zneobriv principebTan da idealebTan.

iv. javaxiSvils mohyavs terminebis „laSqrisa“ da „spis“ 
Zvel qarTul wyaroebSi xmarebis magaliTebi da askvnis, 
rom laparakia ara ubralod jarze – „aramed romeliRac 
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maRalsa da gavlenian samxedro wreze, romelsac SeuZlian 
mefes gaubedos da Tavisi wadili moaxsenos“.

feodalurma evropam raindobis instituti warmoSva 
da, marTalia, feodaluri saqarTvelos sazogadoebriv 
cxovrebas amgvari instituti ar Seuqmnia, magram aris-
tokratul-elitaruli fenis qonebrivi da, rac mTavaria, 
gvarovnul-elitaruli upiratesobis TviTSegnebam da misi 
dacvis aucileblobam, mainc warmoSva rainduli mora-
lur-zneobrivi principebi, romelTac saqarTveloSic gan-
sakuTrebulad aqcevdnen yuradRebas, rogorc keTilSo-
bilebisa da aristokratobis aucilebel da niSandobliv 
Tvisebas.

rainduli moralur-eTikuri da esTetikuri principebis 
Camoyalibeba romelime erSi da „gavleniani samxedro wris“ 
arseboba, ar niSnavs da ar gvaZlevs uflebas, visaubroT 
rainduli institutis Camoyalibebaze, miT umetes, rom amis 
Sesaxeb araviTari faqtobrivi masala ar mogvepoveba.

TiTqos yvelaferi mzadaa, yvela piroba arsebobs, rom 
saqarTveloSi Seiqmnas raindTa instituti; yvelaferi 
metyvelebs, rom saqarTveloSi arsebobs rainduli mora-
lur-zneobrivi kodeqsi; amaze metyvelebs Tundac am ko-
deqsis brwyinvale gamoxatuleba „vefxistyaosni“, romelic 
Sua saukuneebSi Seqmnili rainduli moraluri kodeqsis 
mxatvrulad gadmocema gaxlavT. amasTan dakavSirebiT sain-
teresoa misi avtoris vinaoba, elitaruli fenis socialu-
ri ierarqiis romel safexurze idga SoTa rusTveli. Tu 
gaviTvaliswinebT „vefxistyaosnis“ teqsts da, rac mTava-
ria, im socialur garemos, eToss – igi aucileblad dide-
bulia, ufro dazustebiT, didebulTa ojaxis mesame, ufro 
ki meoTxe Svili. vinaidan swored mxolod mesame-meoTxe 
Svils, romelsac sasuliero karierisaTvis amzadebdnen 
(gansxavebiT pirveli, meore da xSirad mesame Svilisa-
gan, romlebic eris /saero/ kacebad rCebodnen), SeeZlo 
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mieRo iseTi WeSmaritad didebuli ganaTleba, romelsac 
`vefxistyaosnis~ avtori amJRavnebs.

vasaluri erTgulebis fici saqarTveloSic didad fa-
sobda, vasalitetis erT-erTi mTavari dasayrdeni gaxldaT, 
sruldeboda saTanado, dasavleT evropis msgavsi ritua-
liT da iseve warmoadgenda sxvadasxva socialur safexurze 
mdgom pirTa damakavSirebel rgols, romlisagan gadaxveva 
da Seryvna arRvevda vasalitetis yvela danarCen princips, 
romlebzec agebuli iyo arsebuli sazogadoebrivi socia-
lur-politikuri struqtura.

rogorc evropaSi, aseve saqarTveloSic vasaluri erT-
gulebis darRveva ar epatieboda aravis, TviT mefesac. 
stefanos orbelianis mier mowodebuli cnoba gvixsnis imas, 
Tu ratom gadaudga giorgi III-sa (1156-1184w.w.) da Tamars 
TiTqmis yvela didebuli, rom taxtisaTvis brZola mxolod 
sababs warmoadgenda, xolo mTavari mizezi unda veZioT ara 
ufliswul demetres mier taxtis kanonier ZiebaSi, aramed 
vasalitetis ZiriTadi da mTavari principis – erTgulebis 
darRvevaSi, rac aryevda da safuZvels aclida patronymo-
bis socialur-politikur da moralur kodeqss.

saqarTveloSi mainc ar xdeba raindoba-mxedrobis ins-
titutizacia, Tu ratom swored am sakixebzea naSromSi sau-
bari.
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merab babuxadia

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis  

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

bizantiuri sasuliero literaturis qarTulad 
Targmanis nimuSi: TxrobaY saswaulTaT¢s da 

sak¢rvelebaTa didebulisa mTavarangelozisa 
miqaelisTa da sxuaTa maT wmidaTa 

angelozTaT¢s

nawarmoebis avtori panteleimon diakonia. is daweri-
li unda iyos VIII saukunis pirvel meoTxedSi; Bbibliur-is-
toriuli pasaJebi, zogierTis gamoklebiT, ar unda iyos 
eqvTime aTonelis mier interpolirebuli, radganac mas 
Taviseburi Targmanis manera axasiaTebda, miT ufro, rom 
arcerTi axlad aRmoCenili berZnuli teqsti ar warmoad-
gens qarTuli Targmanis dedans; sami mTavarangelozis 
popularoba ganpirobebuli iyo bibliaSi maTi xsenebiT; 
ierarqiulad isini serabimTa umaRles rangs ganekuTvnebo-
dnen; 8 noemberi anu miqaelis xsenebis dRe aleqsandriuli 
warmoSobisaa; Txzuleba gadawerili unda iyos arsen ninow-
mindelis mier. anderZis (an anderZebis) mixedviT, gadamwer-
Ta ierarqia amgvarad warmogvidgeba: iovane grZelis Zis 
sulieri Svilia ioane oqropiri, arsen ninowmindelisa – 
iovane garerCeli. 

nawarmoebi dawerili unda iyos VIII saukunis pirvel 
meoTxedSi. T. Wyonias mier mikvleuli aqamde ucnobi Zve-
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li berZnuli da Zveli rusuli redaqciebi gansxvavdebian 
berZnul-laTinuri da qarTuli redaqciebisagan, rac eqv-
Time aTonelis `interpolaciaTa~ ricxvs kidev ufro am-
cirebs.

miuxedavad imisa, rom enobrivi siWrele XI–XII saukunee-
bis ZeglebisTvis bunebrivia, CvenTvis saintereso Txzule-
ba upiratesad Zveli qarTuli enis normebs misdevs: wr-
felobiTi brunva msazRvrelad naxmar ricxviT saxelebSi 
arsad ar icvleba saxelobiTiT; saxl sityvis odindeli 
forma naxmaria a da d xelnawerebSi; a/e xmovanfuZiani 
saxelebi mxolobiTi ricxvis naTesaobiTsa da moqmedebiTSi 
ikvecebian. gauvrcobeli moqmedebiTi gamosvliTis funq-
ciiT paronomaziul gamoTqmebSi dasturdeba; moTxrobiTi 
brunva warmodgenilia brunvis formantis gareSec; nacval-
saxelebi TiTqmis ugamonaklisod Zveli qarTulis yalibs 
gviCveneben; dasturdeba tmesi; aseve, Zveli viTarebaa da-
culi od/d savrcobiani zmnebis mwkrivTa warmoebaSi; in-
kluziv-eqskluzivis kategoria gamoxatulia m/gu pre-
fiqsebiT; statikur vnebiTTa awmyosa da orpirian zmnaTa 
I TurmeobiTis formebi Zveli qarTulis normebiTaa war-
modgenili; damokidebuli winadadebis misaTiTebeli sityva 
pleonasturadaa gavrcobili; d da a xelnawerebSi gvaqvs 
sintaqsuri kontaminaciis SemTxvevebi.
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nana burWulaZe

saqarTvelos erovnuli muzeumi

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

qvaze kveTis xelovnebis ori nimuSi 
iyalTodan 

qarTuli xelovneba bizantiuri da aRmosavleT 
qristianuli xelovnebis konteqstSi

qarTveli eris kulturuli memkvidreobis Camoyalibe-
bis procesSi odiTganve wamyvan rols TamaSobda misi umWi-
drovesi urTierTobebi, erTi mxriv, aRmosavleTis, meore 
mxriv ki, dasavleTis civilizaciebTan. ase iyo warmarTo-
bis xanaSi da ase grZeldeboda qristianobis gavrcelebis 
Semdegac. bizantia da siria-palestina is ZiriTadi orien-
tirebi iyo, romelTa farglebSic xdeboda Cveni saeklesio 
xelovnebis kanonikisa Tu mxatvruli enis Taviseburebebis 
Camoyalibeba. Tavis mxriv, qristianuli kulturis ganvi-
Tarebis process Rrma kvali daaCnies ucxoeTSi moRvawe 
qarTvelma ber-monazvnebma, visi naxelavic marTlmadide-
bluri xelovnebis saganZurs TviTmyofadi Taviseburebe-
biT amdidrebda. 

istoriul garemoebaTa gamo, orientirebisadmi mimarTe-
ba, maTken swrafvis xasiaTi da maTgan an maTze zemoqmede-
bis xarisxi periodulad icvleboda. amas naTelyofs ro-
gorc werilobiTi wyaroebi, ise SemorCenili materialuri 
Zeglebi, romlebSic asaxulia konkretuli periodebisTvis 
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niSandoblivi qveynis politikuri, socialur-ekonomikuri 
Tu kulturul-religiuri mdgomareoba. 

naTqvamis sailustraciod TvalsaCino magaliTia qvaze 
kveTis xelovnebis ori nimuSi sofel iyalTodan, romlebic 
amJamad Telavis istoriul-eTnografiul muzeumSi inaxeba. 
erTi maTgani kankelis filaa da iyalTos monastris mTa-
var RvTaeba-feriscvalebis taZars ekuTvnoda; meore ki, 
savaraudod, trapezis qvaa soflis SesasvlelTan mdebare 
wm. stefanes eklesiidan. orive fragmentuladaa moRweuli, 
magram maTze gamosaxulebebi mainc ikiTxeba. kankelis fi-
laze warmodgenilia `RvTismSoblis didebis~ scena, trape-
zis qvaze ki or frizadaa ganawilebuli bibliuri scenebi 
da wm. mxedarTa Sewyvilebuli gamosaxuleba.

iyalTos am Zeglebis Sesaxeb informacia karga xania rac 
cnobilia (g. CubinaSvili, r. Smerlingi, T. barnaveli, n. ia-
maniZe). kankelis qva zustad TariRdeba maszeve mocemuli 
1027 wlis warweriT, trapezis qvis TariRi ki xelovnebaT-
mcodneobiT da paleografiul analizs eyrdnoba da mkvle-
varTa mier X-XI ss-iT ganisazRvreba.

Cveni yuradReba Tavidanve miipyro am ori reliefuri 
qvis sruliad gansxvavebulad gadawyvetam. naTqvami ro-
gorc qvis kveTis teqnikas, iseve gamosaxulebaTa ikonogra-
fiul programebs, kompoziciur sqemebsa da mxatvruli sti-
lis niSnebs exeba. maTi SedarebiTi analizi da qarTuli Tu 
ucxouri paraleluri masalis fonze ganxilva cxadyofs, 
rom trapezis qva kankelis filaze gacilebiT adreulia. 
sruliad aSkaraa, rom igi, mTeli rigi ikonografiuli da 
stiluri niSnebiT, aRmosavleT saqristianos (siria-pales-
tina, egvipte, kapadokia) ukavSirdeba. aRsaniSnavia, rom 
ara misi warwerebi, igi SesaZloa daTariRebuliyo VI-VII ss-
iTac; miT ufro, rom TviT wminda stefanes eklesiis Tav-
dapirveli mSeneblobis TariRic VI-VII ss-iT ganisazRvreba  
(g. CubinaSvili, g. laRiaSvili, T. dvali), rac saqarTvelo-
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Si da kerZod kaxeTSi asureli berebis CamobrZanebisa da 
Rirsi mama zenonis iyalToSi damkvidrebis periodia. 

warwerebis paleografiisa da zogierTi ikonografiuli 
detalis gaTvaliswinebiT, kvlevis am etapze SesaZleblad 
migvaCnia, wm. stefanes eklesiis am araordinaruli qvis VIII-
IX ss-iT daTariReba. amis safuZvels iZleva is garemoebac, 
rom bolo drois arqeologiuri monacemebiT, es TariRi 
taZris mSeneblobis meore etapad miiCneva (g. laRiaSvili). 
amasTan, dasaSvebad vTvliT am qvis moTavsebas im Zeglebis 
gverdiT, romlebic `gardamavali xanis~ aRmosavleTqris-
tianuli xelovnebis nimuSebad warmogvidgeba (`webeldis 
jgufi~ – ?). vfiqrobT imasac, rom es qva SesaZloa wminda 
miwidan, kerZod ki, ierusalimis maxloblad petre iberis 
mier daarsebuli wm. Tevdores monastridan CamoetanaT 
(amis safuZvels gvaZlevs gamosaxulebaTa ikonografia).

rac Seexeba sakuTriv iyalTos monastris RvTaeba-fe-
riscvalebis taZris kankelis qvas, misi TariRi da yvela 
garegnuli niSani cxads xdis mis kuTvnilebas X-XI ss-is 
mijnis qarTuli reliefis xelovnebis saukeTeso Zeglebis 
jgufTan. am jgufSi Semavali sveticxovlis, alaverdis, 
kacxis, urTxvis, zedaznis, SiomRvimis taZrebis kankelebis 
Seqmnis dro saqarTvelos gaerTianebis sawyis periods da 
Zlieri, bizantiisTvis didad angariSgasawev qveynad Ca-
moyalibebis process emTxveva. 

iyalTos kankelis fila, Sesrulebis teqnikiTa da mxa-
tvruli doniT aRniSnuli jgufis erT-erTi saukeTeso ni-
muSia da ikonografiiTac uSualod bizantias ukavSirdeba. 

ase rom, iyalTos eklesiebis kuTvnili qvis ori filis 
safuZvelze naTlad Cans istoriis sxvadasxva etapze qar-
Tuli xelovnebis ganviTarebis gansxvavebuli tendenciebi 
da mimarTuleba. sruliad aSkaraa qarTuli saeklesio xe-
lovnebis ganviTarebis veqtoris erT SemTxvevaSi siria-pa-
lestinisken, xolo meoreSi – bizantiisken `gadaxra”. 
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ekaterine gedevaniSvili

g. CubinaSvilis sax. qarTuli xelovnebis 

istoriisa da ZeglTa dacvis erovnuli kvleviTi centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo 

gelaTis wm. giorgis eklesiis moxatulobaSi 
asaxuli “cocxali” mTis gamosaxulebisaTvis

gelaTis monastris wm. giorgis eklesiis egvteris moxa-
tulobaSi (XIII saukune) `amaRlebis~ scenaSi profiliani 
mTaa warmodgenili. mTis personifikaciis nakvTebi sagange-
bodaa gamoyofili – cxviri nestoebiT, Tval-warbi, piri, 
yvrimalebic ki. mTa aq isea warmodgenili, rom `amaRlebis~ 
saswauliT gancvifrebuli, TiTqosda amaRlebul ufals 
umzerdes. Bis sxvaobs bizantiur xelovnebaSi gavrcele-
buli tradiciuli personifikaciebis gamosaxulebebisgan, 
romelnic, umTavresad, kacisa Tu qalis antropomorfuli 
figuriT arian warmodgenilni (samoTxis mdinare iqneba es 
Tu hadesi). Aaq ki mxolod saxea asaxuli da amdenad, is mTis 
`portretul~ gamosaxulebad ufro aRiqmeba. winamdebare 
naSromSi am uCveulo gamosaxulebis simboluri interpre-
taciaa warmodgenili da mis ikonografiul STamagoneblad 
cnobili filosofosis ioane petriwis neoplatonikuri 
swavlebaa ganxiluli. 
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xaTuna gogia

SoTa mesxias zugdidis saxelmwifo-saswavlo universiteti

zugdidi, saqarTvelo

qronotopis Taviseburebani qarTulsa da 
bizantiur agiografiaSi

IV-XI saukuneebis bizantiuri da qarTuli sasuliero 
mwerlobis Janrobrivi Semadgenloba identuria. orive maT-
ganis sistemas qnis bibliologia, apokrifebi, egzegetika, 
dogmatika, liturgika, kanonika, asketika, mistika, agiogra-
fia da himnografia. naSromSi saubaria agiografiaze – Sua 
saukuneebis qarTuli da bizantiuri sasuliero mwerlobis 
ZiriTad da erT-erT adre warmoSobili Janrze (qarTul 
mwerlobaSi am Janris ganviTarebis klasikuri xana me-5 – 
me-11 saukuneebia, Tumca, arsebobda me-18 saukunemdec). 
agiografia yvelaze saimedo da mdidar masalas iZleva Sua 
saukuneebis azrovnebis, zogadqristianuli idealebis tra-
diciuli qarTuli adaptaciis Sesaswavlad. 

mxatvruli dro da sivrce (qronotopi) literaturuli 
nawarmoebis kompoziciis mniSvnelovani aqsesuarebia. am de-
talebzea damokidebuli Txzulebis struqturac da ideac. 
moqmedebis adgilisa da drois mimarT agiografebi did in-
teress iCenen. agiografiuli qronotopi zusti da realu-
ria, magram igi, iseve rogorc sasuliero mwerlobis nebis-
mieri sxva mxatvruli saxe, simbolur datvirTvas iZens da 
gansakuTrebuli TaviseburebebiT xasiaTdeba: konkretuli, 
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istoriuli droisa da sivrcis empiriuli maxasiaTeblebi 
abstragirebuli, sqematizebuli, simbolizebuli da mode-
lirebulia. am gziT empiriul-istoriuli dro da sivrce 
esTetikur kategoriad aris qceuli. 

naSromSi:
a) Sedarebulia bizantiuri da qarTuli agiografiu-

li prozis mxatvruli Taviseburebani, kerZod, mxatvruli 
droisa da sivrcis (qronotopis) xasiaTi da naTelyofilia 
misi ierarqiis, struqturis, specifikis msgavseba. 

b) gaanalizebulia bizantiuri kulturidan SeTvisebu-
li e. w. „polisuri azrovnebis“ raoba da is, Tu rogor 
moxda misi adaptacia qarTul niadagze, originalur agio-
grafiul ZeglebSi.

g) saubaria qarTulsa da bizantiur kulturebSi arsebul 
„brunvisa“ da „ciklurobis“ ideaze, mis sakralur Sinaars-
sa da genezisze. aRniSnulia, rom es idea xorcSesxmulia 
agiografiaSi da is ganapirobebs Zeglebis kompoziciursa 
da struqturul Taviseburebebs. 

d) saubaria – qarTuli da bizantiuri gansaxovnebis pa-
radigmul modelze – teleologiuri centris mqone wresa 
da e.w. „musikur gansaxovnebaze“, romelic Tavs iCens Sua 
saukuneebis xelovnebis sxvadasxva dargSi: prozaSi, arqite-
qturaSi, xatweraSi, musikaSi da agreTve yofiTi kulturis 
formebSi. amis damadasturebeli saTanado magaliTebi naS-
romSi moyvanilia ara mxolod Zeglebidan, aramed samegre-
los eTnografiidan, folkoridan da metyvelebidanac.
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Tornike diasamiZe

saqarTvelos SoTa rusTavelis Teatrisa da kinos  

saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

sicocxlis xis reliefuri kompozicia 
inguSeTis tyoba-ierdis taZridan da 

misi mimarTeba qarTul Sua saukuneebis 
xelovnebasTan

CrdiloeT kavkasiis teritoriaze, kerZod, daRestan-
Si, inguSeTSi, CrdiloeT oseTSi, balyareTSi da sxvagan 
dafiqsirebulia qristianuli arqiteqturis araerTi Ze-
gli, romelTac mWidro kavSiri aqvT qarTul qristianul 
arqiteqturasTan. saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi ikveTeboda da 
viTardeboda kavkasiuri urTierTobebi, es urTierTobe-
bi sxvadasxva formiT gamoixateboda, maT Soris arqiteq-
turuli, lingvisturi, eTnografiuli Tu eTnologiuri 
TvalsazrisiTac. Cven mier warmodgenili naSromi Seexeba 
CrdiloeT kavkasiis teritoriaze, kerZod, inguSeTsa da 
darestanSi aRmoCenil sicocxlis xis kompoziciebs.

inguSeTSi mdebare tyoba-ierdis taZari imaTgania, ro-
melic saSualebas gvaZlevs, Crdilo kavkasiaSi qarTuli 
kvalis arsebobaze visaubroT. tulCinskim 1901 wels tyoba 
– ierdis taZris samecniero Seswavlisas ipova mcire zomis 
Tixis fila (zoma 10X12 sm). filaze gamosaxulia toteb-
gaSlili xe nayofiTurT da mis gverdebze wvrilfexa cxo-
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velebi, erTi erT mxares da meore meore mxares. maT fexebs 
Soris asomTavruli asoebia - ef Tu eo da oren.

cnobilia, rom aRniSnuli siuJeti – sicocxlis xesTan 
mdgomi cxovelebi, qristianuli xelovnebis simboluri kom-
poziciaa adreqristianuli xanidan da is gvxvdeba saqris-
tianos araerT regionSi. maT Soris saxasiaToa qarTuli 
xelovnebisTvisac. mniSvnelovania, rom calkeuli nimuSebi 
moipoveba daRestnis Zeglebze, egreT wodebul daRest-
nur-albanur obieqtebze. erT-erTi aseTi Zeglis siuJet-
Si xis nacvlad Tevzia gamosaxuli. tyoba-ierdis reliefs 
Cven ganvixilavT rogorc qristianuli xelovnebis, ise qar-
Tuli da, zogadad, kavkasiuri xelovnebis konteqstSi, war-
movaCenT mis mxatvrul Taviseburebebsa da mniSvnelobas.
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mariam didebuliZe

g. CubinaSvilis sax. qarTuli xelovnebis istoriisa da Zegl-

Ta dacvis erovnuli kvleviTi centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

Zveli gagris eklesia. qarTuli da bizantiuri 
xuroTmoZRvrebis urTierTmimarTeba 

adrebizantiur xanaSi

bizantia mTeli marTlmadidebluri samyarosTvis tonis 
mimcemi da mibaZvis sagani iyo da ara marto marTlmadide-
bluri samyarosTvis, aramed mTeli saqristianosTvis.

amave dros, qristianuli kulturis mqone erebi TviTo-
nac iyvnen qristianuli xelovnebis Semoqmedni. isini ara 
mxolod baZavdnen, aramed TavianTi sakuTari mxatvruli 
eniT metyvelebdnen. msgavseba-gansxvaveba Tan sdevs yo-
velgvar kulturul urTierTqmedebas, miT umetes, Tu ers 
uZvelesi droidan moyolebuli mxatvruli Semoqmedebis 
mdidari kulturuli tradicia hqonda.

TviT erovnul kulturebs SigniTac Tavs iCens Tavise-
burebaTa da mravalferovnebaTa mTeli rigi.

saqarTvelos qristianuli xelovneba, faqtobrivad, bi-
zantiuri kulturis paralelurad iqmneboda, bevr rames 
iRebda bizantiisgan, Tumca, mkafiod gamoxatuli sakuTari 
mxatvruli ena hqonda.

afxazeTis, saqarTvelos uZvelesi samefosa da bizan-
tiasTan Zlier daaxloebuli regionis, xuroTmoZRvre-
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ba kargi magaliTia, erTi mxriv, maTi urTierTkavSirisa, 
meore mxriv ki, TviT saqarTvelos qristianuli xelovne-
bis Taviseburebisa da erTianoba-mravalferovnebisa. Zveli 
gagris VI s-is eklesiis xuroTmoZRvreba da tipologia am 
sakiTxebis gaSuqebisTvis sagulisxmo masalas iZleva.
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nino qavTaria, eka duRaSvili

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

sankt-peterburgis koleqciis qarTul- 
berZnuli xelnaweri (0.I.58) 

bizantiur-qarTuli kroskulturuli 
urTierTobebis nimuSi

msoflios sxvadasxva wignTsacavSi daculi qarTuli 
xelnaweri memkvidreoba Cvenive kulturis werilobiTi Tu 
mxatvruli Semoqmedebis mniSvnelovan nimuSebs warmogvid-
gens. Cveni moxseneba exeba ruseTis erovnul biblioTeka-
Si (sankt-peterburgi) dacul qarTul-berZnul xelnawers 
(0.I.58).

xelnaweri mniSvnelovania rogorc filologiur-te-
qstologiuri TvalsazrisiT, aseve xelovnebaTmcodneobi-
Ti TvalTaxedviTac. 

krebulis Seswavlis siaxles ganapirobebs is, rom xel-
naweri Seicavs orenovani (qarTuli da berZnuli) teqtebis 
Tavisebur erTianobas. es teqstebi gansxvavebuli Janrisa 
da Sinaarsisaa. Seicavs liturgikuli xasiaTis sakiTxave-
bis cikls oTxive saxarebidan, sauflo dResaswaulebi-
sa da wmindanebisadmi miZRvnil troparebs, locvebsa da 
apokriful teqstebs – ieso qristesa da mefe avgarozis 
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mimoweras. teqstebi ganTavsebulia xelnaweris dasawyisSi, 
SuaSic da boloSic.

 nusxaSi moTavsebulia Svidasi miniatiura da mxatvruli 
stilis analiziT xelnaweri XV s-iT TariRdeba. igi etapo-
brivi mniSvnelobisaa, asaxavs bizantiur da postbizantiur 
literaturul da mxatvrul azrovnebas. 

 teqstebis amgvari ganlageba miniatiurebTan erTad 
xelnaweris Taviseburebaa, misi analogiuri krebuli arc 
bizantiur da arc Tanadroul qarTul xelnawer tradi-
ciaSi ar mogvepoveba. peterburgis xelnawerSi miniatiure-
bi da teqstebi erTmaneTTan Sinaarsobrivad da ideurad 
aris dakavSirebuli. nusxaSi arsebuli berZnuli teqstebi 
qarTulisagan gansxvavebulia. Seicavs mag., samedicino Si-
naarsis epigramebs, romlebic wlis TiToeuli Tvis daxas-
iaTebas Seicavs. am epigramebis avtoria XI- XII ss-eebSi bi-
zantiis saimperatoro karis eqimi, romelic imavdroulad 
SesaniSnavi poetic iyo. es teqstebi Sua saukuneebis bizan-
tiaSi sakmaod gavrcelebuli iyo, maT Soris samonastro 
wreebSic. xelnawerSi epigramebis teqsts mosdevs Tveebis 
personificirebuli aRwera miniatiurebTan erTad, rac xe-
lnaweris Semdgenels sWirdeba miwieri drois ideis gadmo-
sacemad.

 xelnaweris teqstebisa da mxatvruli stilis kvlevis 
safuZvelze dadginda, rom krebuli Seqmnilia samcxis 
(samxreT saqarTvelo) saaTabagos skriptoriumSi cnobili 
istoriuli pirovnebis qaixosro aTabagisTvis, romelic 
saqarTvelosa da bizantiis urTierTobis istoriaSi ga-
morCeuli figuraa. xelnaweris Semqmenlni arian pontodan 
samcxeSi gadmosaxlebuli berZeni mRvdelmonazoni svime-
oni, romelic mogvinebiT, qaixosro aTabagis xelSewyobiT 
awyuris episkoposi gaxda da qarTveli monazoni akaki, ro-
melic amave epoqis sxva xelnawerebSic ixsenieba. peterbur-
gis xelnaweri ori kulturuli tradiciis, bizantiurisa 
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da qarTulis, erTianobaa. xelnaweri mniSvnelovania post-
bizantiuri berZnuli enis istoriisTvisac.

eqvsi ciklisagan Semdgari xelnaweris ilustracie-
bi eqvs gansxvavebul seriad warmogvidgeba da sxvadasxva 
ikonografiuli da stiluri tendenciis amsaxvelia; qris-
tologiur Temas Zveli aRTqmis, RvTismSoblisa da macx-
ovris calkeul dResaswaulTa amsaxveli scenebi, wmin-
danTa rigi, TveTa personifikaciebi, mxedar wmindanTa 
gamosaxulebebi, qronologiur rigze gawyobili menolo-
gioni, gankurnebaTa da saswaulTa scenebi enacvleba.

miniatiuraTa mxatvruli saxe mWidrod ukavSirdeba  
XIV-XV saukuneebis qarTuli da bizantiuri (post-bizanti-
uri) saxviTi xelovnebis tradiciebs; zogierT ciklSi ki 
mocemulia XV-XVI saukuneebis mxatvrul azrovnebaze mis-
adagebuli komnenosuri tradiciebis gamoZaxilic. 

ikonografiuli da mxatvruli mimarTulebebis mraval-
ferovneba berZnul-qarTuli xelnaweris dasuraTebas 
wamogvidgens, rogorc epoqis mowinave Zegls, romelSic 
gaazrebulia tradiciac da inovaciuri xedvac.

 xelnaweris Sedgeniloba, garkveulwilad, avlens mem-
kvidreobiT miRebul im literaturul da mxatvrul ten-
denciebs, rac im epoqaSi, bizantiis imperiis dacemisa 
da saqarTvelos mZime politikuri mdgomareobis fonze, 
kvlav iZleoda maRali profesiuli donis SenarCunebis 
SesaZleblobas. orenovani krebuli saintereso magaliTia 
bizantiur-qarTuli kroskulturuli urTierTobebisa, ra-
Sic TvalnaTliv gamoCnda rogorc im epoqis TvalTaxedviT 
gaazrebuli wina saukuneebis SemoqmedebiTi gamocdileba, 
aseve Tanadrouli literaturuli da mxatvruli azrovne-
ba da gemovneba.
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apolon TabuaSvili

korneli kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

aTonis iverTa monastris aRapebi, rogorc 
feodaluri epoqis saqarTvelos ekonomikuri 

istoriis wyaro

kvleva ganxorcielda SoTa rusTavelis erovnuli 

samecniero fondis finansuri mxardaWeriT. granti  

№ YS-2016-92, `fasebi feodaluri epoqis saqarTveloSi~

feodaluri epoqis saqarTvelos ekonomikuri istoriis 
sxvadasxva Tema dRemde moiTxovs srulyofil Seswavlas. 
erT-erTi aseTi sakiTxia fasebi, rac, Tavis mxriv, gansazR-
vravda imdroindeli cxovrebis mraval aspeqts. aRniSnuli 
sakiTxi dReisaTvis praqtikulad Seuswavlelia. sakiTxis 
Sesaswavlad, Tavis mxriv, Zalze mcirericxovani wyaroT-
mcodneobiTi baza gvaqvs. Tumca, X saukunidan sxvadasxva 
produqciis fasebis Sesaxeb cnobebi mainc mogvepoveba, rac 
zogadi suraTis aRdgenis saSualebas iZleva.

fasebis Sesaxeb qarTulenovani werilobiTi wyaroebi-
dan umniSvnelovanesia aTonis iverTa monastris aRapebi. 
rogorc akad. n. berZeniSvili aRniSnavda: `am aRapTa mniSv-
neloba mxolod aTonis qarTvelTa monastris istoriisa-
Tvis aucileblobiT ar ganisazRvreba. saqarTvelos kul-
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turul-politikursa Tu ekonomikur istorias ara erTi 
Zvirfasi cnoba SeuZlia amokribos aqedan... cocxlad aris 
aRbeWdili sayovelTao sinamdvilis suraTi ama Tu im saqon-
lis fasebisa, safases saxelebisa, maTi SedarebiTi odeno-
bisa da sxva~. avtorisaTvis cnobebis sargeblobis damabr-
kolebel garemoebad aRapebis dauTariRebloba miaCnda, 
rasac vrceli naSromi dauTmo kidec. dReisaTvis aseTi 
damabrkolebeli garemoeba aRar arsebobs, radgan aTonis 
aRapebis Sesaxeb umniSvnelovanesi gamokvlevebi gvaqvs (el. 
Mmetreveli, narkvevebi aTonis kulturul-saganmanaTleblo 
keris istoriidan. Tb. 1996; e. Mmetreveli, aTonis qarTvel-
Ta monastris saaRape wigni. Tb. 1998; n. berZeniSvili, aTo-
nis iverTa monastris aRapebi, naSromi gamosacemad moam-
zades m. berZniSvilma da d. megrelaZem. Tb. 2007 da sxv.).

aTonis aRapebSi mocemulia sxvadasxva sasaqonlo fasi, 
magaliTisaTvis moviyvanT ramdenime maTgans: didi siZviris 
pirobebSi `ifqli modi drahkanad~ fasobda; Tamar mefes 
Seuwiravs `orni didni stavrani, romelni oc-ocsa drah-
kansa sjobdes~; s¢meon Wyondidelis gazrdilma nikolozma 
`moscna eklesiasa... uRelni £arni, nasyidni perperad z (7) ~;  
`moscna eklesiasa Cuensa mutruki nasyidi perperad ie (15)~; 
pro¡drosma lulum `mosca eklesiasa jori erTi da gavyi-
deT C¢dmet perperad~; `orni juarni asoTxmoc dimitratad 
fasebuli~...

aTonis aRapebSi, garda konkretuli produqciis fasebi-
sa, vxvdebiT informacias ama Tu im ekonomikuri saqmiano-
bisaTvis saWiro danaxarjebis Sesaxeb, mag.: monastris gada-
saxurad 150 drahkani daxarjula da a.S.

aRapebSi daculi informacia sainteresoa, zogadad, 
mosaxleobis (igulisxmeba zeda fenebi) ekonomikuri mdgo-
mareobis Sesaxeb. wyaros mixedviT irkveva, rom Sewirulo-
ba saSualod meryeobda 100-200 bizantiuri oqros monetis 
farglebSi. 
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sainteresoa, rom aTonis aRapebze, rogorc ekonomiku-
ri istoriis wyaroze, yuradReba gaumaxvilebia akad. iv. 
javaxiSvils. dRemde gamouqveynebel masalebSi, romlebic 
daculia k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos xelnawerTa 
erovnul centrSi, aTonis aRapebidan amokrebilia zogier-
Ti cnoba fasebis Sesaxeb, Tumca sagangebo kvleva avtors 
ar Cautarebia. moxsenebis farglebSi igegmeba iv. javaxiSvi-
lis aRniSnuli gamoucemeli masalis Sesaxeb informaciis 
warmodgena.

moxsenebis farglebSi warmodgenili iqneba aTonis 
aRapebSi mocemuli informaciis detaluri analizi, rac 
gulisxmobs sxvadasxva produqciis fasis realur gansazR-
vras, ama Tu im safasis (dimitratis, perperas, dukatis da 
sxv.) wonis zust dadgenas, da Sedarebas imdroindel sxva 
wyaroebSi (mag., nikorwmindelis dawerilSi) dacul cnobe-
bTan.

aseve, Zalian mniSvnelovania imis dadgena, romeli 
konkretuli informacia exeba saqarTveloSi arsebul fase-
bs da romeli – bizantiur realobas.
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leri TavaZe 

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis  

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

bizantiuri instituciebi da saqarTvelos 
mmarTveli elita 

VII-VIII saukuneebis mijnaze

bizantiuri instituciebi didi xnis ganmavlobaSi vr-
celdeboda TiTqmis mTeli msoflios masStabiT, maT So-
ris gamonaklisi arc qarTuli politikuri sivrcea. VII-VIII 
saukuneebSi ganviTarebuli movlenebi gviCvenebs, rom qar-
Tvelebi mWidrod iyvnen integrirebuli bizantiur poli-
tikur instituciebSi, xolo am instituciebis erTi nawi-
li bizantiuri sakariskaco titulebis saxiT saqarTveloSi 
vrceldeboda. maTi gacema mxolod aRmosavleT romis impe-
ratoris prerogativa iyo.

Cveni amJamindeli kvlevisTvis mniSvnelovania ramde-
nime bizantiuri politikuri instituti, romlebic Rir-
seul adgils ikavebdnen romaul/bizantiur instituciur 
mowyobaSi. maT Soris erTi-erTi yvelaze gavrcelebulia 
patrikiosi. aRniSnuli pativi jer kidev romauli xanis 
pirmSoa, Tumca, titulis saxiT gavrceleba, upiratesad, 
romis istoriis bizantiur periodSi hpova. patrikiosi 
iyo ara mxolod erT-erTi yvelaze gavleniani tituli aR-
mosavleT romis imperiaSi, aramed ikavebda Tavis sapatio 
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adgils bizantiis senatSic. patrikiosis garda Cveni kvle-
vis obieqtia iseTi bizantiuri instituciebi, rogorebicaa: 
Âpatosi – konsuli, apo Âpaton patrikiosi – yofili konsuli 
patrikiosi, apo Âpatoni – yofili konsuli da sxva maTze da-
bali rangis titulebi (mag.: patrikiosi, protospaTariosi, 
spaTariosi, stratelati da sxv.).

anTipatos-patrikiosi gansakuTrebuli mniSvnelobisaa, 
vinaidan misi aRorZineba, qarTuli saistorio wyaroebis 
mixedviT, swored am periods unda ukavSirdebodes. anTipa-
tos-patrikiosi – prokonsuli gansakurebiT mniSvnelovani 
Tanamdeboba iyo Zvel romSi. bizantiur periodSi igi ukve 
titulis saxiT yalibdeba, Tumca, garkveulwilad, Tavisi 
arsebobis dasawyisSi inarCunebs Zveli romauli Tanamde-
bobis elfers, vinaidan am titulis mflobeli, rogorc 
wesi, ikavebda yvelaze mniSvnelovani bizantiuri adminis-
traciuli erTeulis meTauris, opsikionis Temas komesis, 
Tanamdebobas.

qarTul politikur realobaSi am titulebis erTi nawi-
li didi xania, rac gavrcelebuli iyo, Tumca maTi meore 
nawili pirvelad swored VII-VIII saukuneebSi fiqsirdeba. 
didebulTa didi nawili, vinc am bizantiur titulebsa Tu 
Tanamdebobebs flobda, gasagebi mizezebis gamo, sakuTriv 
bizantiaSi moRvaweobda, xolo meore nawili titulebs da, 
iSviaTad, Tanamdebobebs saqarTveloSi yofnis periodSi 
iRebda da inarCunebda. aRniSnuli maTi bizantiur samya-
roSi integraciis kargi saSualeba iyo.

VII-VIII saukuneebis mijnaze moRvawe qarTvelebs Soris, 
vinc mniSvnelovan bizantiur titulebsa da Tanamdebobe-
bs flobdnen, SegviZlia davasaxeloT qarTlis erismTa-
varTa ojaxis Semdegi wevrebi: arSuSa, varaz-bakuri, Salva 
da sxv. egrisSi moRvaweobdnen barnuki igive nebarnuki da 
misi Svili, sergi barnukis Ze. yvela maTgani flobda sxva-
dasxva bizantiur titulsa Tu Tanamdebobas da moRvaweob-
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da bizantiis imperiasa da saqarTveloSi. maTi bizantiuri 
titulebi da Tanamdebobebi imaze miuTiTebs, rom yvela 
maTgani garkveuli drois ganmavlobaSi mainc aRiarebda 
bizantiis imperatoris uzenaesobas. maTi umravlesoba im-
peratoris samsaxurSi cxovrebis bolomde idga.
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xaTuna TodaZe

saqarTvelos teqnikuri universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

ierarqiis xedva qarTul-bizantiur 
sazogadoebaSi

monasticizmis instituti bizantiuri sazogadoebis 
erT-erTi damaxasiaTebeli niSania da, faqtobrivad, impe-
riis cxovrebis yvela sferos exeba. imperatorebs, iseve 
rogorc sazogadoebis sxva warmomadgenlebs, TavianTi in-
teresebi hqondaT monastrebTan mimarTebiT.

samonastro cxovreba qarTuli sazogadoebisTvisac ga-
nuyofeli nawilia. iseve rogorc bizantiel imperatorebs, 
qarTvel mefeebsac gansakuTrebuli damokidebuleba hqon-
daT monastrebTan.

saimperatoro sigelebi da mefeTa anderZebi erT-erTi 
wyaroa samonastro cxovrebis Sesaswavlad.

analizisaTvis ganvixiloT imperator miqael VII dukas 
da imperator nikeforos III botaniates sigelebi miqael 
aTaliates monastrisadmi da daviT aRmaSeneblis anderZi, 
dawerili SiomRvimis monastrisadmi.

samive wyaro mniSvnelovan cnobebs Seicavs ara marto 
saxelmwifosa da eklesiis urTierTdamokidebulebis, ara-
med sazogadoebis struqturis Sesaswavlad. 

SedarebiTi analizisas naCvenebi msgavseba-gansxvavebani 
kargad asaxavs qarTuli da bizantiuri sazogadoebis Ta-
viseburebebs.
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maia karanaZe

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

 Tbilisi, saqarTvelo.

qristianul-aRmosavluri da bizantiuri 
gavlenebi qarTuli xelnaweri wignis ydebze

moxseneba Seexeba IX-XII, XIII-XV saukuneebSi gadawer-
il da Semosil qarTul xelnawer wignebs, romelTac aqvT 
gadaweris Tanadrouli an adreuli restavraciis Sede-
gad SemorCenili ydebi. Cven araerTgzis aRgviniSnavs, 
rom adreuli qarTuli xelnawerebi gadaweris Tanadrou-
li ydebiT dRemde mcire raodenobiTaa moRweuli (umetes 
nawils yda mogvianebiT, XVIII-XIX saukuneebSi gaukeTda). es 
faqti Tavs iCens ara marto qarTuli wignis ydis istoriis 
Seswavlisas, aramed bizantiuri da, saerTod, ydis istori-
is kvlevis drosac. 

adreuli qarTuli xelnawerebis ydebis Seswavlam gviC-
vena, rom qarTuli wignebis ydebze gvxvdeba rogorc 
qristianul-aRmosavluri, ise bizantiuri xelnawerebis 
mxatvrulad gaformebisa da wignad Sekvris teqnologiu-
ri procesebi. kerZod, saubaria xelnaweris rveulebad 
akinZul furclebze, romelTa yuazec gamoyenebulia `gre-
kaJis~ CaRrmaveba (H1741, Q241, A1100, A203, A27, H1331, A516), 
`jaWvuri~ akinZva (H1741, H1331, A203, A516, A27, H1865); xis 
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dafebze `sworxazovnad~, anu vertikalurad, Tokebis mima-
greba (A135, Sin.Geo.O.67, H1331, A516), ormagi xis dafebis da-
fiqsireba akinZuli wignis blokze (H1741) da masiuri xis 
dafebi, romlebsac samive mxridan kideze miuyveba CaRrma-
veba, es detali Tavad bizantiur ydebzec ki kopturi ydis 
principiT aixsneba (A135, A98, H1664, Q241, A1100, H1331, A516, 
H1865 da sxv.). am tipis qarTuli xelnaweri wignebis ydebi 
X-XII da XIII-XIV saukuneebiT davaTariReT. 

rac Seexeba mxatvrul elementebs, unda aRiniSnos, 
rom IX-X saukuneebSi gadawerili qarTuli xelnaweri wig-
nis tyavis ydebisTvis, ZiriTadad, damaxasiaTebelia qris-
tianul-aRmosavluri, wresa da kvadratSi Caxatuli tol-
ferda stilizebuli jvrebi (adiSis oTxTavi, 478 (k-82), 
adiSis iadgari, 479 (k-74); sinuri mravalTavi, Sin. Geo. O. 
32-33- 57, Sin. Geo. N.26, Graz Geo. № 2058 /3 da sxv.), xolo 
XI-XII saukuneebidan ki qarTul ydebze Cndeba bizantiuri, 
kerZod, golgoTis tipis jvari (A98, Q241, A27, A505).

sayuradReboa aseve XII saukuneSi opizis samwignobro 
keraSi Seqmnili oTxTavebis (Q906, Q907, Q929) mooqruli 
vercxlis ydebi, romelTa maRali saSemsruleblo teqni-
ka metyvelebs opizis monastris saoqromWedlo skolis 
arsebobaze. rogorc cnobilia, TiToeuli es egzemplari 
gamoirCeva Tavisi dekoraciulobiT, rac foTlovan-yva-
vilovani, mcenareuli ornamentebis mravalsaxovnebiTa 
da wmindanTa figurebis virtuozuli teqnikis SerwymiTaa 
miRweuli, Tumca, aqve isicaa aRsaniSnavi, rom isini ga-
nicdian bizantiuri xelovnebis gavlenas, rac gamoixate-
ba wmindanTa sxeulebis TiToeuli nawilis wagrZelebuli 
formis Taviseburebebsa Tu maT CacmulobaSi (amis das-
turia wm. sofiis taZris kedlebze vedrebis kompozicie-
bi qriste pantokratoris `skulpturuli~ gamosaxulebiT, 
aseve SegviZlia gavixsenoT konqis RvTismSoblis mozaika 
da sxv.).
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yovelive zemoTqmulidan gamomdinare, migvaCnia, rom 
adreuli (IX-XII, XIII-XV ss.) xelnaweri wignis ydaze muSaobi-
sas yuradRebis miRma ar unda darCes arc erTi axlad ga-
movlenili yda an Tundac misi fragmenti, rogorc ydis 
istoriis amsaxveli umniSvnelovanesi nimuSi. aseve TiToeu-
li ydis Seswavlisas gaTvaliswinebuli unda iyos ama Tu 
im epoqisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli niSnebi, rac, Tavis mxriv, 
dagvexmareba gadaweris Tanadrouli da restavrirebuli 
ydebis daTariRebaSi. 
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eqvTime koWlamazaSvili

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

giorgi aTonelis mier Targmnili 
paraklitonis aTonur nusxaze darTuli 

anonimuri SesxmiTi leqsi

giorgi aTonelis mier Targmnili paraklitoni qarTuli 
liturgikuli poeziis erT-erT udides mwvervalad iTvle-
ba. aTonis mTis qarTvelTa monastris (ivironis) qarTul 
xelnawer wignTa koleqciaSi dRemdea SemorCenili am Zeg-
lis avtografi, romelic xsenebuli koleqciis 45-e nomri-
Taa aRricxuli.

teqsts boloSi erTvis Teqvsmetmarcvliani da ocdaTe-
qvsmetstriqoniani ori akrostiquli strofi, romelTa 
Tavkiduri asoebiTac da bolokiduri asoebiTac erTi da 
igive fraza ikiTxeba da zustad igive fraza weria pirvel 
taepadac da bolo taepadac orsave strofSi. ese igi ak-
rostiquli taepi orive SemTxvevaSi oTxkuTxa CarCos qm-
nis. amasTan, pirveli strofis akrostiquli fraza Sinaar-
sobrivad grZeldeba meore strofis akrostiqul frazaSi, 
rac am or strofs erT mTlianobad kravs (pirveli stro-
fis akrostiqad weria – `netarebiT iqebi Sen naTesavTa 
yovelTagan~, meore strofis akrostiqi ki agrZelebs am 
azrs: `ionTa da qarTvelTagan, gonierTagan, giorgi~). 
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akrostiqidanac da leqsis Sinaarsidanac irkveva, rom igi 
SeuTxzavT giorgi aTonelis, rogorc uniWieresi mTargmne-
lis, Sesaqebad. leqsi Semkulia bibliuri aluziebiTa da 
brwyinvale ritorikuli samkaulebiT da stilis mxriv pir-
veli da meore strofi erTmaneTisagan didad ar gansxva-
vdeba, magram gakvirvebas iwvevs is, rom pirvel strofSi 
giorgi Seqebulia rogorc jer kidev cocxali kaci, meo-
re strofSi ki igi gardacvlilad moixsenieba; amasTan, 
pirveli strofi dawerili Cans giorgize ufro maRali 
ierarqiuli piris mier, saxeldobr, moZRvris poziciidan, 
radgan avtori giorgis avalebs, daamTavros da srulyos 
is mTargmnelobiTi Rvawli, romelic mas aqvs dawyebuli; 
xolo meore strofis avtorad ki giorgis romeliRac mowa-
fea sagulvebeli, romelic mas moZRvrad moixseniebs da 
misgan kurTxevas iTxovs.

es winaaRmdegoba, Cveni azriT, miuTiTebs, rom pirveli 
da meore strofi sxvadasxva drosaa dawerili sxvadasx-
va piris mier. pirveli maTganis avtori unda iyos giorgi 
aTonelis sulieri moZRvari giorgi dayudebuli, meorisa 
– giorgi aTonelisave mowafe da biografi, giorgi xuces-
monazoni.
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qeTevan mamasaxlisi

Tbilisis sasuliero akademia 

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

A 

wm. amonas swavlani

 egvipteSi mosagre pirvel meudabnoe mamaTa Soris 
erT-erTi gamorCeuli adgili ukavia Rirs amonas (+357w.). igi 
gamorCeulia Tavisi zneobrivi swavlebebiTac.

am wminda mamisadmi interesi asketur literaturaSi im-
TaviTve ikveTeba. mis Sesaxeb mogviTxroben paladi heleno-
polelis `lavsaikoni~ da anbanuri pateriki.

aRniSnul ZeglebSi saintereso masalebia daculi wm. Ma-
monas ubiwo meuRlebrivi cxovrebis, misi Semonazvnebis, mama-
Ta monastris daarsebis, antoni didTan sulieri siaxlovisa 
da gardacvalebis Sesaxeb.

Rirsi amonas swavlani erT-erTi gamorCeulia Zvel qar-
Tul naTargn asketur TxzulebaTa Soris. isini sainteresoa 
siZvelis TvalsazrisiTac, daculia X –XI ss. xelnawerebSi.

wm. amonas asketur-mistikuri swavlebebidan mecnierulad 
Seswavlili da gamocemulia mxolod erTi – `amona¡s sityu-
ani~ (Ath. 9(979 w.); H 1662 (1040 w.); sin.36 (925 w.) , gamosacemad 
moamzada ilia abulaZem).

Rirsi mamis Teqvsmeti swavla dRemde Seuswavleli da ga-
moucemelia. igi daculia X s. uZveles sinur xelnawerebSi: sin. 
25 da sin.35. aRniSnul nusxaTagan sin. 35 TariRiania, kerZod, 
Sesrulebulia 907 wels. amonas epistoleebi daculia xelnaw-
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erSi sin. Geo 13-Si, is warmoadgens etrats da Seicavs asketikur 
da agiografiul Txzulebebs (antoni didis cxovrebas, mis 
swavlans, amonas swavlans da sxv.). aRwerilobis Tanaxmad, misi 
Sedgeniloba mTlianad uaxlovdeba sin. Geo. 0. 35 xelnawers, 
romelic, SesaZloa, misi erT-erTi wyaro iyo. es xelnaweri 
palimfsestia da gadawerilia araprofesionali gadamwerlis 
mier. amas adasturebs misi xeli. SeniSnulia, rom Sin. Geo 13 ax-
ali koleqciis erT-erTi umniSvnelovanesi xelnaweria. 

 wm. amonas swavlans win uZRvis saTaurebi: `Tqmuli netar-
isa mamisa Cuenisa amona¡si a; wmidisa amona¡si b “ da a.S.

aRniSnul swavlebaTagan cameti danomrilia anbanur rig-
ze, xolo ori – IV da XV – ricxobrivad.

rigiT meTeqvsmete swavlas sin. 25 da sin. 35-Si aqvs erTnai-
ri saTauri: `Tqumuli dawynarebisTvs, romelni axlad mos-
rulni iyvnen monazonebaD~.

Sin. 25 nusxaSi daculia mxolod mesame, mecamete da meTx-
uTmete swavlani, maSin, roca sin. 35-Si warmodgenilia Te-
qvsmetive swavla. 

Rirsi mamis asketur-mistikuri xasiaTis swavlani su-
lieri rCevebia maTTvis, visac moRvaweobis umaRlesi for-
ma – monazvnoba utvirTavs. esaa swavleba axlad Semonaz-
vnebulTaTvis, gansacdelSi CavardnilTaTvis da a.S. wminda 
werilidan Sesabamisi adgilebis moxmobiT wm. amona TiToeul 
cxovrebiseul movlenas Rrma saRvTismetyvelo safuZvels 
uZebnis. 

aRniSnuli nusxebi winaaTonur periods ganekuTvneba 
da Cvens yuradRebas mravalmxriv ipyrobs. xelnaweri Zalze 
Znelad ikiTxeba. Zegli Zalze sainteresoa enobrivi Tval-
sazrisiT, gvxvdeba bevri lafsusi. gansakuTrebiT TvalSi-
sacemia difTongebis ugulebelyofa da garkveul poziciaSi 
naxevarxmovan iotas nacvlad sruli i xmovnis xmareba. aseve, 
Taviseburia wminda werilidan moxmobili Sesabamisi adg-
ilebis mimarTeba aTonur redaqciasTan. 
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irma mamasaxlisi

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis  

saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

 

nadirobis siuJeti oSkis fasadze

oSkis wm. ioane naTlismcemlis samonastro kompleqsi is-
toriul taoSi, TorTumis xeobis dasavleTiT mdebareobs. 
aRniSnuli taZari samecniero kvlevebSi araerTgzis gamx-
dara msjelobis sagani. cnobilia is faqti, rom oSkis ta-
Zari dekoratiul da reliefur saxeTa mravalferovnebiT 
gamoirCeva. niSandoblivia isic, rom taZris reliefur de-
korSi mniSvnelovan adgils ikavebs zoomorful Tematikaze 
Seqmnili kompoziciebi. isini xan ornamentebSia Cawerili, 
xan ki damoukidebeli scenis saxiT Tanaarseboben. 

Cveni mizani erTi konkretuli reliefuri filis Cve-
neburi wakiTxvis mcdelobaa, kerZod, samxreTi sarkmlis 
morTulobis, sadac nadirobis siuJetia asaxuli. aRniS-
nul sakiTxs araerTi gamokvleva mieZRvna. rogorc irkve-
va, oSkis sakaTedro taZris samxreTi TavsarTiani sarkmlis 
morTuloba Taviseburi gadawyvetiT araerTgzis gamxdara 
msjelobis sagani. v. jobaZe aRniSnul siuJets nadirobis 
scenad miiCnevs. bolo dros aRniSnul siuJets sagangebo 
kvleva miuZRvnes nato gengiurma da nino goderZiSvilma. 
am ukanasknelTa azriT, es siuJeti astralur TemasTanaa 
dakavSirebuli. 
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Tumca Cveni daintereseba am sakiTxiT ramdenime faqtor-
ma ganapiroba. rogorc cnobilia, Sua saukuneebis saxviT 
xelovnebaSi nadirobis siuJets erT-erTi gamorCeuli ad-
gili ukavia. am siuJets Tavisi fesvebiT Zvel aRmosavlur 
nimuSebTan mivyavarT. mefis nadirobis siuJetis amsaxveli 
araerTi nimuSi gvaZlevs saSualebas, vivaraudoT misi ga-
vlena Sua saukuneebis qristianuli xelovnebis saxviT ni-
muSebze. Cveni dakvirvebiT irkveva, rom oSkis reliefze 
sicocxlis xesTan warmdgar irmebs mSvildosani monadire 
uaxlovdeba. igi srolis mzadyofnaSia mocemuli. 

sagangebo msjelobas moiTxovs sicocxlis xis winaSe 
warmdgari cxovelebis semantika da misi mimarTeba mSvil-
dosan monadiresTan. Sesabamisi vizualuri masalisa da 
saRvTismetyvelo teqstebis moSveliebiT, rogorc irkveva, 
sicocxlis xe jvarcmis winagangebulebaa. aqedan gamomdi-
nare, srulebiT SesaZlebelia oSkis ostatma erTi Sexed-
viT nadirobis uCveulo gamosaxulebaSi daSifruli saxiT 
jvris winasaxe sicocxlis xiT Seanacvala. mSvildosani mo-
nadire ki wm. evstaTe plakidas asaxavs. wmindanis cxovrebis 
Tanaxmad, plakidas nadirobisas irmis rqebSi gabrwyinebu-
li jvari gamoesaxa, RvTaebrivma xmam mas naTlisRebisken 
mouwoda. wmindans moqcevis Semdeg evstaTi ewoda. niSan-
doblivia, rom IX saukunis dasuraTebul fsalmunebze 
jvris saxe qristes gamosaxulebiT Seicvala, rac erTgva-
rad xatTayvanismcemlTa mTavar arguments warmoadgenda 
xatmbrZolTa winaaRdeg warmoebul kamaTSi. aRsaniSnavia 
isic, rom CvenSi saxviTi tradicia win uswrebs wm. evstaTis 
cxovrebis amsaxvel literaturul wyaros. 

adreuli Sua saukuneebidan moyolebuli, mSvildosa-
ni monadirisa da sicocxlis xis winaSe warmdgari irmebis 
Tema mTeli Sua saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi aqtualobas ar 
kargavs. isic cxadi xdeba, rom irmis mravalsaxa semantiki-
dan gamomdinare, igi sicocxlis xesTan mWidro kavSirSia 
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da, amasTanve, RmerTTan miaxlebis saxe-simbolos warmoad-
gens. udavoa, aseve, Cven xelT arsebuli bolodroinde-
li kvlevis safuZvelze aRniSnuli ikonografiuli scenis 
identificireba wm. evstaTi plakidasTan.
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SoTa maTiTaSvili

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis  

saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

kaTalikosobis daweseba V saukunis qarTlSi:
kanonikuri aspeqti

istorikosTa umravlesoba vaxtang gorgaslis mier 
qarTlSi kaTalikosobis dawesebas avtokefaliasTan ai-
givebs. mefe vaxtangma qarTlis eklesiis reorganizaciis 
mniSvnelovani reforma gaatara (kaTalikosobis dawese-
basTan erTad Tormeti axali eparqia da opizis monaste-
ric daarsa), magram es sulac ar niSnavda avtokefaliis 
mopovebas. qarTlis eklesia VIII saukunemde (nominalurad 
XI saukunemde) kvlav antioqiis sapatriarqos sulieri da 
kanonikuri xelmZRvanelobis qveS rCeboda. Uucnauria, rom 
mkvlevarTa umetesoba yuradRebas ar aqcevda im faqts, rom 
VI saukunis 40-ian wlebamde qarTlis eklesias qarTveli 
kaTalikosi ar hyolia, xolo VIII saukunis 40-ian wlebamde 
qarTlis sakaTalikoso kandidatebi movaleni iyvnen xel-
dasxmisaTvis antioqiaSi wasuliyvnen. garda amisa, eklesiis 
saWeTmpyroblis mier `kaTalikosis~ titulis miReba sulac 
ar niSnavda eklesiis damoukideblobas, radgan antioqiis 
sapatriarqos, saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi, sul mcire sami 
kaTalikosi emorCileboda: selevkia-qTezifonis, xorasni-
sa da romagirisisa, Tumca, cxadia, rom qarTlis eklesiis 
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meTaurisaTvis `kaTalikosis~ tituls, saeklesios garda, 
politikuri mniSvnelobac hqonda. `kaTalikosis~ tituli 
misi gavlenis zrdas niSnavda, ara marto qarTlSi, aramed 
mTels qristianul kavkasiaSi.
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kiti maCabeli

g. CubinaSvilis sax. qarTuli xelovnebis 

istoriisa da ZeglTa dacvis erovnuli kvleviTi centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo 

siriul-palestinuri brinjaos sacecxlurebi: 
liturgia da piligrimoba

moxseneba eZRvneba qristianuli aRmosavleTis reli-
giur centrebTan saqarTvelos urTierTobis mWevrmetyvel 
sabuTebs, liturgikul nivTebs – brinjaos sacecxlure-
bs, romelTa mniSvnelovani nimuSebi daculia saqarTve-
los muzeumebSi. qristes cxovrebis amsaxveli reliefebiT 
Semkuli es saRvTismsaxuro nivTebi, romelTa uZvelesi 
nimuSebi VI-VII saukuneebSi aris Seqmnili, adreqristianu-
li xelovnebis im nawarmoebebs ganekuTvneba, romelTac 
mniSvnelovanwilad ganapirobes qristianuli ikonografiis 
Camoyalibeba da ganviTareba. 

siria-palestinisa da kopturi egviptis kulturis 
centrebma qristianuli xelovnebis Camoyalibebasa da 
ganviTarebaSi gadamwyveti roli Seasrules. qristiano-
bis am kerebSi yalibdeboda religiuri xelovnebis mxat-
vrul-ideuri principebi, ikonografiuli Temebi, romlebic 
iq Seqmnil xelovnebis nawarmoebTa – xelnawerTa ilustra-
ciebi, liturgikuli nivTebi, piligrimuli ampulebi, re-
likvariumebi da sxva evlogiebi – meSveobiT vrceldeboda 
mTels qristianul samyaroSi, maT Soris saqarTveloSic.
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RvTismsaxurebisTvis gankuTvnil brinjaos sacecxlure-
bs memoruli mniSvnelobac hqonda. maTze aRbeWdili 
qristes cxovrebis epizodebi wmida miwis momlocvelTaT-
vis maT mier molocvili adgilebis mogoneba iyo. amasTa-
nave, werilobiT wyaroebSi brinjaos sacecxlurebi taZre-
bisTvis Sewirul Zvirfas nivTebs Soris moixsenieba.

VI saukunisaTvis sacecxlurebs ukve savsebiT Camoya-
libebuli mxatvrul-kompoziciuri saxe hqondaT da maTi 
reliefuri dekoris programa zustad iyo gansazRvruli. 
sacecxluris zedapirze qronologiuri TanmimdevrobiT 
qristes cxovrebis reliefuri scenebi aris gamosaxuli. 
maTi ricxvi cvalebadia – oTxidan Tormetamde. 

sacecxlurTa reliefuri dekori mWidrod aris dakav-
Sirebuli palestinuri ampulebis reliefebTan, romlebic 
ikonografiuli tipebisa da programebis mTavar gamavr-
celeblebad aris miCneuli. eklesiis mamebis TxzulebebSi 
axsnilia am saeklesio nivTebis adgili RvTismsaxurebaSi 
da maTi simboluri mniSvneloba.

saqarTveloSi Semonaxuli, saxarebis reliefuri sce-
nebiT Semkuli brinjaos sacecxlurebi, erTi mxriv, mniSv-
nelovanwilad avsebs adreqristianuli liturgikuli xe-
lovnebis korpuss, xolo, meore mxriv, warmogvidgens 
damatebiT masalas saqarTvelos religiuri kulturis 
konstruirebaSi siria-palestinis rolis Sesaxeb. 
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elene maWavariani

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

qarTuli mxatvruli tradiciebis mimarTeba 
bizantiuri wignis xelovnebasTan (XI-XIII ss.)

saqarTvelos bizantiasTan politikuri urTierTobiT 
ganpirobebulma kulturulma kavSirebma asaxva hpoves qar-
Tuli xelnaweri wignis mxatvrul gaformebaSi. qarTvelma 
ostatebma garkveul periodSi SeiTvises bizantiuri wignis 
xelovnebisaTvis damaxasiaTebeli weris manera, ornamentu-
li motivebi, saferwero teqnikis Taviseburebani.

amisda miuxedavad, e.w. bizantiuri mimarTulebis xel-
nawerebSi yovelTvis gamosWvivis erovnul mxatvrul tra-
diciebze dafuZnebuli qarTvel xelovanTa individualuri 
SemoqmedebiTi xasiaTi.

TavfurcelTa kompoziciebi. qarTuli dasuraTebuli 
oTxTavebis Tavfurcelze warmodgenili kompoziciebi es-
adageba qarTuli taZrebis tradiciul sasuraTo sistemas, 
kerZod, „jvari“ gamosaxulia gumbaTSi, xolo „vedreba“ aR-
mosavleTis konqSi.

qarTul xelnawerebSi, kerZod, XI s. alaverdis oTxTa-
vis (A484) Tavfurcelze „jvaria“ gamosaxuli, xolo XII s. 
gelaTisa(Q908) da jruWis II (H1667) oTxTavebSi „vedrebis“ 
kompozicia. aseve qarTul xelnawerTa Wedur ydebze XII 
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saukunis oqromWedeli ostatebis – beqa da beSqen opizar-
Ta – mier zurgis mxares „vedrebaa“ SerCeuli.

rogorc cnobilia, bizantiuri xelnaweri wignis Tav-
furcelze da Sesabamisad, freskul mxatvrobaSi, kerZod, 
gumbaTSi, warmodgenilia „pantokratori“ an „qristes amaR-
leba“. yuradsaRebia, rom Tamar mefis mier konstantino-
polSi dakveTil, bizantieli ostatis miqael koreselis 
mier moxatul vanis oTxTavSi (A1335) Tavfurcelze ga-
moxatulia qriste, romelic akurTxebs aqeT-iqiT mdgom 
maxareblebs.

maxarebelTa miniatiurebis oriarusiani sistema. ber-
Zenma ostatma – miqael koreselma vanis oTxTavSi gamoric-
xa ra saxarebis dasuraTebis TxrobiTi cikli, TiToeuli 
maxareblis gamosaxulebas daurTo sauflo dResaswaulis 
erT-erTi kompozicia: maTesTan warmoadgina „Soba“, mar-
kozTan – „naTlisReba“, lukasTan – „xareba“, xolo ioanes-
Tan – „jojoxeTis warmotyvevna“, riTac Sekra qristes 
amqveyniuri cxovrebis cikli.

arTvinis oTxTavis ostatma, cxadia, individualuri 
xelnaweriT gadaiRo ra vanis oTxTavis moxatulobis zus-
ti piri, gaimeora maxarebelTa oriarusiani sqema, magram 
axali aRTqmis kompoziciebisaTvis gankuTvnili farTobi 
oqroTi dafara. maxarebelTa oriarusiani kompozicia aseve 
uaryo lafsyaldis oTxTavis momxatvelma. man maxarebelTa 
gamosaxulebani erovnuli tradiciebis Tanaxmad calke da-
moukidebel furcelze moaTavsa.

TveTa simboluri gamosaxulebani. sakalendaro siste-
ma. miqael koreselma vanis oTxTavis kamarebSi martis Tvi-
dan moyolebuli ganaTavsa TveTa simboluri gamosaxulebe-
bi, romlebic SromiT procesebs gamoxataven.

arTvinis oTxTavis ostati, ramdenadac igi imeorebs va-
nis oTxTavis zust asls, imeorebs TveTa simboloebis iko-
nografias da maTi ganawilebis Tanmimdevrobas. lafsyaldis 
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ostatma gadaiRo ra TveTa simboloebi Sesabamisi SromiTi 
saqmianobiT (gamonaklisia ianvris Tvis gamosaxuleba, ro-
melsac xelSi langari uWiravs), Secvala TveTa simbolur 
gamosaxulebaTa ganawilebis Tanmimdevruloba. kamarebSi 
maTi ganTavseba iwyeba ara martis TviT, aramed, im period-
Si saqarTveloSi miRebuli saeklesio sakalendaro siste-
mis Tanaxmad, seqtembris TviT.

amrigad, zemoaRniSnuli magaliTebis ganxilvis safuZ-
velze SesaZlebelia miTiTebul istoriul periodSi qar-
Tuli mxatvruli tradiciebis gamovlena bizantiuri xel-
naweri wignis xelovnebasTan urTierTmimarTebiT.
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giorgi maWaraSvili

g. wereTlis saxelobis aRmosavleTmcodneobis instituti

(ilias saxelmwifo universiteti)

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

neofite kvipreli Ggabriel qarTvelis Sesaxeb

neofite dayudebulma (XII-XIII ss.) mdidari memkvidreo-
ba dagvitova. igi sasuliero mwerlobis sxvadasxva Janrs 
moicavs da jvarosnebis epoqaSi arsebul viTarebas asaxavs. 
mas ekuTvnis „sityva erTi palestineli beris Sesaxeb“, 
romelic mTlianad eZRvneba Ggabriel qarTvelis asketur 
Rvawls. Txzulebis mizania usxeulo borot ZalebTan 
brZolis gamocdileba miawodos mkiTxvels. „miviCnie, rom 
usamaTlo iqneboda siRrmesa daviwyebisasa miscemoda aseTi 
gamocdileba,“ – aRniSnavs Rirsi neofite xsenebul sity-
vaSi.

rogorc Cans, gabrieli neofite dayudebulis ufro-
si Tanamedrove unda yofiliyo. Txzulebidan vigebT, rom 
neofitem gabrielis ambavi misive mowafisgan Seityo. „...
warmomavlobiT qarTveli, saxelad gabrieli, gamocdili 
beri, Rirsqmnili samRvdelo xarisxisa, metad gawafuli yo-
velgvar xelsaqmeSi, movida ierusalimis wminda adgilebSi, 
Tavi gamoiCina SesaniSnavi saTnoebebiT...“ – vkiTxulobT 
Txzulebis mexuTe TavSi. 

gabrieli wignieri beri yofila, igi XII saukuneSi moR-
vaweobda palestinis sxvadasxva savaneSi. sami weli man, 
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svimeon mesvetis mibaZviT, sabawmidis lavraSi arsebul 
svetze dahyo. neofite kviprelis TxzulebaSi „svimeon mes-
vetis cxovrebis“ paraleluri pasaJic aris warmodgenili – 
usxeulo borotma Zalebma svimeonis msgavsad Ggabriel qar-
Tvelis daRupvac scades da misi xiblSi Cagdeba moindomes.

Txzuleba ar gamoirCeva faqtobrivi masalis siuxviT. 
rogorc Cans, Rirs neofites gabrielis Sesaxeb mwiri 
cnobebi hqonda. bolos gabrieli muslimebma Seipyres da 
damaskoSi waiyvanes, aRniSnavs igi. rogori iyo Ggabriel 
qarTvelis Tavgadasavali amis Semdeg, neofitesTvis cno-
bili ar aris.
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Tamar mesxi

g. wereTlis saxelobis aRmosavleTmcodneobis instituti

(ilias saxelmwifo universiteti)

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

cnobebi palestinis qarTuli savaneebis 
Sesaxeb XVI-XVIII saukuneebis berZnul 

xelnawerebSi

XVI-XVII saukuneebis berZnul xelnawerTa Soris gamoir-
Ceva xelnawerebi saTauriT: Προσκυνητάριον της αγίας πόλεως 
Ιερουσαλήμ, romlebSic aRwerilia ierusalimsa da mis Semo-
garenSi mdebare wmida salocavebi. msgavsi xelnawerebis erTi 
nawili (8 xelnaweri) jer kidev 1903 wels gamoaqveyna anTimos 
papadopulos-keramevsma krebulSi Православный Палестинский 
Сборник (том XIX, вып. 56-й). Cven mier Seswavlili aRwerilobe-
bi (14 xelnaweri, romelTagan 4 moxatulia) gamoqveynda 1984 
da 1986 wlebSi. 

am aRwerilobebSic moTxrobilia ierusalimsa da mis Se-
mogarenSi mdebare salocavebis Sesaxeb, TiToeul maTganTan 
dakavSirebuli bibliuri da istoriuli ambebi. es aRweri-
lobebi wmida miwis sxva aRwerilobebisagan imiT gansxvavdeba, 
rom isini piligrimebis mier ki ara, piligrimTaTvis daiwera 
palestinis monastrebSi moRvawe berebis mier da imave funq-
cias asrulebda, rasac dRevandeli turistuli gzamkvlevebi 
asrulebs arqeologiuri Zeglebisa da muzeumebisaTvis. 
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moxsenebaSi warmodgenilia cnobebi, romlebsac xsene-
buli xelnawerebi qarTuli eklesia-monastrebisa da maTi 
imdroindeli mdgomareobis Sesaxeb gvawvdis, Sedarebulia im 
aRwerilobaTa monacemebTan, romlebic Cveni mkvlevrebisaT-
vis ukve cnobili iyo.
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maia niniZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo universi-

tetis SoTa rusTavelis qarTuli literaturis instituti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

cifruli arqivi da akademiuri gamocema

saqarTvelos Teqvsmetsaukunovani werilobiTi kultu-
ra aqvs. Cvens sacavebSi dagrovili xelnawerebi da doku-
mentebi Zvirfasi wyaroa ara mxolod adgilobrivi, aramed 
msoflio istoriis Sesaswavlad. is, Tu ra wvlils Seitans 
es masalebi mecnierebis ganviTarebasa da mis miRwevebSi, 
damokidebulia maT xelmisawvdomobaze. Cveni sacavebi vi-
zitorebisTvis Riaa, magram SesaZlebelia maTi xelmisawv-
domobis kidev ufro gazrdac, vgulisxmobT eleqtronuli 
arqivebis Seqmnas. es msoflioSi farTod gavrcelebuli, 
popularuli da kargad aprobirebuli xerxia.

ratom aris eleqtronuli arqivebis Seqmna aseTi sasur-
veli, ra upiratesobebi aqvs mas? gamosaxulebis gadidebis 
moqnili saSualebebis gamo maRali xarisxiT skanirebuli 
da XML formatSi gadayvanili dokumentebis wakiTxva be-
vrad ufro iolia, vidre Tavad xelnawerebisa. ramdenadac 
xelnaweris cifruli gamosaxulebis gamravleba arc dros 
moiTxovs da arc xarjebs, SegviZlia rTulad amosakiTxi 
adgilebis kopireba da Casma maTi msgavsi, magram ufro mka-
fiod gamosaxuli teqstis gverdiT. Sedarebis Sedegad ga-
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movlenili msgavsebebi dagvexmareba gakruli xeliT naweris, 
gafermkrTalebuli an dazianebuli teqstis wakiTxvaSi. 

cifruli arqivebi xelnawerTa gamosaxulebis gver-
digverd gvTavazoben maT transkriptebs, rac mkiTxvels 
exmareba teqstis wakiTxvaSi. cifrul arqivSi ganTavsebul 
masalas axlavs teqstologiuri SeniSvnebi, rac aseve mniSv-
nelovania teqstis identificirebisaTvis. meore mxriv, 
xelnaweris gamosaxulebis xelmisawvdomoba saSualebas 
gvaZlevs brmad ar daveTanxmoT SemoTavazebul versias da 
sakuTari dakvirvebebic vawarmooT. cifruli arqivis ga-
moyeneba erTdroulad SeuZlia ganusazRvreli raodenobis 
adamians msoflios yvela kuTxidan, rac am formats kidev 
erT udavo upiratesobas aniWebs.

eleqtronuli akademiuri gamocemebi ar aris Cveule-
brivi tomeulebi samecniero aparatiT. es aris cifruli 
bazebi, romlebic moicavs yvela mniSvnelovan xelnawersa 
da nabeWd wyaros. maT aqvT yvela is SesaZlebloba, rac 
cifrul arqivebs da amas emateba araerTi sxva SesaZle-
blobac. maTgan yvelaze mniSvnelovania sinqronizaciis 
meqanizmi, romelic momxmarebels saSualebas aZlevs erT-
droulad Sexedos teqstis nebismieri patara monakveTis 
yvela variantul wakiTxvas. mecnierebi didxans kamaTobd-
nen avtoris bolo nebasa da ZiriTadi teqstis arCevaze. es 
problema eleqtronul akademiur gamocemaSi ar arsebobs, 
radgan momxmarebels Tavad SeuZlia airCios ZiriTadi te-
qstic da is wyaroebic, romlebTanac unda misi Sedareba. 

eleqtronul arqivsa da akademiur gamocemas, iseve, ro-
gorc TiTqmis yvela cifrul teqstur fails, aqvs Ziebis 
instrumenti, hiperlinkebi ki saSualebas iZleva, rom iseTi 
saxis damatebiTi informacia, rogorebicaa gamoyenebuli 
wyaroebis sia, glosariumi, saZieblebi da sxva, mkiTxvels 
xelT hqondes. es cifruli bazebi iolad mosaxmari, komu-
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nikabeluri da interaqtiulia. momxmarebeli Tavad irCevs 
yvela im masalas, risi Cvenebac surs ekranze.

akademiuri gamocemis formatis daxvewasa da ganvi-
TarebasTan dakavSirebuli miRwevebis garda, cifruli 
humanitaria farTod iyenebs axal meTodebsa da teqno-
logiebs Tavad kvlevis procesSic. magaliTad, Cven war-
matebiT davnergeT korpusuli kvlevebi teqstologiaSi 
da gamoviyeneT saZiebo sistema iseTi mxatvruli xerxebis 
Sesaswavladac ki, rogoric qarTuli zmaa. 
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L lali osefaSvili

 saqarTvelos SoTa rusTavelis 

 Teatrisa da kinos saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

saxarebiseuli siuJetebi jruWis fsalmunSi

qristianul RmrTismetyvelebaSi fsalmuns wminda wer-
ilis – saxarebis Semdeg Tavisi mniSvnelobiT meore adgili 
ukavia. Tanamedrove msoflioSi Sua saukuneebis period-
Si Seqmnili 1000-mde ilustrirebuli fsalmunia cnobili. 
vidre qristianuli sagaloblebi damkvidrdeboda, eklesi-
aSi fsalmunuri sagaloblebi sWarbobda. radganac daviTni 
warmoadgens himnTa krebuls, lirikuli xasiaTis nawarmoebs, 
misi ilustrireba did sirTuleebTanaa dakavSirebuli. 
Tumca, qristianma erebma am problemas Tavi sakmaod kargad 
gaarTves. Semkulobis TvalsazrisiT mecnierTa mier fsal-
munTa ramdenime jgufia gamoyofili, kerZod, aristokratu-
li da samonastro fsalmunni. 

qarTuli daviTnic msoflio memkvidreobis ganuyofeli 
nawilia. samwuxarod, Cvenamde erTeulma morTulma fsal-
munebma moaRwies.

Mmecnierebs dRemde ukvirT, rom iseTi saxotbo saga-
loblebis teqsti, rogoric fsalmunia, rogor iqca mxatvar-
TaTvis uSreti STagonebis wyarod da maRali saSemsruleblo 
ostatobiT rogor ametyvelda saxviTi xelovnebis enaze, ro-
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gor miiRo `materialuri~ forma. Tumca, cnobilia, rom ukve 
adre qristianuli periodidanve saeklesio mamebi ganmarta-
vdnen Zveli aRTqmis teqstebs da erTgvarad egzegetikoseba-
dac ki gvevlinebodnen, maTSi hpovebdnen axali aRTqmiseuli 
movlenebis winasaxeebs, arqetipebs. 

rogorc zemoT movixsenie, Cvenamde erTeulma morTulma 
qarTulma fsalmunma moaRwia. Eesenia: jruWis fsalmuni (H-
1665) da TeTrosnis fsalmuni (H-75). rogorc S. amiranaSvili 
miiCnevs, qarTuli fsalmuni ar misdevs arc erT sxva bizanti-
ur redaqcias, igi saqarTveloSia Seqmnili da sakuTriv – mcx-
eTis kaTedralSi (aq igulisxmeba jruWis daviTni, romelic 
eq. TayaiSvilma jruWis monastridan Camoitana saxelmwifo 
muzeumis koleqciaSi). 

rogorc xelnaweris anderZ – minaweri cxadyofs, misi dam-
kveTi yofila batoniSvili zilixani. Aase rom, SesaZlebelia 
vivaraudoT, rom jruWis fsalmuni aristokratuli warmo-
mavlobisaa da man Semdeg Sewira sveticxovlis kaTedrals. 

rac Seexeba TariRs, samecniero literaturaSi azrTa sx-
vadasxvaobaa; XIII-XV saukuneebs Soris varirebs jruWis fsal-
munis Seqmnis dro. 

jruWis fsalmuni warmoadgens didi zomis kodeqss 25X17,5, 
Sesrulebulia qaRaldze. teqsts win uZRvis daviT winas-
warmetyvelis gamosaxuleba. Mminiatiurebi iwyeba 171 r-gver-
didan. Aam miniatiurebze gamosaxulia daviTis glorifikaciis 
scenebi: gamosaxulebebi, brZolis, bataluri scenebi. 

interess iwvevs is garemoeba, rom fsalmunis mxat-
vrul-dekoratiul gaformebaSi wmida Zveli aRTqmiseuli 
scenebis gverdiT CarTulia axali aRTqmiseuli Tematikac 
aTormeti dResaswaulis ciklidan, romelnic Zveli aRTqmi-
seuli xat-saxeebis arqetipebs unda warmoadgendnen. 

Aamrigad, Cemi yuradReba miipyro fsalmunSi – Zveli 
aRTqmiseul wignSi- axali aRTqmiseuli miniatiurebis CarT-
vam. es scenebia: `xareba“ 171r, `jvarcma~ 172r, `jojoxeTis war-
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motyvevna~ 173r, `Soba~ 174 r, `naTlisReba~ 176r, ` ierusalims 
Sesvla~ 177r, `feriscvaleba~ 179r. 

rogorc CamonaTvalma gviCvena, saxarebiseuli scenebi xe-
lnawerSi arc aTormeti dResaswaulis ciklis Tanamimdevro-
biTaa mocemuli da arc liturgikuli kalendris mixedviT. al-
baT, unda vivaraudoT, rom miniatiurebi droTa ganmavlobaSi 
daikarga da mxolod aRniSnuli scenebi SemogvrCa; radgan sax-
arebiseul miniatiuraTa cikli `xarebiT~ iwyeba, savaraudoa, 
rom Tavdapirvelad, miniatiurebi swored aTormet dResas-
waulTa ciklis TanamimdevrobiT unda yofiliyo ganlagebuli. 

interess ipyrobs Semdegi garemoebac, ikonografia tradi-
ciulia, isevea gadmocemuli, rogorc saxarebaTa dasuraTebi-
sas gvxvdeba xolme. Tumca, gvxvdeba gamonaklisebic. `jo-
joxeTis warmotyvevnis~ kompoziciaSi centrSi dgas qriste, 
romelsac jojoxeTis tyveobidan amohyavs adami da eva, xolo 
Savi feris qvabulze angelozia damxobili, albaT, niSnad jo-
joxeTze gamarjvebisa. Bbibliuri mefeebi marjvniv dganan. 

Cven Tu gadavxedavT TeTrosnis fsalmuns da SevadarebT 
jruWisas, gansxvavebas davinaxavT. CvenTvis saintereso sax-
arebiseuli scenebi TiTqmis ar gvxvdeba, garda erTi kom-
poziciisa, kerZod, `jvarcmisa~. SesaZloa, gaCndes azri, rom 
saerTo ikonografiuli motiviT sargeblobda mxatvari. 
erTi SexedviT, SesaZloa asea, magram foni Tu jruWis fsal-
munSi oqrosferia, TeTrosnisaSi lurjia. rac gansxvavebul 
STabeWdilebas tovebs. 

Mmiuxedavad imisa, rom ferebi qaRaldidan amocvenilia, 
jruWis fsalmunis miniatiurebi metad cxovelmyofel STabe-
Wdilebas tovebs, aSkaraa igi aristokratiuli mimarTulebis 
fsalmunia. 

Aamrigad, rogorc kvlevam gviCvena, jruWis fsalmunis te-
qstSi CarTuli saxarebiseuli Svidi miniatiura garkveul ka-
vSirs unda badebdes Zveli aRTqmis, kerZod, fsalmunis ilus-
traciebTan. 
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ekaterine oniani 

 Tbilisis vano sarajiSvilis saxelobis  

saxelmwifo konservatoria

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

aTonis mTis qarTuli nevmirebuli xelnaweris 
fragmentis Sesaxeb

saqarTvelos saxelmwifo arqivSi daculia nevmirebul 
ZlispirTa krebulis fragmenti (ori furceli), romelic 
jer ar moxvedrila mecnierTa interesebis sferoSi. xel-
naweris aRweriloba metad mwir cnobebs Seicavs mis Ses-
axeb. igi daTariRebulia IX an X-XI saukuneebiT. ar aris 
miTiTebuli Zeglis warmomavloba, ucnobia gadamweris 
vinaoba. aRwerilobaSi aRniSnulia mxolod is, rom Zegli 
Semosulia moskovidan, yofili lazarevis institutidan 
1925 wels. xelnaweri Zlier dazianebulia, teqstis nawili 
gaxunebulia da ar ikiTxeba. sabednierod, am monakveTebSic 
singurisferi samusiko niSnebi mainc Cans, aseve ikiTxeba 
miTiTeba xmasa da galobaze. SemorCenili fragmentebis sa-
SualebiT, SesaZlebeli gaxda xelnaweris mTliani teqstis 
aRdgena. aRmoCnda, rom Zegli Seicavs pirveli xmis meore 
odis `moixilesa~-s Svid Zlispirs Tavisi RmrTismSoblisan-
iT da mesame odis `ganZlierdasa~-s pirvel Zlispirsa da 
RmrTismSoblisas. 

xelnaweris samusiko niSnebi, maTi teqstze ganlagebis 
principebi identuria dReisTvis cnobil wyaroebSi dac-
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uli qarTuli nevmuri damwerlobisa. himnebis zogadi ka-
ligrafiis, nevmebis grafikuli moxazulobis, gankveTis 
wertilebis Taviseburi konfiguraciis saSualebiT das-
turdeba xelnaweris aTonuri warmomavloba. igi nawilia 
aTonuri koleqciis qarTuli xelnawerisa #85.

moxsenebaSi warmodgenilia aRniSnuli Zeglis pa-
leografiuli Taviseburebebis samecniero kvlevis pirveli 
Sedegebi. 
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qeTevan oCxrikiZe

saqarTvelos SoTa rusTavelis Teatrisa da kinos  

saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

mesayvire angelozebi qarTul reliefur 
mqandakeblobaSi

„saSineli samsjavros“ ikonografiaSi erT-erTi mniS-
vnelovani adgili uWiravs mesayvire angelozebis Temas, 
romlebic, bibliuri Txrobis mixedviT, uflis meored 
mosvlis mauwyeblebad gvevlinebian. maT, garkveulwilad, 
esqatologiuri niSan-simbolos funqcia SeiZines, romel-
Ta saSualebiTac SegviZlia fragmentulad SemorCenili 
kompoziciebis Sinaarsis gansazRvra. Sua saukuneebis qa-
rTul reliefur qandakebaTa magaliTebs Soris gvxvdeba 
mesayvire angelozis ramdenime nimuSi. isini Tavis droze 
iyvnen „saSineli samsjavros“ an „meored mosvlis“ re-
liefuri kompoziciebis nawilebi, warmoadgenen damou-
kidebel skulpturul gamosaxulebebs an sxva figurebTan 
erTad, CarTulni arian raime saxis kompoziciaSi. amgvari 
angelozebi, simboluri Tu pirdapiri datvirTvis mixed-
viT, imave azris matareblebi arian, rasac vrceli, mraval-
komponentiani „meored mosvlis“ an „saSineli samsjavros“ 
kompoziciebis idea atarebs.

Cvens moxsenebaSi Tavi movuyareT mesayvire angeloz-
Ta saxiT gadmocemuli, sxvadasxva ZeglSi (brdaZoris ste-
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la, sxieris kankeli, angelozi sveticxovlis aRmosavleT 
fasadidan) gabneuli saSineli samsjavros Tematikas da 
maTi, rogorc kompoziciurad da Sinaarsobrivad masTan 
dakavSirebuli figurebis, ganxilviT, SevecadeT, ukeT 
warmogveCina qarTul mqandakeblobaSi warmodgenili esqa-
tologiuri Tema.
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Tamaz sanikiZe

g. CubinaSvilis sax. qarTuli xelovnebis istoriisa da Zegl-

Ta dacvis erovnuli kvleviTi centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

mcxeTis pirveli sveticxovlis Sesaxeb

1968-72 wlebSi mcxeTis sveticxovelSi cnobili resta-
vratorisa da mkvlevris, prof. vaxtang cincaZis mier, akad. 
giorgi CubinaSvilis meTalyureobiT Catarda saresta-
vracio-sakonservacio da arqeologiuri samuSaoebi (vmo-
nawileobdi mec).

taZris samxreT karTan, istoriul wyaroebSi miTiTe-
bul adgilze, aRmoCnda wm. ninos da wm. mirian mefis sve-
ticxovlis naSTebi (TariRi dadasturda masalis arqeomag-
nituri kvlevebiT), romelTa Sesaxebac b-ma vaxtang cincaZem 
specialuri naSromi gamoaqveyna (ix. qarTuli xelovneba, g. 
CubinaSvilis sax. qarTuli xelovnebis istoriis institutis 
Sromebi, #9, Tb., 1987). naSromSi, istoriuli faqtebis fonze, 
mocemulia nagebobis aRwera, gegmis anazomi da misi masebis 
savaraudo rekonstruqcia, Soreuli paralelebis (mcire 
aziuris, evropulis) safuZvelze. maSin, roca uaxloesi ana-
logebi aqvea – ufliscixeSi (rac gvian gavacnobiere). 

wyaroebis mixedviT, mefe miriani, TxoTis mTaze Teofa-
niiT STagonebuli, dauyovlebliv iwyebs qristianuli sa-
locavis Senebas. maSasadame, mefe Semzadebulia amisaTvis. 
man kargad icis, rom qristianoba romis imperiaSi aRiare-
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bulia oficialur religiad. srulad aqvs gaTavisebuli 
qristianobis sikeTe erisTvis, qveynisTvis da TavisTvisac, 
viTarca mefisTvis. icis isic, rom sxvagan qristianebi war-
marTuli drois bazilikur struqturas iyeneben sakuTari 
eklesiebis asaSenebelad, magram mas ukve moniSnuli aqvs 
orientiri – ufliscixe.

ufliscixe Zv.w. IV s-dan warmoadgens sataZro qalaqs, 
mzisa da cecxlis salocavs, romlis Zala da gavlena mo-
gvianebiT damkvidrebulma kerpTayvanismcemlobam ver gaa-
nela.

ufliscixis taZrebis zogadi xuroTmoZRvruli aRna-
goba da wyoba originaluria – saqarTvelos gareT arsad 
ipoveba (ix. Cemi monografia da oTx aTeulamde statia) 
da aw ukve kerpTa msxvreveli mefe swored kerpebis ua-
rismyofeli ufliscixidan iRebs qristianuli eklesiis 
gegmarebiT sqemas (gamartivebuls). wm. ninos TanadgomiT 
xis patara „saxls RmrTisa“ Cadgams samefo baRSi, „samoTxe-
sa mas sameufosa“ da ganefineba qveyanas „mze simarTlisa 
– qriste“.

gegmebis mixedviT, sceticxovelica da ufliscixis 
taZrebic ori ZiriTadi nawilisgan Sedgeba. erTia mozrdi-
li, farTo darbazi da meore, masTan kibeebiT dakavSirebu-
li SedarebiT viwro, grZeli da sam monakveTad dayofili 
Senoba. ufliscixis taZrebis zeda masebi da TaR-kamarebi, 
faqtobrivad, Tavdapirveli saxiT aris SemorCenenili. Se-
sabamisad, gvaqvs safuZveli sveticxovlis kedlebic maT-
Tan mimsgavsebulad warmovidginoT. ufliscixeSi pirveli 
darbazi TavRiaa – SeuZlebelia gadaxuruli yofiliyo. 
saxuravi ver eqneboda sveticxovlis analogiur darbaz-
sac – 1) ar Cans gadaxurvis sayrdeni boZebis Casadgmeli 
Rrmulebi da 2) dafaravda (daaxSobda) cecxlovan svets (v. 
cincaZes darbazi gadaxurulad aqvs warmodgenili). orive 
ZeglSi mTavaria meore darbazi (funqciurad, mxatvrulad) 
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– ufliscixeSi pirvelisken sazeimo kamarovani portikiT 
gaxsnili, romlis win idga samsxverplo-sakurTxeveli (msga-
vsi borisa da armazisxevis vercxlis langrebze gamosaxul 
da vanis karibWis taZris sakurTxevlebisa). sveticxovelSi 
am darbazis gamorCeuli mniSvneloba xazgasmulia imiTac, 
rom misi iataki mTel sigrZeze mogebuli iyo saguldagu-
lod moWiquli brtyeli agurebiT (plinTebiT). aqve, mis 
centralur monakveTSi dafiqsirda kedlebisa da TaRis 
sayrdeni, „libanis kedarisgan“ gamoTlili eqvsi svetis Ca-
sadgmeli Rrmulebi, xolo kibis baqanze baza, romelzedac 
meSvide, saswaulmoqmedi „sueti igi udidesi... saSual ekle-
siisa Sesadgmelad gamzadebuli“ aRimarTa „xarisxsa T¢issa“ 
wm. ninos locva-vedrebiT da mxolod amis Semdeg „mefeman 
ganasrula eklesia“.

aRniSnul paralelur faqtebs SeiZleba kidev ramdenime 
detali daematos, magram, vfiqrob, isedac cxadia, rom wm. 
mirian mefisa da wm. ninos sveticxoveli ufliscixis taZre-
bis minabaZs warmoadgenda.

da kidev: am dros qveyanaSi erovnuli suliskveTeba sa-
grZnoblad aris gamZafrebuli, rac pirveli steticxovlis 
ufliscixesTan mimarTebiTac dasturdeba.

2006 wels kidev erTxel aiyara sveticxovlis iataki. 
daigo taZrisTvis sruliad Seuferebeli moyavisfro mar-
marilos filebi; xolo pirveli eklesiis wminda naSTebi, 
aTeuli wlebis manZilze minis qveS daculi da mimzidveli, 
dabetonda samaradJamod.
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nino simoniSvili

damoukidebeli mkvlevari

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

oSkis daviT kurapalatis stelis vizualuri 
da ideologiuri koncepcia Xs-is II naxevris 

qarTul-bizantiuri urTierTobis konteqstSi

2003 wels, oSkis wm. ioane naTlismcemlis eklesiis (963-
973/76) samxreT afsidSi CaSenebuli meCeTis daSlis Semdeg, 
aRmoCnda qvis ori stela, romlebzec gamosaxulia donor-
Ta, daviT III kurapalatisa da bagrat erisTavT erisTavis, 
kidev erTi, taZarSi arsebuli mesame wyviladi portreti. 
stelebi amJamad erzrumis muzeumSia daculi.O orantis 
JestiT xelapyrobiliD daviTi RvTismSoblis gamosaxule-
bis qveSaa warmodgenili, bagratis gamosaxulebis zemoT ki 
ioane naTlismcemlis figuraa mocemuli. stelebisadmi gan-
sakuTrebul interess, donorTa gamosaxulebis garda, isic 
ganapirobebs, rom maTi wina da gverdiTi kedlebi, sxva-
dasxva Sinaarsisa da daniSnulebis (ganmartebiTi, saaRmSe-
neblo, memorialuri), wiTeli singuriT Sesrulebuli asom-
Tavruli warwerebiTaa dafaruli. stelebis warwerebi v. 
silogavas mier iqna gamoqveynebuli, maTi ikonografia ki 
jer kidev ar yofila specialuri kvlevis sagani. 

 daviT kurapalatis stelaze warmodgenili vizualuri 
da verbaluri monacemebis semantikuri urTierTkavSiris 
analizi mkafiod warmoaCens stelis ideologiur da vi-
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zualur koncefcias, romelic uSualod ukavSirdeba Ta-
nadroul bizantiaSi, imperator nikifore fokas (963-969) 
mmarTvelobis periodSi Camoyalibebul saimperatoro mmar-
Tvelobis axal models. es modeli gansxvavdeba makedonuri 
dinastiis mmarTvelobis memkvidreobiTi koncefciisagan 
da bizantiaSi sxvadasxva saxis vizualur mediaSi, omisa da 
xelovnebis sinTezis saxiT iqna konceptualizirebuli.

 daviT kurapalatis stelis originaluri ikonografiis 
analizi X s-is meore naxevris qarTul-bizantiuri ur-
TierTobis konteqstSi saSualebas iZleva axleburad iqnes 
gaazrebuli is istoriuli movlenebi, romlebmac axali 
bizantiuri ikonografiis qarTuli adaptacia ganapirobes 
da gamoiTqvas varaudi misi Sesrulebis SesaZlo TariRis 
Sesaxeb. 
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nestan sulava 

 ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis  

Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti 

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

agiografi da himnografi, rogorc qarTveli 
eris sulieri winamZRoli 

saqarTveloSi qristianobis saxelmwifo religiad ga-
mocxadebis droidan moyolebuli iqmneba originaluri 
saRvTismetyvelo-literaturuli Txzulebebi, romelTa 
avtorebi, qarTveli mwerlebi, kerZod, agiografebi, hom-
iletikosebi da himnografebi gvevlinebian religiur da 
sazogadoebriv-politikur winamZRolebad, kulturuli da 
samecniero saqmianobis TvalsaCino moRvaweebad. maTi su-
lieri memkvidreoba kulturuli da politikuri idento-
bis, adamianisa da sazogadoebis sulieri samyaros asaxvas, 
zneobrivi saxis srulyofas isaxavs miznad. Tanamedrove 
sazogadoeba warsulis gamocdilebis gareSe ver Caswvdeba 
im gamowvevebs, romlebmac kulturul Rirebulebebs unda 
miuCinos adgili. amitom qristianuli kulturis Camoyal-
ibebas udidesi mniSvneloba hqonda, radgan qristianoba 
humanuri religiaa, romelsac sulieri cxovrebis momwes-
rigeblis misia ekisreboda da mis winamZRolTa rolic yov-
elTvis mimarTuli iyo erisa da qveynis sulieri ganviTare-
bisaken, zneobrivi amaRlebisaken. agiografia, himnografia, 
homiletika saRvTismetyvelo literaturis is sferoa, ro-
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melsac uSualo kavSiri hqonda da dResac aqvs mrevlTan 
da, Sesabamisad, masze dadebiT gavlenasac axdens. sulier 
Rirebulebebze orientirebuli sazogadoeba mwerals, erTi 
mxriv, yovelTvis usmenda, mis darigebas Seismenda da, meo-
re mxriv, eris saWirboroto problemaTa Sesaxeb aucileb-
el moTxovnebs uyenebda. am mxriv yovelTvis gansakuTre-
buli iyo saqarTvelos marTlmadidebeli eklesiisa da mis 
mesveurTa roli, romelTac RmerTi sulieri winamZRolisa 
da aRmzrdelis misias akisrebda. 

moxsenebis mizania agiografiuli da himnografiuli 
Txzulebebis avtorTa, sasuliero mimarTulebis mwerlis 
rolis ganxilva sazogadoebis sulieri, politikur-ide-
ologiuri, sazogadod, kulturuli aRzrdisa da adamianis 
zneobrivi srulyofis saqmeSi, mwerlis adgilis gansazRvra 
Zveli saqarTvelos sazogadoebriv cxovrebasa da adamian-
Ta urTierTobaSi. am TvalsazrisiT yuradRebas iqcevs qa-
rTuli agiografia da himnografia, romlebic bizantiuri-
sagan gansxvavdebian. iakob xucesis, `wm. evstaTi mcxeTelis 
wamebis~ avtoris, iovane sabanisZis, giorgi merCulis, io-
vane-zosimes, giorgi mTawmidelis, giorgi mciris, nikoloz 
gulaberisZis, arsen bulmaisimisZisa da sxvaTa Txzulebeb-
Si erovnuli problemis warmosaxva TiToeul avtors qarT-
veli eris sulier winamZRolad da zneobriv orientirad 
warmogvidgens. 

agiografiul TxzulebaTa avtorebi umetesad TviT-
mxilvelni da Tanadamswreni arian aRwerili ambebisa, ris 
gamoc TavianTi epoqis majiscemas Zalian kargad grZnoben 
da zogjer pirdapir, zogjer SefarviT TavianT erovnul 
pozicias gamoxataven. `wm. SuSanikis wamebis~ avtorma qvemo 
qarTlis pitiaxSis mier Cadenili sarwmunoebrivi Ralati 
erovnuli ubedurebis momaswaveblad miiCnia da misi sar-
wmunoebrivi orientacia, politikurTan Serwymuli, gabe-
dulad dagmo. varsqenis mier wm. SuSanikis wameba kerZo 
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mniSvnelobis faqtad aRsaqmeli ar iyo, wm. SuSanikis damsa-
xureba da Rvawli qristianuli sarwmunoebisa da qarTve-
li eris winaSe iakobma sworad da mravalmxrivad Seafasa. 
saqarTvelos istoriaSi es is periodi iyo, rodesac sar-
wmunoebis dacva, misTvis brZola, sicocxlis gawirva da 
wameba samSoblos, eris interesebis dacvis tolfardi iyo, 
rodesac mamuli da rjuli tolfard cnebebad aRiqmebo-
da. amitomacaa wm. SuSanikis brZola qristianobis dasaca-
vad qarTlis sapitiaxSos interesebiT motivirebuli. `wm. 
SuSanikis wamebiT~ iakobma Tavisi Tanamedrove modunebuli 
sazogadoeba gamoafxizla da SuSanikis saxiT zneobrivad 
misabaZi magaliTi uCvena. 

gansakuTrebiT Rirebulia iovane sabanisZis `wm. abos 
wamebis~ erovnul-sarwmunoebrivi idealebi, radgan arab-
Ta batonobis periodSi monuri uRlis gadasagdebad qarT-
velebs didi Zalisxmeva sWirdebodaT. swored am xanebSi 
gadaikveTa samoel kaTalikosis, iovane sabanisZisa da wm. 
abos samoRvaweo gzebi. samoel qarTlis kaTalikosi wm. 
abos wamebis aRweris iniciativiT, iovane sabanisZe ki samoe-
lis davalebis aRsrulebiT, am SeTanxmebuli qmedebiT, eris 
sulier winamZRolebad mogvevlinnen, raTa STamomavlobas 
darCenoda axali mowamis Rvawli da damsaxureba qristianu-
li sarwmunoebisa da qarTveli eris winaSe. iovane sabanis-
Zis, rogorc mwerlisa da eris sulieri winamZRolis, rols 
Txzulebis saRvTismetyvelo, ideologiur-politikuri da 
mxatvrul-esTetikuri fenomeni gansazRvravs, romelTa-
gan gamovyofdi zogierTs: 1. qristianuli sarwmunoebis 
RirsebaTa zogad aspeqtebSi Cveneba da sxva religiebTan 
SedarebiT misi sulieri siZlierisa da inteleqtualu-
ri SesaZleblobebis upiratesobaTa damtkiceba; am fonze 
prozelitizmis problema da qristianobaze axladmoqceu-
li abos sulieri ganviTareba; 2. qarTveli eris dadebiT 
da uaryofiT TvisebaTa asaxva, rac kulturul msoflioSi 
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qarTvelTa adgilis Ziebad aRiqmeba; TxzulebaSi es sakiTxi 
erovnuli TviTSemecnebisa da TviTSegnebis garkvevis cdad 
ikiTxeba; 3. pirovnebis aRorZineba, pirovnebis sulieri 
zrda da WeSmaritebasTan misi ziareba dabrkolebaTa gada-
laxvis safuZvelze; am mxriv gansakuTrebulia is safexure-
bi, romelTac adamiani wmindanobisaken mihyavs. 

amave TvalsazrisiTaa gansaxilveli `cxorebaTa~ Janris 
avtorTa, rogorc sulier winamZRolTa, pozicia, rasac Tx-
zulebebSi warmosaxul personaJTa qmedebebis mizandasaxu-
loba da msoflxedva erwymis. giorgi merCulem Semogvinaxa 
klarjeTSi moRvawe bermonazvnebis damsaxureba saqarTve-
los saxelmwifoebriobisa da qristianuli sarwmunoebis 
winaSe, raSic gansakuTrebul adgils wm. grigol xancTe-
li iWers. wm. grigolis mier aSenebuli monastrebi, misi 
Sedgenili wesdeba da `saweliwdo iadgari~ axali qarTlis 
Camoyalibebis sawindari gaxda, xolo TviT avtoris ga-
nacxadi mamulis, enisa da sarwmunoebis erTianobis Sesaxeb, 
ramac avtori eris sulier winamZRvrad warmogvidgina. `wm. 
ilarion qarTvelis cxovrebis~ mniSvnelobis gansazRvri-
sas gasaTvaliswinebelia avtoris mier pirvelad dasmuli 
saqarTvelos RvTismSoblis wilxvedrilad miCnevis Sesaxeb 
ideologiuri Rirebulebis mqone mesianuri idea, romelsac 
momdevno xanis qarTul mwerlobaSi qarTveli erisaTvis 
konceptualuri misia daekisra. orive Txzulebis avtorTa 
roli, rogorc eris sulieri winamZRolisa, TvalsaCinoa: 
maT mesianur ideologias safuZveli ganumtkices da qarT-
vel ers erovnuli TviTSegnebisa da TviTSemecnebis inte-
resi aRuZres.

am mxriv uaRresad mniSvnelovania `moqceva¡ qarTlisa¡~ 
erovnuli ideologiis aRorZinebis, qarTuli eklesiis sa-
mociqulod miCnevis Tvalsazrisis, RvTismSoblis wilxv-
domilobis, wminda ninos mier qarTvelTa moqcevis, uflis 
kvarTis saqarTveloSi damkvidrebis tradiciis asaxviT. 
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yovelive es moiTxovda qarTuli enis RvTaebriobis aRia-
rebasac, rac gamoixata ioane-zosimes sagalobelSi `qeba¡ 
da dideba¡ qarTulisa enisa¡~. 

mwerlis sulieri winamZRoloba, misia gansakuTrebul 
funqcias iZens aTonis saRvTismetyvelo-literaturuli 
skolis warmomadgenelTa wm. efTvime da giorgi mTawmi-
delebis mravalmxriv saqmianobaSi. wm. giorgi mTawmideli 
qarTvel-berZenTa religiur-sarwmunoebrivi da qarTu-
li eklesiis avtokefaliis dasacavad sakamaTo sakiTxebis 
ganxilvaSi aqtiurad CaerTo, qarTvelTa Rirsebis war-
moCenas Seudga. Rrma codniT aRWurvilma bermonazonma 
1057 wels qedmaRali antioqieli samRvdeloebis winaSe 
saqarTvelos eklesiis damoukidebloba daicva. misi pole-
mika antioqiis patriarqTan ara mxolod misi momzadebis 
donesa da sulier siZlieres mowmobs, aramed brZolas ide-
ologiur-saxelmwifoebrivi damoukideblobisaTvis. iviro-
nis moRvawem yvelas amcno qarTuli eklesiis samociqulo 
wilxvedriloba da daasabuTa misi mravalsaukunovani da-
moukidebloba. SemdegSi sagangebo misia daekisra Savi mTis 
skolis mesveurTagan wm. efrem mcires, romelmac wm. gior-
gi mTawmidelis dawyebuli saqme ganagrZo da saqarTvelos 
eklesiis avtokefalurobis safuZvlebi sxva ucxouri wy-
aroebis monacemebiTac gaamagra. 

winapar himnografTa gza ganagrZes saqarTvelos kaTo-
likosebma nikoloz gulaberisZem da arsen bulmaisimisZem 
TavianTi memkvidreobiT, romlebSic qarTveli eris siwmin-
deTa Sesaxeb axali koncefciebi iyo Camoyalibebuli.

taZarSi mdgari qarTveli kaci ismenda qadagebebs, qa-
rTul galobas, qarTvel wmindanTa qmedebebsa da Tavgan-
wirvas sulieri siZlierisa da zneobrivi srulyofis mag-
aliTebad saxavda. personaJic da mweralic erTi mizniT 
moqmedebdnen, es eris sulieri amaRleba, ganmtkiceba, 
srulyofa, eris identobis Cveneba iyo. religiur winamZ-
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Rols sazogadoebriv urTierTobaTa momwesrigeblis mis-
ia, gansxvavebuli msoflmxedvelobis mqone socialur 
jgufebTan Tavisi sulieri gamocdilebis gamoyenebiT er-
isa da saxelmwifos zneobriv-sulieri winamZRolis rolis 
Sesruleba ekisreboda. saukuneebis ganmavlobaSi am gzas 
agrZelebdnen saero literaturis warmomadgenlebic.

zemoTqmuli debulebebis warmodgenis Semdeg axsnas 
moiTxovs is sakiTxi, Tu ratom Seicvala mwerlis misia 
Tanamedrove cxovrebaSi, gansakuTrebiT XX saukunis 90-
ian wlebsa da XXI saukuneSi, ram gamoiwvia misi funqciis 
dakargva//moSla//Secvla, radgan sazogadoebis zneobrivi 
saxis ganviTareba da SenarCuneba yovel epoqaSi yvela er-
isa da saxelmwifos upirvelesi, umniSvnelovanesi sakiTxi 
iyo da aseTadac darCeba. 
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giorgi sosiaSvili

goris saxelmwifo saswavlo universiteti

gori, saqarTvelo

ucxoeTSi arsebuli qarTuli eklesia-
monastrebis metoqebi da mamulebi Sida 

qarTlSi (liaxvis xeoba)

sazRvargareT arsebul qarTul eklesia-monastrebs 
saukuneebis manZilze saqarTveloSi Tavisi adgil-mamule-
bi hqondaT. ucxoeTis qarTul samonastro centrebs Soris 
gansakuTrebuli adgili ekava ierusalimis jvris monas-
ters, romlis mimarT did yuradRebas iCenda rogorc sa-
qarTvelos samefo xelisufleba, ise sxvadasxva feodalu-
ri sagvareulo. isini qarTvelTa mier daarsebul sulier 
keras didZal materialur qonebas swiravdnen. ierusalimis 
jvris monasters saqarTveloSi Tavisi mamulebic hqonda. 
qveynis sxvadasxva kuTxeSi igi araerT sofels flobda 
da aqedan miRebuli Semosavali monasters xmardeboda. 
jvris monasters Tavisi mamuli hqonda Sida qarTlSic, ke-
rZod, sof. dirbSi. aRniSnuli sofeli mTlianad monastris 
sakuTrebas warmoadgenda. dirbSi ierusalimis arqimandri-
tis rezidenciac iyo. jvris qarTul savanes ekuTvnoda 
aseve sofeli Tergvisi, romelic patara liaxvis xeobaSi 
mdebareobs. arsebobs qarTlis mefis luarsab II-is sigeli, 
romliTac dasturdeba, rom Tergvisi jvris monastris 
sakuTrebaSi arsebuli sofeli iyo. TergvisSi ierusalimis 
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qarTuli taZris mflobeloba ufro gviandeli dokumenti-
Tac dasturdeba. 1640 wlis sabuTiT, romelic gacemulia 
elise Tbilelis mier, Cans, rom Tbilel episkopos elises, 
romelic dokumentSi qristes saflavis mosamsaxured ixse-
nieba, am sofelSi ioTam barliSvili Causaxlebia. Sida 
qarTlSi ierusalimis jvris monasters sxva mamulebic hqon-
da. es iyo sofel xviTis mimdebare teritoria (aRniSnuli 
sofeli mdebareobs didi liaxvis xeobaSi, sof. niqozis me-
zoblad). 1624 wlis erTi dokumentiT irkveva, rom sofeli 
xviTi ierusalimisaTvis vinme daRlaZes Seuwiravs. jvris 
monasters niqozSic hqonda mamuli. XVIII saukunis dasawyis-
Si vaxtang batoniSvilma ierusalimis qarTvelTa salocavs 
xelaxla niqozSi erTi zvrisa da erTi mezvres Sewirulo-
ba daumtkica. es mamuli uwin jvris monastrisaTvis diasa-
miZeebs SeuwiravT. niqozTan ierusalimis jvris monastris 
urTierToba dokumenturi masalis garda epigrafikuli wy-
aroebiTac dasturdeba. am mxriv, Zalze sayuradRebo cno-
bas Seicavs niqozis taZris samreklos warwera, sadac `jua-
ris kaci~ ixsenieba. savaraudoa, rom `jvaris kaci~ niqozsa 
da mis mimdebare teritoriaze arsebul jvris monastris 
mamulebs meTvalyureobda da igi XV saukuneSi, jvris mo-
nastris winamZRvris – niqozis episkoposis, danielis, mier 
iyo daniSnuli. liaxvis xeobaSi ara marto jvris monasters 
hqonda mamulebi, aramed sinas wm. ekaterines monastersac, 
romelsac saqarTveloSi, kerZod, TbilisSi Tavisi metoqic 
hqonda. sinas monasters, romelic SuasaukuneebSi marTlma-
didebeli qristianuli eklesiis erT-erT udides centrs 
warmoadgenda, saukuneebis manZilze Zalze aqtiuri kavSiri 
hqonda saqarTvelosTan. TbilisSi sinas monastris metoqi 
arsebobda, Tumca misi kavSiri saqarTvelosTan mxolod 
amiT ar Semoifargleboda. sinas monastris sakuTrebaSi 
iyo didi liaxvis xeobaSi arsebuli sofel meRvrekisi. amas 
adasturebs XVII saukunis erT dokumenti, romelic saqarT-
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veloSi sineli mTavarepiskoposis - ananias stumrobas exe-
ba. rogorc am dukunentidan irkveva, meRvrekisSi arsebuli 
sinas monastris mamulebi erTi periodi monastris nebarT-
vis gareSe gayidula da vaxtang V Sahnavazs ananias TxovniT 
monastrisaTvis mamulebi gamousyidia.

sofel meRvrekisSi sinas monastris mflobeloba sxva 
dokumentebiTac dasturdeba. 1720 wels vaxtang VI-is dros 
Sedgenil sveticxovlisa da kaTalikosis ymebis nusxaSi 
moxseniebulia: „q. meRvreks Tawmindisa Tormeti“. „Tawmin-
daSi“, Cveni azriT, sinas wm. ekaterines monasteri unda 
igulisxmebodes. aseTi formiT sinas monastris moxsenieba 
qarTul wyaroebSi ucxo ar aris. daviT IV aRmaSenebelma 
mis mier sinas mTaze wm. ekaterines monasterSi agebuli wm. 
giorgis eklesiisTvis araerTi saeklesio nivTi gagzavna. 
amas adasturebs or sinur xelnawerze darTuli anderZ-mi-
naweri. erT-erT maTgans, saweliwdo samociqulos, Semou-
naxavs daviT IV-is xeliT, mxedrulad Sesrulebuli anderZi, 
romelic mis mier sinas mTaze xelnaweris gagzavnis Sesaxeb 
gvamcnobs: „q. me, daviT unarCevesman monaman yoelTa monaTa 
qristesTaman, ganvgzavne wigni ese mTas wmindas sinas, vinc 
ixmarebdeT, locva yavT CemT(u)in.“ XVIII saukunis meore 
naxevris didi liaxvis xeobis soflebis aRweris davTrebis 
mixedviT, sofel meRvrekisSi fiqsirdebian sinas monastris 
kuTvnili glexebi. sinas mTis wm. ekaterines monastris war-
momadgeneli saqarTveloSi, TbilisSi arsebul metoqsa da 
meRvrekisis mamulebs ganagebda da igi meRvrekisis arqiman-
dritadac iwodeboda. XX saukunis dasawyisSi sinas mTis wm. 
ekaterines metoqi TbilisSi uaRresad mZime mdgomareobaSi 
aRmoCnda. 1910 wliT daTariRebul arqimandrit amfiloqes 
moxsenebiTi baraTidan irkveva, rom xanZarma TbilisSi 
arsebuli sinas monastris metoqi monastris yvela nagebo-
ba gaanadgura. gadarCa mxolod eklesia. sinas monastris 
krebuli iZulebuli gaxda metoqis aRdgenisTvis saxsrebis 
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gamonaxvis mizniT meRvrekisSi arsebuli qoneba gaeyida. 
ucxoeTis qarTuli eklesia-monastrebidan didi liaxvis 
xeobaSi erT-erT sofels flobda petriwonis qarTvel-
Ta monasteri, es iyo sofeli ergneTi. T. mesxis kvlevis 
mixedviT, 1310 wels Seqmnil RvTismSoblis xatis qarTuli 
minaweris berZnul TargmanSi, romelic petriwonis monas-
tris erT-erTi xelnaweridan gadaweres, miTiTebulia, rom 
xatis damwerma orma Zmam, egnatem da aTanasem, petriwonis 
monasters Seswires karaleTSi, lilosa da ergneTSi arse-
buli mamulebi, maT Soris sofel ergneTSi ori venaxi. pa-
tara liaxvis xeobaSi Tavisi metoqi hqonda aTonis monas-
tersac. 1779 wliT daTariRebuli dokumentiT irkveva, rom 
aTonis vatopediis monastris metoqi iyo fotrisis xeoba-
Si (md. patara liaxvis erT-erTi Senakadi) arsebuli wmin-
da giorgis qaSueTis eklesia, romelic md. patara liaxvis 
adidebis gamo Camoiqca da qarTlis dedofalma mariamma 
(rostom mefis meuRlem) mis nacvlad md. patara liaxvis 
gamoRma mxares sxva taZari aaSena. qaSueTis wminda giorgis 
taZari mcire zomis darbazul nagebobas warmoadgenda. mas 
galavanic hqonda Semovlebuli. eklesia sofel beloTidan 
1.5 km-is daSorebiT, soflis aRmosavleTiT mdebareobs. igi 
dazianebuli saxiT SemorCa da samwuxarod, ruseTis mier 
okupirebul teritoriazea moqceuli. 
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qeTevan tatiSvili

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

bizantiaSi moRvawe qarTveli wmindanebis 
sagaloblebi anton I kaTalikosis 

himnografiul memkvidreobaSi

anton I kaTalikosis redaqciis sadResaswaulo sxva 
liturgikuli krebulebisgan gamoirCeva imiT, rom masSi, 
faqtobrivad, yvela qarTveli wmindanis xsenebis dRea Se-
tanili. xSir SemTxvevaSi mTliani gangebaa Sedgenili anu 
wmindanis kanoni an kanonebi mcire formis sagaloblebTan 
erTad. Eantoni umetesad TviTonve wers axal sagaloble-
bs da Zvel sagaloblebTan erTad aTavsebs Tavis sadRe-
saswauloSi. Aswored ase moiqca bizantiaSi moRvawe qarT-
veli wmindanebis ilarion qarTvelis, efTvime aTonelis, 
giorgi aTonelis, ioanesa da gabrielis xsenebis dReebTan 
dakavSirebiT.

IX saukuneSi moRvawe qarTveli beris ilarion qarTve-
lis xsenebis dRe 19 noembersaa da pirvelad XI saukunis 
xelnawerSi gvxvdeba. Kilarions didi damsaxureba miuZR-
vis saqarTveloSi samonastro cxovrebisa da mSeneblobis 
ganviTarebaSi. Aamave dros, misi moRvaweoba imiT aris sain-
tereso, rom cxovrebis umetesi nawili sazRvargareT gaa-
tara. cxovrobda biTviniaSi (olimpze), moiara palestina, 
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romi, bizantia. igi pirvelia CvenTvis cnobil qarTvelTa-
gan, romelic dasaxlda bizantiaSi (IX saukunis II naxevar-
Si). swored ilarionia bizantia-saqarTvelos saeklesio 
urTierTobis damwyebi. Aantonis sadResaswauloSi ilarion 
qarTvelis gangeba Sedgeba ori kanonisgan, romelTagan 
erTis avtori Tavad anton kaTalikosia, meoris avtori 
ucnobia da mcire sagaloblebisgan. Aantoniseuli kanoni 
akrostiqiania, romlis frazaa `ilarions mnaTobsa dRisa-
sa ugalob~. rogorc am kanonis, ise antonis mier daweri-
li stiqaronis teqstSi gvxdeba mama ilarionis biografiis 
calkeuli faqtebi. es mosalodnelic iyo, radgan himnogra-
fisTvis cnobilia wmindanis `cxovreba~, rasac adasturebs 
Tundac is faqti, rom am wmindanis svinaqsaruli `cxovre-
bis~ erT-erTi redaqcia sadResaswauloSicaa daculi.

aTonis ivironis monasterma da masSi moRvawe qarTvel-
ma wminda mamebma Sua saukuneebis qarTul mwerlobas, kul-
turasa da sazogadoebrivi azris ganviTarebas Rrma kvali 
daaCnies, swored amitom jer kidev XI saukunis svinaqsarSi 
A97 gvxvdeba efTvime aTonelis, giorgi aTonelisa da ioane 
aTonelis xseneba. Lliturgikul krebulebSi daculia maTi 
sagaloblebic. Aantonma dawera da Tavis axali redaqciis 
sadResaswauloSi (S1464) moaTavsa aToneli mamebis sami (ef-
Tvime aTonelis, giorgi aTonelis, ioanesa da gabrielis) 
kanoni mcire formis sagaloblebTan erTad. Mmiuxedavad 
amisa, efTvime da giorgi aTonelebis Zveli kanonebi da 
mcire sagaloblebis nawili ucvlelad datova. anton ka-
Talikosma ar Secvala efTvime aTonelis xsenebis dRe 13 
maisi, samagierod, ioane aTonelis xseneba 14 ivlisidan 12 
ivliss gadmoitana da masTan erTad daawesa Ggabriel aTone-
lis xseneba. Zveli redaqciebis sadResaswauloebSi giorgi 
aTonelis xseneba 30 ivnissaa, antonTan – 27 ivniss, Tumca 
aqve unda aRiniSnos, rom 1749 wliT daTariRebul tipi-
konSic A122 am wmindanis xseneba imave dResaa. 
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moxsenebaSi ganxilulia ilarion qarTvelis, efTvime, 
giorgi, ioane da Ggabriel aTonelebis antoniseuli saga-
loblebis teqstobrivi da mxatvrul-stilisturi Tavise-
burebani. 

.
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lela SaTiriSvili

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri 

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

adrebizantiuri da bizantiuri krebulebi

1. krebulebi aris is xelnaweri wignebi, romlebSic Ta-
vmoyrilia sasuliero mwerlobis sxvadasxva dargisa da 
avtoris Txzulebebi. qarTuli krebulebis arseboba jer 
kidev me-5 saukuneSi Seqmnili originaluri agiografiuli 
nawarmoebis – `SuSanikis wamebis“ – teqstiT dasturde-
ba. dResdReobiT Cvenamde moRweuli krebulebi (IX- XI ss.) 
mowmoben, rom maTi Seqmna-ganviTareba da mravalferovne-
ba ganapiroba sxvadasxva epoqis moTxovnilebebma, qveynis 
politikur-sarwmunoebrivma orientaciam da Sesabamisma 
politikurma mdgomareobam. amis gaTvaliswinebiT, qarTul 
xelnawer tradiciaSi arsebobs adrebizantiuri da bizan-
tiuri krebulebi.

2. IX s-is dasawyisSi tao-klarjeTidan daiwyo qveynis 
gaerTianebisaTvis zrunva. X s-is 80-iani wlebidan qveyni-
saTvis realuri gaxda feodaluri saqarTvelos politiku-
ri gaerTianeba. qarTvelTa samxreT-dasavleTiT mdebare 
qveyana bizantia da misi dedaqalaqi, konstantinepoli, ukve 
iyo umniSvnelovanesi qristianuli sasuliero centri, anu 
`meore ierusalimi“. es mniSvnelovani procesebi, cxadia, 
aisaxa Cveni qveynis politikur kurssa da azrovnebaze. 
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swored politikuri siaxleebis amsaxvelad gvevlineba mwer-
lobis is nimuSebi, romlebmac Cvenamde moaRwia. tao-klar-
jeTis samwerlo skolebSi moRvaweebi grZnobdnen siaxlis 
saWiroebas, amitomac Tavs uyridnen qarTul enaze ukve 
arsebul originalursa Tu Targmnil sasuliero da saero 
mwerlobis nimuSebs da qmnidnen Zveli Targmnili nimuSebis 
safuZvelze axali tipis krebulebs, avsebdnen axalmoZiebu-
li masaliT. IX-X saukuneebSi adrebizantiuri krebulebis 
Seqmna ganpirobebuli iyo umTavresi mizniT, qarTuli xel-
naweri wignis meSveobiT gaefarTovebinaT sazogadoebis Se-
mecnebis areali. epoqis Sesabamisad iqmneba tao-klarjeTSi 
miqael modrekilis iadgari (S 425), sagaloblebis krebuli, 
romelSic Tavmoyrilia Targmnili da originaluri himne-
bi. aseve enciklopediuri xasiaTis umniSvnelovanesi wigni 
`Satberdis krebuli“ (S1141), romlis teqstebic sasuliero 
da saero mwerlobis sxvadasxva dargis uZvelesi nimuSebia. 

3. X saukunis 80-iani wlebidan ivironis daarsebam da 
qarTvelTa iq Tavmoyram am periodis qarTvel politikur 
moRvaweebs, samefo kars, gauCina ambicia, rom qarTvelTa 
qveyanasac qarTulad hqonoda qristianuli samyros mowi-
nave sasuliero mwerlobis nimuSebi. bizantiaSi moRvawe 
iovane qarTveli da efTvime, berad aRkvecili Tornike-yo-
fili iovane gansazRvravdnen saTargmn literaturas qar-
Tuli politikuri da kulturis interesebis gaTvaliswine-
biT. maT umTavres sazrunavs warmoadgenda umdidresi 
saRmrTismetyvelo literaturis berZnuli enidan qarTu-
lad gadmoTargmna, qarTuli mwerlobis berZnuli mwer-
lobis simaRleze ayvana, rac iyo metad mniSvnelovani eta-
pi bizantiasTan, konstantinepolTan, daaxloebis saqmeSi. 
swored aTonis mTaze, ivironis monaterSi iwyeba bizan-
tiuri periodis umniSvnelovanesi krebulebis damzadeba. 
erT-erTi didi krebuli, romelic efTvimem Targmna, aris 
iovane oqropiris „maTes Tavis Targmaneba“da `dialoRo-
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ni“, romelSic Sesulia Txzulebebi: `grigol hromTa papis 
cxovreba“ „dialoRoni“, `wm. basilis sakiTxavi“.

4. me-11 saukunis 30-ian wlebSi efTvime mTawmidelis 
TargmanTa safuZvelze iqmneba ramdenime mniSvnelovani 
krebuli. krebulTa Seqmnis iniciatorebi iyvnen: zaqaria 
baneli svingelozi, basili maluSisZe, isak ulumboeli, 
grigol mTawmideli. jgufis mizani iyo efTvime aTonelis 
TargmanTa dacva sxvaTa xelyofisa da Cxrekisagan.

5. qarTvelTa azrovnebis istoriaSi umniSvnelovanes 
etaps qmnis giorgi mTawmidelis moRvaweoba. igi Targmni-
da iseT wignebs, romlebic manamde ar iyo qarTul enaze; 
Seqmna araerTi krebuli, romlebic Sedgeba berZnulidan 
axalTargmnili teqstebisagan. mravalricxovan TargmanTa 
Soris (Tveni, didi svinaqsari, paraklitoni, didi kurTxe-
vani, pavle sruli da kaTolike da sxv.) Seusrulebia ho-
miletikuri krebulebis (Ivir. GGeo 39 (cag. 79) XI s.; Ivir. Geo 
49 krebuli XI s.) sakiTxavebis Tarmanebi. am or krebulSi 
Tavmoyrilia sxvadasxva dargis Txzulebebi.

6. adrebizantiuri da bizantiuri krebulebi, qristia-
nuli mwerlobis sxva dargebis nimuSebTan erTad, naTlad 
asaxaven im process, romelic gaiara qarTulma qristia-
nulma azrovnebam im tendenciebis Sesabamisad, romlebic 
mniSvnelovani iyo Sesabamis periodSi. 
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maia SaorSaZe 

k. kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos xelnawerTa  

erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

mitropolit mixailis sxvadasxva saepiskoposo 
kaTedraze moRvaweobis qronologiis 

sakiTxisaTvis (XVIII-XIX ss.)

saistorio dokumentebis mixedviT, mixail mitropoliti 
XVIII saukunis 70-iani wlebidan XIX saukunis 10-ian wlebamde 
moRvaweobda da saqarTvelos marTlmadidebeli eklesiis 
eparqiebidan sams – Tbilelis, samTavnelisa da ninowminde-
lis kaTedrebs ganagebda. qronologiurad dasadgenia, Tu 
romel wlebSi romel saepiskoposos marTavda igi.

wyaroebis safuZvelze irkveva, rom 1741-1752 wlebSi Tbi-
lelis kaTedras ganagebda aTanase amilaxvari, romelic, ma-
namde, jer samTavneli, xolo Semdeg mroveli episkoposi iyo. 
1752 wels mitropoliti aTanase mefeebma – Teimurazma da 
ereklem – ruseTSi elCad gagzavnes, man ki Tbilelad, Tavis 
nacvlad, mroveli qristefore TumaniSvili datova. 

qristefore Tbilelis samwysos 1752-1770 wlebSi ganageb-
da.saqarTvelos erovnul arqivSi daculia 1771 wlis araer-
Ti sabuTi, romlebic erekle mefis oqmiT qristefore Tbi-
lelis sulis mosaxseneblad Casatarebeli wirvis Taobazea 
gacemuli. amrigad, Tbileli qristefore 1771 wels ukve gar-
dacvlilia.
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swored 1771 wels ikavebs Tbilelis kaTedras mixail mi-
tropoliti.

1771 wlis erTi dokumentis mixedviT, kaTalikosi anton 
I qveyanaSi Tavisi aryofnis SemTxvevaSi, saeklesio saqmeebis 
zedamxedvelobas akisrebs sam mRvdelmTavars da maT Sorisaa 
`yovladsamRvdelo mitropoliti Tbilisisa mixail~. Tbile-
li mixaili sabuTebSi Cans agreTve 1774, 1775, 1777, 1778 wleb-
Sic da sxv.

rogorc Cans, mixaili Tbileli episkoposi iyo 1780 wlam-
de, xolo 1781 wlidan 1800 wlamde sabuTebSi Tbilelad ix-
senieba germane. daaxloebiT, 1769-1781 wlebSi germane iyo 
daviT garejis arqimandriti. germane Tbileli wm. ioane man-
glelis aRzrdili da TanamoRvawe cnobili saeklesio piria.

saistorio dokumentebSi ar Cans, sad moRvaweobda mixail 
mitropoliti 1780-1790 wlebSi. irkveva, rom 1787-1789 wlebSi 
samTavnelis kaTedras ganagebda iuliosi (manamde niqozeli 
episkoposi), xolo Semdeg man urbnelis kaTedra Caibara. erTi 
saistorio dokumentidan ki vigebT, rom mefisa da kaTaliko-
sis gadawyvetilebiT, samTavisis kaTedris gamgebloba 1790 
wels miandes mixails, romlis mRvdelmTavrobac aRniSnul 
kaTedraze, misi winamorbedi iulios samTavneli episkoposis 
msgavsad, oTar amilaxvarTan dapirispirebiT daiwyo.

Semdegdroindel sigelebSi mixaili samTavnelad aRar 
moixsenieba. Cans, samTavisSi is didxans ar gaCerebula, rad-
gan XVIII saukunis 90-iani wlebidan samTavnelad dokumentebSi 
Cans gervasi maWavariani.

mixaili ki, saistorio dokumentebis mixedviT, Mcota mog-
vianebiT, 1796 wels ninowmindis kaTedras ikavebs. ninowmin-
deli mixaili dokumentebSi ixsenieba 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799, 
1800 wlebSi.

1802 wlis `qarTl-kaxeTis sasuliero pirebis mimarTvis 
werils ruseTis imperatorisadmi~, sxva mRvdelmTavrebTan 
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erTad, xels aweren: ninowmidisa da sagarejos mitropoliti 
mixaili da arqiepiskoposi rusTavisa da martyofisa stefane. 

1803, 1806, 1807, 1808 wlebiT daTariRebul dokumentebSi 
ki ukve moixsenieba ninowmindeli mitropoliti da arqiepi-
skoposi rusTavisa stefane (jorjaZe). misi dakveTiT eweo-
da samwignobro saqmianobas cnobili qarTveli sasuliero 
moRvawe da kaligrafi gabriel mcire. mis naSromebs axlavs 
minawerebi da anderZebi stefane ninowmindel-rusTvelisa. 
1811 wlamde, ruseTis xelisuflebis mier saqarTveloSi sae-
piskoposo kaTedrebis gauqmebamde, stefane ukanaskneli ni-
nowmindel-rusTveli episkoposi iyo.

amdenad, mixaili 1771-1780 wlebSi jer Tbileli mitro-
politi iyo, 1790 wels samTavneli mitropoliti gaxda, xolo 
1796-1802 wlebSi ninowmindis kaTedras ganagebda. damatebiT 
Catarebulma kvlevam ninowmindel mixailisa da stefanes 
qronologiis Taobaze Cveni adrindeli mosazrebis xelmeo-
red gadaTariReba da dazusteba ganapiroba.

p. ioseliani mixail ninowmindelze werda: `ar uyvarda 
mefesa giorgis. mokvda 1813 welsa usinaTlod. iyo mowafe 
antoni kaTalikosisa.~ mixail mitropoliti bibliofilic 
yofila. ioane batoniSvilis TqmiT, igi `iyo filosofosi da 
saRmrToTa werilTa Sina gamocdili... ese ufro daSvra saR-
mrToTa werilTa da istoriebTa gardasawerad, romelmanc 
TvisiTa xeliTa gardaswerna wignni didni da mcireni vidre 
rvaasamdisin.~

wm. mRvdeli p. karbelaSvili miuTiTebda, rom mixaili 
gvarad inasariZe iyo, Ze ioane mxatvrisa. mas moZRvrad hyav-
da aseve usinaTlo naTlismcemlis udabnos moRvawe daniili. 
mixail mitropoliti dasaflavebulia daviT-garejis ioane 
naTlismcemlis monasterSi.
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giorgi CubiniZe

ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

ruis-urbnisis saeklesio krebis bolo kanonis 
gagebisaTvis

mkvlevarni, romelnic saqarTveloSi xatmbrZolobis 
arsebobas varaudoben X-XII ss-Si, umTavresad eyrdnobian XII 
saukunis qarTuli saeklesio samarTlis Zegls – ruis-urb-
nisis Zeglisweras, kerZod, mis bolo kanons, sadac termini 
`xatia~ naxsenebi.

xatTayvaniscemis dogmats orTodoqsuli eklesiisaTvis 
didi mniSvneloba hqonda im mxriv, rom xatmbrZoloba Ta-
vis TavSi moicavda TiTqmis yvela manamde arsebuli eresis 
arss da emuqreboda erT-erT umTavres qristianul dog-
mats – swavlebas RmerTis gankacebis Sesaxeb. xatTayvanis-
cemisa da xatmbrZolobis Tema VIII-IX saukuneebSi da Semd-
gomac aqtualuri iyo aRmosavleTis eklesiebSi zogadad 
da igi aseve mniSvnelovani unda yofiliyo saqarTveloSic.

zogierTi mkvlevari varaudobs, rom Sua saukuneebSi 
xatmbrZolobis eresma saqarTveloSic moikida fexi, rasac 
monofizituri somxuri eklesiis gavleniT xsnian. am eWvs 
aZlierebs is faqtic, rom Sua saukuneebis qarTul wyaroe-
bze dakvirvebiT aSkarad ikveTeba maTSi xatis Tayvaniscemis 
dogmatze miniSnebebi, saxeldobr, sxvadasxva qarTul ori-
ginalur hagiografiul ZeglSi xatebi urTierTgansxvave-
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buli Sinaarsis epiTetebiTaa Semkobili. Tu grigol 
xancTelis cxovrebaSi xati mxolod saswaulTmoqmedadaa 
warmodgenili, mogviano periodis ZeglSi – `serapion zarz-
melis cxovrebaSi~ – xati ara mxolod saswaulTmoqmedad 
miiCneva, aramed igi, rogorc Tayvaniscemis obieqti, jvris 
kultTanaa gaTanabrebuli. amasTan, xati aris erTgvari sa-
buTi RmerTis gankacebisa. imave ZeglSi dakonkretebulia, 
rom xati Tavad ki araa saswaulTa moqmedi, aramed – masze 
gamosaxuli piri, rac imas niSnavs, rom xati, rogorc saga-
ni, aq yovelgvari magiuri Sinaarsisaganaa daclili.

X-XII ss-Si saqarTveloSi xatmbrZolobis arsebobis erT-
erT sabuTad, rogorc vTqviT, ruis-urbnisis Zeglisweris 
me-19 kanonia miCneuli. aseTi daskvna, Cveni azriT, teqstis 
araswori gagebis Sedegia.

 am teqstis analizze dayrdnobiT Cven vasabuTebT, rom 
mosazreba X-XII ss-Si saqarTveloSi xatmbrZolobis arsebo-
bis Sesaxeb usafuZvloa. 
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Nnestan CxikvaZe

k.kekeliZis saxelobis saqarTvelos  

xelnawerTa erovnuli centri

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

IX-X ss-is taoklarjuli saliteraturo skola
(ierusalimidan konstantinepolisaken)

Sua saukuneebis qarTuli xelnaweri wigni, romelic 
istoriul palestinasa da mesopotamiasTan mWidro kul-
turuli urTierTobebis pirobebSi iqmneba, didixania ipy-
robs bizantinistTa da, zogadad, qristianuli aRmosa-
vleTis samwerlobo istoriiT dainteresebul mkvlevarTa 
yuradRebas. am interesis safuZvels ki qmnis is garemoeba, 
rom qristianuli aRmosavleTis uZveles centrebTan dakav-
Sirebul qarTul xelnawer wignSi daculia bibliuri, agio-
grafiuli, homiletikuri da, rig SemTxvevebSi, apokrifuli 
dargis is arqauli, adrebizantiuri redaqciebi, romelTa 
identuri berZnuli Tu sxvaenovani (arabuli, siriuli, 
somxuri) dednebis moZieba amJamadac problemur sakiTxad 
rCeba. dRemde arsebuli Tvalsazrisis Tanaxmad, qarTul 
xelnawer tradiciaSi ierusalimuri redaqciebi dominan-
tur pozicias X s-is dasasrulamde inarCuneben. 

qarTuli xelnaweri wignis sazRvargareTuli koleq-
ciebis (sinuri, taoklarjuli) xelaxalma katalogizaciam 
da kvlevam naTeli gaxada, rom aRmosavlurqristianul sa-
literaturo procesebSi qarTuli xelnaweri tradiciis 
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CarTvis sruli suraTis aRsadgenad ar kmara yuradRebis 
gamaxvileba mxolod calkeuli Zeglebis redaqciul Ta-
viseburebebze. tradiciaTa (ierusalimuridan konstantine-
polurisken) monacvleobis procesisTvis Tvalis gadevne-
ba SesaZlebeli gaxda mxolod kodeqsis, rogorc erTiani 
kulturuli movlenis, Seswavlis safuZvelze. Ggairkva, rom 
ukve IX s-is bolo meoTxedidan qarTul samwignobro tra-
diciaSi Camoyalibda wignis Sedgena-redaqtirebis axali, 
konstantinepoluri koncefcia, romelic gulisxmobda ko-
deqsis organizaciul da Sinaarsobriv mravalferovnebas.

Kaxali, konstantinepoluri kodeqsisken pirveli nabi-
jebi gadaidga IX-X ss-Si, tao-klarjeTis skriptoriumebSi, 
romelTa Sorisac gansakuTrebuli intensivobiT am pro-
cess upasuxes Satberdis, parxlisa da oSkis mwignobre-
bma (gadamwer-redaqtorebma, damkveTebma). Aam samonastro 
centrebSi, erTi mxriv, Sedga anTologiuri Sinaarsis, 
erTgvari saganmanaTleblo krebulebi da, meore mxriv, 
daiwyo bibliuri wignebis ( saxarebisa da fsalmunis) ilu-
minirebuli kodeqsebis Sedgena. organizaciulad (vgu-
lisxmobT kodeqsis dekorirebis, TxzulebaTa Tematuri 
ganawilebis, vrceli kolofonebis darTvisa da teqstidan 
gamoyofis, wignTa daTariRebis sistemebs) am axali tipis 
kodeqsebSi ki gaerTianda Zveli, ierusalimuri redaqciis 
teqstebi. 

IX-X ss-is taoklarjuli saliteraturo skolis es ten-
denciebi moxsenebaSi ganxiluli iqneba k. kekeliZis saxelo-
bis saqarTvelos xelnawerTa erovnuli centris fondebSi 
daculi X s-is ori umniSvnelovanesi wignis – Satberdis 
krebulisa (S 1141) da mcxeTis fsalmunis (A38 magaliTze).
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izolda WiWinaZe

ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis  

saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

largvisis samxatvro skola XIV saukuneSi

qsnis saerisTavos gamoyofa qarTlis saerisTavosa-
gan qvenifnevel-largvelebis erisTavobiT saTaveSi XIII 
saukunis 50-60-ian wlebSi moxda. amieridan largvisis mo-
nastris wm. Teodores eklesia qsnis erisTavebis mTavari 
samlocvelo da maTi sagvareulo saZvale iyo.

qsnis saerisTavos damoukideblobam sasikeTod imoqme-
da saerisTavos kulturisa da xelovnebis ganviTarebaze. 
erisTavTa xelSewyobiTa da uxvi saboZvaris gacemiT axali 
xatebiTa da sxva saeklesio nivTebiT Seimko largvisis mo-
nastris wm. Teodores mTavari eklesia, aigo axali ekle-
siebi, gadaiwera kodeqsebi da Seimko miniatiurebiT, fres-
kebiT moixata eklesiaTa kedlebi, daiwera axali xatebi da 
sxva. Seiqmna metad mniSvnelovani matiane „Zegli erisTav-
Ta“, sadac erisTavTa interesebis Sesabamisad gadmocemu-
lia qvenifnevel-largvelTa istoria uZvelesi droidan XV 
saukunis dasawyisamde.

XIII saukunis bolosa da XIV saukunis dasawyisSi moR-
vaweobda largvisis monasterSi kaligrafi da mxatvari 
barnaba, romelmac gadawera liturgikuli xasiaTis ori ko-
deqsi S4814 da A25. A25 Seamko zatikis dResaswaulis Svidi 
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miniatiuriT: „Tomas kvira“, „menelsacxeble dedaTa kvira“, 
„ganrRveulis kvira“, „samaritelis kvira“, „brmis kvira“, 
„amaRleba“, „krebai nikias-wminda mamaTa kvira“.

XIV saukunis meore naxevarSi largvisis monasterSi 
moRvaweobs kaligrafi da mxatvari avgaros bandaisZe (aseve 
misi Svili – mxatvari grigoli). avgaroz bandaisZem giorgi 
TabaurTan da kidev sxva or kaligrafTan erTad gadawera 
paraklitoni - A575. 

avgaroz bandaisZem maxarebelTa miniatiurebiTa da de-
koratiuli elementebiT (kamarebiT, TavsarTebiT) Seamko 
giorgi Tabauris mier gadawerili saxareba H2122. avgarozs 
ekuTvnis aseve matiane „Zegli erisTavTas“ Sedgena da vir-
Sel III-is portreti, rac unikaluri movlenaa qarTul ma-
tianeSi qtitoris portretis ganTavsebisa.

A25 miniatiurebis ikonografia mowmobs, rom barnaba 
sargeblobs uZvelesi siriuli originalebiT, xolo sti-
listurad miniatiurebSi aisaxa XIII saukunis bolodan qar-
Tul ferweraSi mimdinare mxatvruli tendenciebi. xalxuri 
mimarTulebis miniatiurebSi aris mcdeloba paleologosu-
ri stilis siaxleebis „SeRwevisa“, rac vlindeba figurebisa 
da saxeebis ferwerul modelirebaSi, sivrcobrivi siRrmi-
sa da moculobrivi formis gadmocemaSi, magram es niSnebi 
zatikis miniatiurebSi ufro sustia, vidre amave periodis 
qarTuli kedlis mxatvrobis nimuSebSi.

zatikis miniatiurebi, ZiriTadad, provinciul skolaSi 
arsebul mxatvrul tendenciebs aris mindobili; barnaba 
arcTu ise maRali donis xelovania, magram igi qmnis iko-
nografiuli da stilis TvalsazrisiT kodeqsis gaformebis 
unikalur nimuSs.

largvisis saxarebis gaformeba im uSualobiTa da gulu-
bryvilobiT xasiaTdeba, rac mas xalxuri xelovnebis wreSi 
aqcevs. miniatiurebis grafikuli mkacri da xisti weris ma-
nera sruliad gansxvavebulia A25-is formaTa Zerwvis mc-
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delobisagan; gansakuTrebiT unda aRiniSnos adgilobrivi 
Seferilobis eTnikuri tipaJi - loyebSi ganieri, wver-ul-
vaSiT Semofargluli saxis ovali kexiani cxviriT.

virSel mesamis portreti asaxavs im saerTo tendecias, 
romelic XIV saukunis meore naxevridan qarTuli istoriu-
li portretisaTvis iyo damaxasiaTebeli. mTeli yuradReba 
gadatanilia konturze da samosi dawerilia sibrtyobri-
vad, niSandoblivia frontaluri poza.

XIV – XV ss. xalxuri mimarTulebis qarTuli xelnaweri 
wignis miniatiuraSi mTavaria grafikuli xazis gamomsaxve-
loba, monumenturoba, lakoniuroba, kompoziciis gamar-
tiveba, proporciebis darRveva, ferisa da formis gamom-
saxveloba, JReradi koloriti, singuris Warbi gamoyenebiT.
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Temo jojua

ilias saxelmwifo universiteti

Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

vinme iakobis mier dolisyanis monastris 
winamZRvris efd¢mozis dakveTiT gadawerili 

liturgikuli krebuli (C 25) ruseTis 
mecnierebaTa akademiis aRmosavlur 

xelnawerTa institutidan (kriptogramuli 
anderZebi; momgeblisa da gadamweris vinaoba; 

gadaweris adgili)

1. ruseTis mecnierebaTa akademiis aRmosavlur xel-
nawerTa institutis qarTul xelnawerTa koleqciaSi C 25-e 
nomriT daculia qaRaldze dawerili liturgikuli krebu-
li, romelmac Cvenamde nakluli saxiT moaRwia. arsebobs 
xelnaweris erTaderTi akademiuri aRweriloba, romelic 
lela xoferias mier aris Sedgenili. aRweriloba gamo-
qveynebulia 2016 wels, TbilisSi, qarTul enaze.

aRwerilobaSi liturgikuli krebuli, paleografiu-
li monacemebis gaTvaliswinebiT, XIII-XIV saukuneebiT aris 
daTariRebuli. iqve, gamoTqmulia mosazreba xelnaweris 
gadamweris vinaobis Sesaxebac (amis Sesaxeb ix. qvemoT). 
aRwerilobaSi liturgikuli krebulis gadaweris adgilisa 
da momgeblis vinaobis Sesaxeb araferia naTqvami.

2. liturgikuli krebulis 68r-ze, ZiriTadi teqstis 
erT-erTi nakveTis dasasrulsa da meore nakveTis dasawy-
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isSi, gadamwerisve xeliT Sesrulebulia anderZi: `RmerTo 
da naTlismcemelo qristeso da wmidaT mTavarangelozT 
madlo, adide orsave Sina cxoreba¡[sa] p(atroni)(?), w(i-
namZRuari) dolisyanisa efd¢moz, a(mi)n~.

kolofonis teqstis wakiTxva lela xoferias ekuTvnis. 
gamonakliss warmoadgens anderZis daqaragmebuli sityvebi 
– `p(atroni)~ da `w(inamZRuari)~, romlebic mkvlevarma qa-
ragmebis gauxsnelad datova. am or sityvaSi qaragmebi Cem 
mier aris gaxsnili (pirvel sityvaSi – kiTxvis niSnis qveS).

aRwerilobis Tanaxmad, anderZSi moxseniebuli efd¢mo-
zi, SesaZloa, liturgikuli krebulis gadamweri iyo. am sa-
kiTxis Taobaze gansxvavebuli mosazreba maqvs da vfiqrob, 
rom efd¢mozi liturgikuli krebulis ara gadamweri, ara-
med momgebeli iyo.

amgvari daskvnisaken Semdegi garemoeba mibiZgebs: Sua 
saukuneebis qarTuli mwignobrobis istoriidan ucnobia 
iseTi kaligrafi, romelic Tavis mier gadawerili xelnawe-
ris anderZSi ufals sakuTari Tavis gandidebas (ara Sewy-
alebas an meoxebas, aramed gandidebas) SesTxovs da piriqiT, 
dReisaTvis cnobilia aseulobiT mwignobari, romlebic maT 
mier gadanusxuli wignebis anderZebSi RmerTs swored xel-
naweris momgeblis gandidebas evedrebian.

anderZis mixedviT, efd¢mozi `dolisyanis winamZRvari~ 
iyo. samwuxarod, mis Sesaxeb raime damatebiT cnobebs, jer-
jerobiT, ver mivakvlie. Sesabamisad, sakiTxis Seswavlis 
am etapze, mxolod imis Tqma SemiZlia, rom efd¢mozi sa-
suliero piri iyo, klarjeTis erT-erT uZveles saeklesio 
centrSi – dolisyanis monasterSi moRvaweobda, am savanis 
organizaciul ierarqiaSi umaRlesi safexuri ekava da wi-
namZRvris Tanamdebobas flobda.

3. liturgikuli krebulis 238r-sa da 259v-ze, ZiriTadi 
teqstis calkeuli nakveTebis saTaurebTan, gadamwerisve 
xeliT Sesrulebulia ori kolofoni, romlebic xelnawe-
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ris aRwerilobaSi qaragmebis gaxsnisa da wakiTxvis gareSea 
Setanili: 1. `¡~W; J~W; rs~c~; da 2. `¡~W; J~W; rs~c~.

kolofonebis Seswavla aCvenebs, rom es, erTi SexedviT, 
gaurkveveli Sinaarsis mqone teqstebi warmoadgens Zveli qar-
Tuli saidumlo damwerlobis anCinuri sistemiT gadmocemul 
kriptogramebs, romlebic Semdegi saxiT ikiTxeba: 1. `q(rist)e, 
S(eiwyal)e i(a)k(o)b; da 2. `q(rist)e, S(eiwyal)e i(a)k(o)b~.

kriptogramuli anderZebis wakiTxvis Sedegad, irkveva, 
rom am teqstebSi vinme iakobia moxseniebuli. marTalia, 
kolofonebidan pirdapir ar Cans, ra kavSiri hqonda ia-
kobs liturgikuli krebulis SeqmnasTan, magram Tu gavi-
TvaliswinebT im faqts, rom xelnaweris anderZebSi moxse-
niebul or pirs – winamZRvar efd¢mozsa da iakobs -Soris, 
erT-erTi piri – efd¢mozi wignis momgebelia, maSin meore 
piri – iakobi sxva aravin SeiZleba iyos, Tu ara litur-
gikuli krebulis gadamweri, romelic Tavis kolofonebSi, 
ufals, momgeblis – efd¢mozis anderZisagan gansxvavebiT, 
ara gandidebas, aramed, damkvidrebuli tradiciis Sesaba-
misad, Sewyalebas SesTxovs.

iakobis vinaobasa da cxovreba-moRvaweobaze saubrisa-
gan winamdebare moxsenebaSi Tavs Sevikaveb da mxolod imas 
aRvniSnav, rom igi, winamZRvari efd¢mozis msgavsad, do-
lisyanis monastris mowese iyo an dolisyanis monastris 
maxloblad mdebare savaneSi anu istoriuli tao-klarje-
Tis erT-erT eklesiasa Tu monasterSi moRvaweobda.

am bolo TezasTan dakavSirebiT, saintereso Cans xel-
naweris momgeblis anderZi, romelSic gadamweri momgeblis 
– winamZRvari efd¢mozis gandidebas, uflis garda, ioane 
naTlismcemelsa da mTavarangelozebsac evedreba. Cemi 
dakvirvebiT, is faqti, rom kolofonSi maincadamainc mTa-
varangelozebi arian dasaxelebuli, SemTxveviTi ar aris: 
samecniero literaturaSi gamoTqmulia mosazreba, rom 
dolisyanis eklesia mTavarangelozTa saxelobisa iyo. Se-
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sabamisad, savsebiT logikuria, rom gadamwerma momgeblis 
anderZSi daasaxela swored mTavarangelozebi, romlebic 
winamZRvar efd¢mozis samoRvaweo taZris zeciuri patrone-
bi iyvnen da romelTa mimarTac momgebels gamorCeuli sa-
soeba hqonda.

Tu es msjeloba sworia, maSin riT unda aixsnas is faq-
ti, rom anderZSi, uflisa da mTavarangelozebis gverdiT, 
wm. ioane naTlismcemelic aris dasaxelebuli? dasmul 
kiTxvaze kategoriuli pasuxis gacema, jerjerobiT, ar Se-
miZlia. Tumca ki, vvaraudob, rom wm. ioane naTlismcemeli 
im monastrisa Tu eklesiis zeciuri patroni unda yofi-
liyo, romelSic kolofonis damweri – iakobi moRvaweobda. 
xolo vinaidan dolisyanis monastris maxloblad mdebare 
eklesia-monastrebs Soris wm. ioane naTlismcemlis saxe-
lobis yvelaze cnobil savaned opizis monasteri iTvleba, 
kiTxvis niSnis qveS gamovTqvam mosazrebas, rom SesaZloa, 
iakobi swored opizis monastris mowese iyo.

4. liturgikuli krebulis anCinuri sistemiT gadmoce-
mul kriptogramul anderZebTan dakavSirebiT, yuradRebas 
ipyrobs ori qarTuli xelnaweri wignis – korneli kekeli-
Zis saxelobis saqarTvelos xelnawerTa erovnul centrSi 
daculi gamokrebili samociqulosa (A4) da saqarTvelos 
erovnul arqivSi daculi gamokrebili samociqulo-saxare-
bis (1446-220) furclebze gadamweris xeliT Sesrulebuli 
ori kriptogramuli anderZi, romlebic imave anCinuri sis-
temiT aris gadmocemuli da romlebSic, agreTve, vinme ia-
kobia moxseniebuli.

sakiTxis Seswavlis am etapze, ar SemiZlia, dabejiTebiT 
vTqva, Tu ra mimarTeba arsebobs, erTi mxriv, liturgikul 
krebuls, xolo, meore mxriv, gamokrebil samociqulosa da 
gamokrebil samociqulo-saxarebas Soris. marTalia, am sami 
xelnaweridan pirveli xelnaweri XIII-XIV saukuneebiT, xolo 
danarCeni ori xelnaweri XVI saukuniTaa daTariRebuli, ma-
gram ar aris gamoricxuli, rom es daTariRebebi, romlebic 
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mTlianad paleografiul dakvirvebebs emyareba, mcdaria 
da realurad, samive xelnaweri erTi da imave piris mier 
aris gadawerili.

aRniSnul sakiTxis Seswavla ukve dawyebuli maqvs da miRe-
bul Sedegebs samecniero wreebs axlo momavalSi gavacnob. 
aq ki, winmswrebad, mxolod imas vityvi, rom gamokrebili sa-
mociqulo da gamokrebili samociqulo-saxareba, romlebic 
aqamde or sxvadasxva xelnawerad iyo miCneuli, sinamdvile-
Si, erTi da imave xelnaweris fragmentebi unda iyos.

5. liturgikuli krebulis anderZebSi misi gadawe-
ris adgilis Sesaxeb cnobebi daculi ar aris, Tumca, mas 
Semdeg, rac gairkva, rom xelnaweris momgebeli – efd¢mo-
zi klarjeTSi mdebare dolisyanis monastris winamZRvari 
iyo, xolo gadamweri – iakobi imave dolisyanaSi an mis 
maxloblad mdebare romeliRac savaneSi (opizis monaster-
Si?) moRvaweobda, avtomaturad dgindeba isic, rom litur-
gikuli krebuli dolisyanis monasterSi an tao-klarjeTis 
erT-erT, jerjerobiT, daudgenel eklesiasa Tu monaster-
Si (opizaSi?) iyo gadawerili.

Ddasasrul, aRvniSnav, rom ukanasknel xanebSi tao-klar-
jeTSi mimdinare samwignobre procesebiT araerTi mkvlevari 
dainteresda. gamoqveynda tao-klarjeTTan dakavSirebuli 
xelnaweri wignebis ramdenime katalogic. am katalogebSi 
CvenTvis saintereso liturgikuli krebulis Sesaxeb in-
formacia Setanili ar aris. es savsebiT bunebrivia, radgan 
xelnaweris 68r-ze Sesrulebul anderZSi dolisyanis monas-
tris moxseniebisTvis aqamde aravis miuqcevia yuradReba da 
amitom xelnaweris warmomavloba dRemde ucnobi rCeboda. 
winamdebare moxsenebaSi, vfiqrob, argumentirebulad aris 
naCvenebi, rom liturgikuli krebuli tao klarjuli war-
momavlobis xelnaweria. Sesabamisad, mis Sesaxeb informacia 
jerovani saxiT unda Sevides tao-klarjeTTan dakavSire-
buli qarTuli xelnaweri wignebis katalogebSi.
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GREEK TRACES IN MANGLISI MONASTERY 
ACCORDING TO THE CORRESPONDENCE OF DIMITRI 

MEGVINETKHUTSESISHVILI AND MARIE BROSE 

The paper deals with history and inscriptions of one of the brilliant 
specimens of Georgian architecture – Manglisi monastery. The study was 
based on the correspondence between the well-known Kartvelologist, a 
member of Imperial Academy of Sciences Marie Brosset and prominent 
researcher Dimitri Megvinetkhutsesishvili. This correspondence is pre-
served in Marie Brosset’s funds at the Institute of Oriental Studies, St. 
Petersburg Academy of Sciences. 

As is known, the stone church in Manglisi was built as early as in 
330-ies. In the second half of the V century, on the same site, King 
Vakhtang Gorgasali constructed a new church and established the Man-
glisi Bishopric. The main church, which Dimitri Megvinetkhutsesishvili 
described in detail, was built in the first quarter of the XI century by 
King Giorgi I (1014-1027).

From 1824, the Yerevan Grenadiers Regiment was stationed in 
Manglisi. The military gradually colonized uninhabited areas. Soldiers 
and their family members often damaged the church in order to obtain 
construction materials. Nikoloz Muraviov, commander of the Regiment 
(the Viceroy in the Caucasus in 1854-1856), gave order to restore the 
cathedral. Greek masters were specially invited. In his letter to Marie 
Brosset, Dimitri Megvinetkhutsesishvili writes about traces left by Greek 
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masters during the construction of the old church. Unfortunately, many 
historical lapidary inscriptions were lost or significantly damaged during 
the repairs done in 1850-ies.

Construction of a new church was started in 2 kilometers from 
the old one. The stones, some of them ornamented, others bearing in-
scriptions, were taken from the old church for the secondary use. As a 
result, a big number of lapidary inscriptions was destroyed. The process 
of destruction was continued by the colonists. 

Taking the above-mentioned into consideration, photographs of in-
scriptions sent by Dimitri Megvinetkhutsesishvili to Marie Brosset have 
great importance for history of Georgia.

The Correspondence between Dimitri Megvinetkhutsesishvili and 
Marie Brosset concerning the Manglisi Cathedral is analyzed in the pa-
per. Scholarly works of almost all those researchers who have worked 
on the monument: Eqvtime Takaishvili, Akaki Shanidze, Malakia Dvali 
and Teimuraz Barnaveli, were used for the analysis.

The photocopies of inscriptions from Manglisi Cathedral sent by 
Dimitry Megvinetkhutsesishvili to Marie Brosset, now preserved in the 
Marie Brosset funds of the Institute of Oriental Studies, St. Petersburg 
Academy of Sciences, are attached to the paper. The photographs are 
published for the first time.
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GEORGIA AND THE INSTITUTION OF KNIGHTS

The paper discusses possibility of existence of the knighthood in 
Georgia.

The first who mentioned similarity between the chivalry moral prin-
ciples in Georgia and West Europe was French Orientalist and Kartve-
lologist Marie Brosset (1802-1880), who in September 1837, delivered a 
paper at the session of Russian Imperial Academy. “Amiran-Darejaniani”, 
the adventure-heroic novel, was analyzed in the paper. In 1838 the paper 
was published in the “Bulletin Scientifique de L’Academie imperiale des 
Sciences, III, 1838, Melanges asiaques”. In his paper Brosset pointed 
out that “Amiran-Darejaniani” and “Knight in the Panther’s Skin” show 
existence of chivalric ideals and customs among the Georgians. The 
scholar noted that the both texts reflected Georgian historical reality 
and they had much in common with noble moral principles and ideas 
existing in medieval West Europe.

Iv. Javakhishvili noted the usage of terms “army” and “military” 
in old Georgian sources and arrived to the conclusion that these terms 
concerned not only the army “but a high and influential military circle, 
representatives of which could approach the king with their demands.”

Knighthood emerged in feudal Europe. Although the public life in 
feudal Georgia did not create the similar institution, but the high prop-
erty status of nobility, as well as the predominant feeling of superiority, 
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and the necessity to defend own property have shaped moral principles 
of chivalry in Georgia. These principles were followed by the nobility, 
who considered them characteristic features of aristocracy. 

Shaping of ethical and aesthetic principles of knighthood in any 
nation and existence of “influential military circle” does not mean and 
doesn’t give us the liberty to talk about existence of knighthood in 
Georgia, especially when we lack any evidence for this.

It seems that everything was ready and there existed every con-
dition for emergence of knighthood in Georgia. Everything indicates 
that the chivalry moral code existed in Medieval Georgia. This can 
be corroborated by the text of the “Knight in the Panther’s Skin”, the 
medieval chivalry poem. It conveys the code not directly but literally. 
Of interest is to which hierarchy did Shota Rustaveli, the author of the 
poem belong? If we take into consideration the text of “The Knight in 
the Panther’s Skin” and the social environment described in it, it goes 
without saying that the author was from the nobles. More precisely, he 
was the third or fourth child of the family. Namely the third or fourth 
child was traditionally destined for a career in the church (in difference 
from the first, second and often the third child, who remained in the 
world) and received a very good education, like the one the author of 
“The Knight in the Panther’s Skin” shows.

Taking an oath of fealty in Georgia was highly valued. It was a 
fundamental element of the feudal system. The oath was taken during 
the ceremony, in the same way as in West Europe. The oath created 
a new link between a vassal, subordinate, and his lord. Any deviation 
and reciprocations violated all other principals of the vassalage – the 
fundament of existing social political structure of the society.  

A breach of fealty was generally held to be dishonourable both in 
West Europe and Georgia. Nobody would be forgiven, including the 
king. An account by Stephanos Orbeliani explains why did the noble-
men turned away from King Giorgi III (1156-1184) and Queen Tamar. 
Struggle for the throne was just an excuse. The reason should be sought 
not in Demetre’s legitimate aspirations to ascend the throne, but in the 
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breach of loyalty, which shook the socio-political and moral code of 
the vassalage. 

The knighthood was not institutionalized in Georgia. The reasons 
for this will be discussed in my paper. 
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IMAGES OF SOLDIERY IN LATE MEDIEVAL EPIRUS, 
XIII-XV CENTURY

During the last centuries of the Middle Ages, Epirus, the region 
situated at the North-Western tip of the former Byzantine Empire, was 
a large battlefield where Greeks, Italians, Serbs, Albanians and Ottomans 
co-existed and often collided. The present paper will deal with the lim-
ited amount of existing visual sources with regard to the image of the 
troops that served in the area and the way they are represented within 
the paradigm of Late Byzantine monuments of Greece and the nearby 
regions. Through comparative analysis of written and iconographic ma-
terials coming from Serbia, Italian mainland and Greece, sources will 
be employed to recreate a visual rendition of the cavalry and infantry, 
the weaponry and insignia in use between local militia, mercenary units 
and the standing army. Finally, through the creation of a catalogue of 
existing images of the military in Epirote art through the XIII and XV 
centuries, this paper will try to address the theme of how reliable are 
late Byzantine pictorial sources in providing information on material 
culture.
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THE EXAMPLE OF GEORGIAN TRANSLATION OF 
BYZANTINE SPIRITUAL LITERATURE: PRAISE OF THE 

GREATEST AND MOST GLORIOUS CELESTIAL MILITARY 
RULER ARCHANGEL MICHAEL AND OF OTHER 

ARCHANGELS 

The author of the work is Deacon Panteleimon. It was probably 
written in the first quarter of the VII century. Biblical-historical passag-
es, with some exceptions, should not be interpolated By Euphemius the 
Athonite because he had the peculiar manner of translation, moreover, 
that none of the newly discovered Greek texts is an original used for the 
Georgian translation. Popularity of three Archangels was conditioned by 
their mention in the Bible. Hierarchically they belonged to the highest 
rank of the Seraphims. The Feast of Archangel Michael on November 
8 is of Alexandrian origin. The work was to be copied by Arsen Ni-
notsmindeli. According to the colophons, the hierarchy of the copiers 
is presented in the following way: John Chrysostom is the spiritual son 
of John Grdzelisdze, and Iovane Garercheli is spiritual son of Arsen 
Ninotsmindeli. 

The work probably was written in the first quarter of the VIII cen-
tury. Old Greek and Old Russian redactions found by T. Chkonia differ 
from the Greek, Roman and Georgian manuscripts. This diminishes the 
number of “interpolations” by Euphemius the Athonite.
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Despite the fact that linguistic diversity was characteristic of the XI-
XII centuries monuments, the text of our interest follows old Georgian 
language norms: Absolute case in numerals used as attribute does not 
change by nominative; ancient form of the word “saxl” (saxl) is used in 
A and D manuscripts; nouns with a / e (a/e) stem in genitive case sin-
gular and in instrumental cases are elided. Non-spread action with Instru-
mental case function is confirmed in paronomastic expressions; Ergative 
is represented without case formant. Pronouns follow Old Georgian mold 
almost without exceptions. Tmesis is confirmed. Old norms are also fol-
lowed in od / d (od/d) emphatic formants. Inclusive-exclusive categories 
are expressed by m/gv (m/gu) prefixes. Present time of passive static 
verbs and two personal verbs in the first resultative forms are presented 
according to old Georgian norms. Correlate word of Subordinate Clause 
is extended pleonastically. There are cases of syntactic contamination in 
D and A manuscripts.
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ARCHITECTURE OF CHURCHES IN BIETI AND 
KUSIRETI IN THE CONTEXT OF GEORGIAN-BYZANTINE 

RELATIONSHIPS IN THE IX-X CENTURIES

In the IX-X centuries, the territories of the historical province of 
Shida-Kartli were the subject of constant disputes between different 
Georgian state formations, which at that period had an independent sta-
tus and did not yet merge into a unified state. These were primarily the 
Abkhazian kingdom, Tao-Klarjeti (Kartvelian) Principality and Kakhetian 
Principality who fought for the influence in the region. Since the be-
ginning of the IX century, the Ani kingdom of the Armenian Bagratids 
entered the struggle.

Among the buildings of this period, a special place is occupied by 
the semi-cave church of the monastery in Bieti that is dated back to 
the IX century by the lapidary inscriptions on its eastern façade. The 
northern part of this church is carved into the rock. It has several rooms 
and windows that face the other side of the gorge. The rock-cut part 
of the church is separated from the main stone-built part by two large 
arched spans, one of which has a keel-shaped form and a low and broad 
arch. There is a row of arched niches above the first level arches, with 
a corridor extending behind it. That corridor opens through the arcs into 
the main space of the building. Following the western wall, the niches 
become completely deaf. That motif continues on the western wall and 
its first row is decorated with a wall arcade. The southern wall is also 
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decorated with arcs. That kind of space arrangement and decoration is 
often found in the monuments of the IX–XI century in Central Anatolia 
(Ala Kilise near Belisırma, №4 in Selime Kalesi complex, Tokali Kilise 
in Göreme and others).

The arcs on the western wall of Bieti appear in local architecture 
only in the singular case - in the church of Kusireti, the so-called 
“three-church basilica”, where the main one-nave volume is surrounded 
by a bypass from three sides (north, west and south). The arcade here 
consists of three perspective arcs with a keeled ending. 

At the same time, the arcade (always three-part) with grooves, filled 
with red paint and with a keeled ending, is found in two monuments 
of the Ksani Gorge: the church in Tsirkoli (IX c.) and the church at 
Armazi (864). The western facade tympanum in Kusireti with an arch 
with two grooves is also painted with red paint. Kusireti, Armazi and 
Tsirkoli are related by the decoration of eastern window. In Armasi a 
window of pastophoria has a keel-like completion, while in Tsirkoli it 
is a double opening, one with semi-circular endings (such an element 
is located on the southern facade). 

There is a unique motif of the multi-petalled rosette in Bieti appear-
ing in the decor of the southern portal, as well as in the interior. The 
same is found in Kusireti and can be traced from churches of Liaconia 
(Ficandon, Ala-Kilise) and Cappadocia (Karagedic Kilise, Jagdebash). 

For the IX-X centuries Georgia, churches in Bieti and Kusireti are 
unique buildings. Their architecture demonstrates combination of ele-
ments from different building traditions, mixed with local features. The 
issue requires more detailed study.
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ORIGINATION AND SHAPING OF GEORGIAN CENTRAL 
DOMED CHURCHES IN THE CONTEXT OF RELIGIOUS 

ARCHITECTURE OF EASTERN CHRISTENDOM AND 
BYZANTIUM: ON THE ISSUE OF AUTOCHTONISM OF 

ARCHITECTURAL TRADITIONS

Issues of the genesis and evolution of Georgian central domed 
churches in the light of development of religious architecture in other 
countries of Eastern Christendom and Byzantine Empire are raised in the 
paper. Particular importance is attached to typological and morphogenetic 
analysis. The author reviews all architectural morphotypes of central 
domed churches and their main varieties. Character of the domed archi-
tecture of Armenia and Byzantium is defined in the paper. The concept 
of autochtonism of architectural traditions of origination and shaping of 
central domed churches in Georgia and Caucasus is suggested. 
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TWO SAMPLES OF THE ART OF STONE CARVING 
FROM IKALTO: GEORGIAN ART IN THE CONTEXT OF 

BYZANTINE AND EASTERN CHRISTIAN ART

Since ancient times, Georgia’s closest ties on the one hand with 
eastern civilization and on the other with the western one played a 
major part in the process of formation of cultural heritage of the Geor-
gian nation. This was the case in pagan times, and the same was true 
after the spread of Christianity. Byzantium and Syria-Palestine were the 
most important landmarks within boundaries of which canonical forms 
of Georgia’s ecclesiastical art and peculiarities of artistic language were 
formed. In its turn, Georgian monks who carried out activities abroad 
left a deep mark on the process of development of Christian culture in 
general. Pieces of art created by them were enriching the treasury of 
Orthodox world by original peculiarities.

Due to historical circumstances, connection with the landmarks, na-
ture of aspiration towards them and degree of reciprocal influence peri-
odically changed in time. This is made clear by both written sources and 
monuments of material culture, which reflect political, social, economic, 
cultural and religious state of the country.

The above stated is well-illustrated by two samples of the art of 
stone carving from the village of Ikalto that are recently preserved in 
the Telavi Historical and Ethnographical Museum. One of them is a 
templon closure slab that belonged to the main church of Transfigura-
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tion of the Savior of Ikalto Monastery, whiles the other presumably is 
an altar-table stone from the Church of St. Stephan at the entrance to 
the village. They are both incomplete, but still it is possible to discern 
representations on them. The “Glory of Theotokos”, widely spread scene 
in Byzantium, is depicted on the templon closure slab, whereas the 
altar stone has biblical scenes and a saintly pair of the Holy Riders, 
distributed in two tiers.

Information about these artifacts from Ikalto has been known for 
quite a long time (G. Chubinashvili, R. Schmerling, T. Barnaveli, N. 
Iamanidze). The chancel screen slab is accurately dated to 1027 by the 
inscription on it. However, the date of the altar-table stone is based 
only on art historic and paleographic analysis: scholars have dated it 
to the X -XI centuries. 

From the very beginning, our attention was drawn to a completely 
different rendering of these stone reliefs. It concerns the technique of 
stone carving, as well as iconographic programs of the representations, 
compositional schemes and features of artistic style. Comparative anal-
ysis of these pieces of art was carried out. They were also considered 
against the background of Georgian and foreign parallel material. As 
a result, we assumed that the altar-table stone is much more ancient 
than the templon closure slab. It is obvious that by a number of icono-
graphic and stylistic peculiarities it is related to Eastern Christendom 
(Syria-Palestine, Egypt, Cappadocia). It is to be noted, that if not the 
inscriptions on it, the altar-table could have been dated to the VI-VII 
centuries, moreover it is considered that the church of St. Stephan was 
constructed in the VI-VII centuries (G. Chubinashvili, G. Laghiashvili, T. 
Dvali). This is the period of Syrian Fathers’ arrival in Georgia, namely 
in Kakheti, and the time of settling of Venerable Father Zenon in Ikalto.

Taking into consideration paleographic peculiarities and some icono-
graphic details, at this stage of study we consider possible to date this 
exceptional stone from St. Stephan Church to the VIII-IX centuries. This 
consideration is supported by the fact that based on recent archaeolog-
ical findings the above date is associated with the second stage of the 
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church construction (G. Laghiashvili). At the same time, we consider 
possible to place the stone of our interest in line with the monuments 
that are related to the Eastern Christian art pieces of transitional period 
(“Tsebelda group”?). It seems also plausible to assume that this stone 
was probably brought from the Holy Land, namely from the Monastery 
of St. Theodore established by Peter the Iberian near Jerusalem.  

What concerns the templon closure slab of the Ikalto church of 
Transfiguration of the Savior, its date and every outward feature point to 
its belonging to the most exclusive group of pieces of Georgian relief art 
of the turn from the X to the XI century. The date of creation of the 
tempolon closure slabs from Svetitskhoveli, Alaverdi, Katskhi, Urtkhvi, 
Zedazeni and Shiomghvime churches coincides with the initial period of 
Georgia’s unification and the process of forming it as a strong state to 
be reckoned with by Byzantium.

In terms of execution technique and artistic standard, the chancel 
screen slab is one of the best examples of the above-mentioned group 
of chancels. Its iconography is directly related to the samples from 
Byzantium.

Thus, the two stone slabs from Ikalto church clearly demonstrate 
different tendencies and directions of the Georgian art development at 
different stages of history. It is obvious that in one case the development 
of Georgian religious art was oriented towards Syria-Palestine, while in 
another case it was Byzantine-oriented. 
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THE ARTISTIC SCHOOL OF LARGVISI IN THE  
XIV CENTURY

Ksani Principality split from Kartli Principality in 1250s-1260s. The 
rulers of the former were Kvenipneveli-Largveli Eristavies (provincial 
governors). From that time on, St. Theodore Church of Largvisi Monas-
tery became the main chapel and burial place for the Eristavies of Ksani. 

The independence of Ksani principality has efficiently affected devel-
opment of culture and art in the principality. With the support and big 
donations from the Eristavies, the main church of St. Theodore in the 
Largvisi Monastery was adorned with new icons and other church items. 
The new churches were built, manuscripts were copied and illuminated, 
the church walls were decorated with murals, new icons were painted, 
etc. The significant chronicle “Dzegli Eristavta” was written. It contains 
Kvenipneveli-Largvelies’ history since ancient times up to the beginning 
of the XV c., narrated according to the interests of the noble family. 

In the end of the XIII century and beginning of the XIV century, 
calligrapher and painter Barnaba carried out activities in Largvisi monas-
tery. He copied two liturgical codices S-4814 and A-25, and illuminated 
the latter with seven miniatures of Pentecostarion holidays, including: 
“St. Thomas Sunday”, “Sunday of the Myrrhbearing Women”, “Sunday 
of the Paralytic”, “Sunday of the Samaritan Woman,” “Sunday of the 
Blind Man”, “Ascension”, and the “Sunday of the Holy Fathers of the 
Nicaea Council”. 
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In the second half of the XIV c., the calligrapher and painter Av-
garos Bandaisdze (as well as his son, painter Grigol) was active in 
the Largvisi Monastery. Together with Giorgi Tabauri and two other 
calligraphers he copied Octoechos A-575. 

Avgaros Bandaisdze illuminated the Holy Gospel H-2122 copied by 
Giorgi Tabauri with miniatures of holy Apostles and decorative elements 
(canon tables and head pieces). He is also the compiler of the chroni-
cle “Dzegli Eristavta” and the author of the portrait of Virshel III, on 
whose commission was copied the manuscript. Depiction of the donator 
in Georgian Chronicle is the unique exclusion.

Iconography of the miniatures from A-25 suggests that Barnaba 
copied ancient Syrian originals. Stylistically, the miniatures show ar-
tistic trends introduced since the end of the XIII century. The painter 
had an attempt to introduce novelties of the Palaeologan style into the 
miniatures of the folk trend. This is clear from the modelling of figures 
and faces, as well as from rendering of three-dimensional shapes and 
their depth. If compared with contemporary examples of Georgian mural 
painting, the technical aspects of the miniatures are more modest. 

The miniatures of Pentecostarion cycle were created according to 
artistic tendencies of the local provincial school of painting. Barnaba was 
not the highly qualified painter, but from the standpoint of iconography 
and style, he created a unique example of manuscript illumination. 

The immediacy and naïve style of the miniatures from Largvisi Gos-
pel places them in the category of folk art. The use of austere style 
in the Gospel miniatures absolutely differs from the attempt of shaping 
figures in A-25. Of special note is the face of local ethnic type: wide 
cheeks, the facial oval rimmed with beard, moustaches and an aquiline 
nose. 

An artistic style characteristic of Georgian historical portraits, which 
was introduced after the second half of XIV c., is reflected in the por-
trait of Virshel III: the attention is shifted to the contour, and garment 
is painted flat; the figure is depicted frontally. 

The main artistic criteria in the miniatures of the XIV-XV cc. Geor-
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gian manuscripts of the folk trend are the following:  expressiveness of 
graphical line, monumentality, laconism, simplification of the composi-
tion, ignorance of the proportions, expressiveness of colour and form, 
use of bright colours, and abundant use of synopia pigment. 
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A NEW WITNESS OF THE ANCIENT LITURGY OF 
JERUSALEM IN THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF GEORGIA: 

MESTIA, SVANETI-MUSEUM, MS. 9 (K-51)

It is commonly known, that the old Georgian liturgical manuscripts 
are some of the most important witnesses of the Old Jerusalem Rite 
before its Byzantinisation.

In Kartli, as well as in the Holy Land, Georgian monks translated 
tirelessly and carefully the liturgical books used in Palestine into their 
native language for use in monastic communities and parishes. Thus, 
a Georgian translation was made of the Liturgy of St. James and the 
Palestinian Liturgy of the Presanctified, of the Lectionary, the Homiliary, 
the Iadgari (Tropologion) and the Euchologion. Those liturgical books 
are widely attested in Georgian manuscripts of the VII-X centuries. In 
this way, the liturgical tradition of the Mother of all Churches, Jerusa-
lem, governed the life of the Church on the slopes of the Great and 
Lesser Caucasus before the XI century, when in Byzantium, especially 
on Mount Athos, new translations – now of byzantine liturgical books 
– were created and made obligatory by the Council of Ruisi-Urbnisi in 
1103/04 for the Georgian regions.

Euchologia are books for bishops and priests which contain prayers, 
litanies and even readings for public services, as liturgies, sacraments 
and blessings. The Georgian Euchologion-manuscripts are preserved first 
of all in St. Catherine‘s Monastery on Mount Sinai. In Georgia itself, 
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until now only one Euchologion of the Old Jerusalem tradition was 
known, the famous Archieraticon of Symeon III, Catholikos of Kartli, 
who officiated in 1001–1014, i.e. the manuscript A 86, preserved in the 
Korneli Kekelidze Georgian National Centre of Manuscripts in Tbilisi. 
Due to the edition of Kekelidze in 1912, this important witness has 
found intense interest of different scholars. It is a fine, but relatively 
late manuscript and performs, so to say, the swan song of the Jerusalem 
liturgy in the Iberian Caucasus. Additionally, it is an item that has ob-
viously been edited specifically for the needs of the Patriarchal worship 
and shows certain scholarly characteristics.

In this presentation we will introduce a new Euchologion fragment 
preserved in the Svaneti Museum of History and Ethnography in Mes-
tia of the Georgian National Museum. The fragment consists of three 
bifolia, which belong to two different quires of one manuscript. It con-
tains fragments from various liturgical formulas, i.e. the liturgy of Saint 
James, the Christian initiation and the rite of betrothal.

Our recent study of this fragment shows, that it represents another 
copy of the Old Jerusalem Euchologion in Georgia, a witness dating 
back to its heyday and once used in an average Georgian community.
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FOR THE UNDERSTANDING OF THE LAST LAW OF THE 
RUISI-URBNISI CHURCH COUNCIL

The scholars, who consider plausible existence of iconoclasm in 
Georgia in the X-XII century, mainly rely on “Ruisi-Urbnisi Code”, the 
Georgian Church law document. They especially cite a passage which 
mentions the term “icon”. 

Iconoclasm arose as a continuation of other heresies before it, en-
dangering one of the main Christian dogmas: it was against the teaching 
that Jesus Christ is one person having two natures, including the human 
one. The issue of iconophile and iconoclastic attitudes towards icons 
remained topical in the VIII-IX centuries and later on in the churches 
of Christian East. Probably the same was the situation in Georgia.

According to certain scholars, in the X-XII centuries iconoclastic 
heresy spread in Georgia as well. This is explained as a result of in-
creased influence of Armenian Monophysite church. The suspicion is 
enhanced by the fact that the Georgian sources of middle ages focus 
on iconophile dogmas that might have been a reaction on emerging 
iconoclastic tendency. Scholars also note that the icons in contemporary 
Georgian original hagiographic literature are praised by epithets that dif-
fer from the ones used earlier. If according to “The Life of Grigol of 
Khandzta” (IX c.) an icon is considered only as a miracle-worker, in 
a written monument of the following period – “The Life of Serapion 
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of Zarzma” (X c.), the icon is both a miracle-worker and a veneration 
object equaled to the cult of the cross.  

At the same time, icon is considered a kind of proof for Christ 
becoming human. The same story claims that not the icon itself, but a 
person depicted on it is a miracle-worker. This means that an icon as 
an object is free from any magical content.

As we have already mentioned, the last law of the Ruisi-Urbnisi 
Code is sometimes interpreted as the confirmation of iconoclasm’s ex-
istence in the XII century Georgia. In our opinion, such a conclusion 
is the result of the wrong understanding of the text.

On the basis of the text analysis, it is well founded that the con-
sideration about existence of iconoclastic heresy in the X-XII century 
in Georgia is unsubstantiated.
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THE BAS-RELIEF COMPOSITION OF THE TREE OF LIFE 
FROM THE CHURCH OF TKOBA-ERDI IN INGUSHETIA 

AND ITS RELATION TO GEORGIAN MEDIEVAL ART

A number of Christian monuments in the North Caucasus, namely in 
Dagestan, Ingushetia, North Ossetia, Balkaria etc., are closely related to 
Georgian Christian architecture. The Caucasian peoples were shaping and 
developing relations over the centuries. The relationships were expressed 
in various forms, including those of architectural, linguistic, ethnographic 
or ethnological origin. The presented paper concerns a bas-relief compo-
sition of the Tree of Life discovered in the territory of North Caucasus, 
namely in Ingushetia and Dagestan.

Church of Tkoba-Erdi in Ingushetia is one of the local edifices, 
which allows us to talk about the existence of a Georgian trace in 
the North Caucasus. In 1901, N. Tulchinsky, while studying the church 
of Tkoba-Erdi, found a small clay tile (size - 10X12 cm). A branchy 
fruit-bearing tree, flanked by small animals, is depicted on the tile. The 
following Georgian asomtavruli graphemes can be discerned between the 
legs of the animals: ႤႴ or ႤႭ and ႭႰႤႬ.

It is well known, that the composition “Animals flanking the Tree 
of Life” is a common symbolic motif in Christian art, known since 
early Christian times and found in a number of Christian regions. It is 
characteristic of Georgian art as well. It is important that single samples 
of the composition are also depicted on monuments in Dagestan, on the 
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so-called “Dagestanian-Albanian objects”. In one of the compositions 
found in Dagestan, the Tree of Life is substituted by fish. 

In my paper I will consider the bas-relief of Tkoba-Erdi in the 
context of Christian, namely Georgian and Caucasian art in general, and 
will focus on its artistic features and significance.
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CHURCH IN OLD GAGRA: INTERRELATIONS OF THE 
GEORGIAN AND BYZANTINE ARCHITECTURE IN EARLY 

BYZANTINE PERIOD.

Byzantium served as a model and source of inspiration for the whole 
Orthodox Christendom as well as for the entire Christian world.

At the same time, many countries created Christian art in their own 
right. They not only copied and appropriated Byzantine models, but 
revealed their own specific artistic language. Similarities and differences 
can be marked out in any kind of cultural interactions, especially if 
the countries in question have age-old cultural traditions of their own.

At the same time, regional specifics and diversity within the national 
artistic tradition may be observed.

The Christian art of Georgia was developing in parallel to Byz-
antium, in the same period. Naturally it adopted many features (both 
artistic and technical) from Byzantium, but always revealed independent 
artistic language and thinking.

Abkhazeti was one of the oldest kingdoms of Georgia which in early 
Christian period was tightly related to Byzantium. Its architecture is a 
good example of interaction on one hand, and on the other, of specific 
and independent character of the Georgian architecture proper, revealing 
diversity and integrity of the art of its historical regions. Architecture 
and typology of the VI century church in Old Gagra provides excellent 
case for dealing with these issues.
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THE CHALDOI AND IVIRON. BYZANTINE-GEORGIAN 
FAMILY TIES IN THE PONTOS BEFORE THE 

FOURTHCRUSADE

Most contemporary scholars agree that the foundation of the Empire 
of Trebizond by Andronikos’ I Komnenos grandsons Alexios and David 
in 1204 was mainly a Georgian affaire. In fact, not only queen Thamar 
of Georgia provided them with the troops to accomplish the conquest 
of Chaldia and Paphlagonia, but their mother wasprobably Thamar’s 
sister Rusudan and until 1204 they had spent their entire lives at court 
in Tbilisi after leaving Constantinople during Isaac Angelos’ uprising. 
Since then, the relationships between the Iberian Kingdom and the me-
ga-Komnenid Empire were well recorded by the sources and have been 
amply studied at least from the early XIX century,when Fallmerayer 
produced his pioneering works on the Trebizond ian realm. Nevertheless, 
the bonds between Chaldia and Georgia are dated far before the fourth 
Crusade and can be traced from the early X century.

Constantine VII already stated that Chaldean military clans could not 
be described as fully ‘Rhomean’, because they had probably Armenian 
or Georgian origins and they likely immigrated from the neighbouring 
lands during the Islamic invasions in the previous centuries. We know 
that the Taronites had Bagratid ancestors,that the Pontic aristocratic fami-
lies which supported the late X-century rebellions of Bardas Phokas and 
Bardas Skeros, both former dukes of Chaldia, encouraged them to find 
allies in the Iberian kingdoms against Basil II and that even Theodore 
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Gabras, authonomous ruler of Trebizond,married a Georgian princess in 
order to secure his eastern borders and to strenghten his power against-
Alexios I at the end of the XI century.These facts, notably the origins of 
the Taronites’ clan and Theodore Gabras’ vicissitudes, can be quite easily 
reconstructed from coevalsouces, but the same cannot be said about the 
connections between Georgia and another Pontic family, the Chaldoi. 

The Chaldoi had Greek descent and, as their name suggests,were 
indigenous of Chaldia.When John Chaldos was appointed duke of Tre-
bizond in the mid-IX  century, they became one of the greatest families 
in the region. Nevertheless, its most prominent member was another 
John, military official during the reign of Basil II, who was governor of 
Thessalonica in the last decade of the X century. As a duke, one of his 
duties was to deal with the monasteries of Mount Athos, but the only 
athonite document recording his rule is a sigillion he conceded to Iviron. 
We may suppose that the Chaldoi had previously established some kind 
of relationship with the Georgian world, perhaps when John’s ancestor 
was duke in Chaldia. Possibly Ivironite monks knew they could expect 
a favourable attitude from him, as John’sfamily ties with Georgia made 
him sensible to the monastery’s needs. Albeit the Chaldoire settled in 
Thessalonica after John’s appointment by Basil II, they did not loose 
their Georgian/Ivironite relationships even a century later, as the monas-
tic chartulary clearly attests. One may think that Georgian connections 
were a ‘structural feature’ of Chaldean archontic clans: even if they 
moved from the Pontos, they kept those connections active, as if having 
a bond with Iberia was an essential trait of their nature.
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PILGRIMAGE TO SINAI: THE EPIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

From the outset, as early as the IV century, pilgrimage to Sinai 
was associated with the sojourn of the people of Israel in the desert 
of Sinai on their way to the Promised Land, and therefore with divine 
revelations; for it was on Mount Choreb where God appeared to Moses 
first in the Burning Bush (Exodus 3, 1-14) and then at the Law Giv-
ing (Exodus 32, 15); moreover, it was on Mount Choreb where God 
consoled the persecuted Prophet Elijah (Kings III, 19, 1-7). These Old 
Testament traditions formed the solid foundation of the pilgrimage to 
the Sinai land, while the veneration of Saint Catherine became later its 
second pillar. 

In the past decades, the intensive studies of western pilgrim texts 
created the impression that Sinai pilgrims originated in their majority 
from the West and that pilgrimage to Sinai, already known as a pious 
practice in the late Antiquity, was well established only in the late 
Middle Ages. The study of a new material, such as pilgrim graffiti and 
inscriptions preserved in the Sinai Monastery and across the pilgrim 
roads, apart from providing evidence for the pilgrimage topography, tes-
tify for the existence of Georgian, Armenian, Greek and Arab speaking 
Sinai pilgrims, counterbalancing therefore the silence of the texts for 
the period from the VI to the XIII centuries and enriching our knowl-
edge about the spiritual relations between  the Sinai Monastery and the 
Christian World of the East. 
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THE UBISI MURALS (XIV C.) AND THE ICONOGRAPHIC 
AVANT-GARDE OF THE PALAEOLOGANERA

The murals of the Katholikon of the Ubisi Monastery (Imereti) have 
attracted the interest of the scholars for the quality and integrity of the 
iconographic program, and for the refined style, thus belonging to a 
series of Georgian monuments which adopt principles of the avant-gar-
de art of the Palaeologan period. Although the inner line of continuity 
or even a line of succession from the earlier to the later ones can be 
sufficiently traced in some of these monuments, their artistic evolution 
cannot be explained as an exclusively inner progress, but it presupposes 
the existence of a parallel, continuous and prolific relation to the met-
ropolitan art of the era.

In this perspective, this paper will focus mainly on the iconography 
of several scenes depicted in Ubisi, by pointing out iconographic paral-
lels (in some cases exact ones) in different monuments of the broader 
Orthodox cultural commonwealth. The outcome of such a comparison 
testifies that the progressive elements of Ubisi follow rare iconographic 
examples, which are up to now supposed to be mid-XIV century or even 
later creations, rarely repeated in the second half of the century, but, in 
some cases, very popular in the XV century and onwards. 

All this progressiveness and the concurrency to the most advanced 
iconographic and, further, stylistic achievements of the metropolitan art 
cannot be accidental: the Ubisi murals are a tangible token for a sensi-
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tive (direct or indirect) line of communication between Georgian artists 
and their Byzantine and Balkan colleagues. Thus, Ubisi, an indisputably 
Georgian creation, is by no means a less cosmopolitan masterpiece. 
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THE IMAGE OF “ANIMATED” MOUNTAIN IN WALL 
PAINTINGS OF THE CHURCH OF ST. GEORGE AT 

GELATI MONASTERY  

The present paper deals with the personification of the mountain 
presented in the scene of the Ascension in the frescoes of the Church 
of St. George at Gelati Monastery (13th c). The Mount of Olive is 
presented here by a huge depiction of a man’s profile with sharply 
outlined facial features. In fact, the designer of the Gelati painting pres-
ents not a mere personification of the mountain, but its “portrait”. What 
especially captures the attention is that the mountain is not a passive 
compositional element of the scene, but rather its active participant. The 
impression of involvement is rendered primarily through the direction 
of the mountain’s “gaze”, as well as the countenance of the face. The 
paper provides a symbolic interpretation of this image, as well as a 
possible explanation of its iconographic specificity, connecting it with 
the philosophy of Ioane Petritsi. 
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CHRONOTOPE PECULIARITIES IN GEORGIAN AND 
BYZANTINE HAGIOGRAPHY

The genres of theological writings in Byzantine and Georgian ha-
giography of IV-XI centuries are identical. These are Bibliology, apoc-
rypha, exegetics, dogmatism, liturgics, law, ascetics, mysticism, hagi-
ography and hymnography. The paper deals with hagiography – the 
main and one of the early genres of Georgian and Byzantine theological 
writings in Middle Ages (The classical period of this genre development 
in Georgian writings covers V- XI centuries, though it existed till XVIII 
century). Hagiography provides the most reliable and rich material for 
studying medieval mentality, the traditional Georgian adaptation of com-
mon Christian ideals. Artistic time and space (chronotope) are important 
accessories of the composition of literary work. The structure and idea 
of the narrative depend on these details. Hagiographers show great inter-
est toward the place and time of action. The hagiographical chronotope 
is accurate and real, but as any other artistic form of theological writings 
it has a symbolic meaning and is characterized by special features: em-
pirical characteristics of concrete historical time and space are abstract, 
schematized, symbolic and modeled. In this way empirical-historical time 
and space becomes an aesthetic category. 

The following issues will be discussed in the paper: 
a) Artistic peculiarities of Byzantine and Georgian hagiographic 

prose are compared, including the nature of artistic time and space 
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(chronotope). The similarity of hierarchy, structure and specificity of 
the latter are defined.

b) The concept of the so-called “polis thinking”, assimilated from 
the Byzantine culture, and the issue of its adaptation to the Georgian 
reality, to original hagiographic monuments is analyzed. 

c)  An idea of “rotation” and “cyclicity” in Georgian and Byzantine 
cultures, its sacral content and genesis are discussed. It is underlined 
that this idea was realized in hagiography. It defined compositional and 
structural peculiarities of narratives.

d) The paradigmatic model of Georgian and Byzantine imagery – 
the circle with teleological center, as well as the so called “musical 
reflections” – found in different fields of medieval art, namely in prose, 
architecture, iconography and music, as well as in everyday life, will 
be discussed in the paper. The relevant examples will be presented not 
only from narratives but also from ethnography, folklore and story-telling 
of Samegrelo region.
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ANTI-ARMENIAN DISCOURSES IN GREEK AND 
GEORGIAN POLEMICAL TEXTS IN THE TENTH AND 

ELEVENTH CENTURIES AND ARMENIANS’ REACTIONS
 
After the Council of Chalcedon, theological controversies and reli-

gio-political disputes brought about serious divisions inside and outside 
the Byzantine Empire. In the sixth century, the Armenian Church de-
clared its rejection of the definition of the Council but the Georgian 
Church remained in the Chalcedonian tradition.

However, the Chalcedonian issue, especially the Christological prob-
lem remained a live issue for centuries in Byzantium and the Christian 
East. During the tenth and eleventh centuries, along with the reasser-
tion of Byzantine military power and political influence in the East of 
the Empire, controversies on religious matters between Byzantines and 
Armenians resurfaced. These tensions reached their peak around 1045, 
when the Bagratid kingdom of Armenia surrendered its capital Ani to 
the Byzantines and a considerable number of Armenian noblemen and 
clergy flowed into the capital and other major cities of the Empire. 
One of the most important polemical texts against the Armenians was a 
treatise written by Niketas Stethatos (ca. 1000–1090). During the same 
period, the Kingdom of Georgia, in the process of political, cultural, and 
religious unification, took upon itself the role of defending the orthodox 
Chalcedonian faith in the region. Georgians translated some anti-Arme-
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nian treatises from Greek, including that of Niketas Stethatos, and also 
composed refutations of Armenians originally in Georgian.

It should be noted that these anti-Armenian discourses in Greek 
and Georgian texts were not unilateral accusations. According to some 
historical sources, Armenian theologians were often invited to court for 
public discussions both in Byzantium and Georgia. It is also possible to 
find Armenian reactions to anti-Armenian discourses among theological 
treatises. Anania of Sanahin (Anania Sanahnecʿi), one of the leading 
Armenian intellectuals of that period, from the Sanahin monastery, wrote 
a refutation of the “dyophysites” on the request of the Armenian Ca-
tholicos Peter I (1019–1058). Some parts of Anania’s treatise seem to 
correspond to the chapters of Niketas Stethatos’. Anania also refers to 
the process of the “division” of the Georgians from the Armenians. It is 
quite likely that he, who lived under political pressure from the Byzan-
tines and witnessed the development of the Georgians in the north, was 
sensitive to their anti-Armenian discourses and attempted to refute them.

In this study, I analyze Greek and Georgian polemical texts against 
the Armenians and determine their connection to Anania Sanahnecʿi’s 
treatise against the dyophysites.
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GEORGIAN CHRISTIANITY AND ROMAN  
CATHOLIC PRESENCE

 Georgian rulers had long maintained contact with European rulers, 
including the Papacy, and relations between Rome and ecclesiastical and 
political rulers of Georgia were generally positive. An exchange of let-
ters between Queen Rusudan and Honorius III and his successor Gregory 
IX resulted in the presence of Franciscan and Dominican missionaries 
in Georgia between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries. With the Bull 
Rex Regum altissimus of 1328, John XXII, then in Avignon, suppressed 
the bishopric of Smyrna and transferred it to Tiflis.  As a consequence 
of the constant turmoil affecting the country, the see became a titular 
one, with the bishop unable to reside in Tiflis. The last of fourteen 
bishops of Tiflis was appointed on 29 April 1505, and it is unclear what 
Catholic Episcopal oversight if any existed in Georgia before the country 
was officially placed under the jurisdiction of the Propaganda in 1633.

 The return of Catholic missionaries to Georgia in the seventeenth 
century was led by the Augustinians based in Isfahan. The Portuguese 
Augustinians Belchior dos Anjos and Guilherme de Santo Agostinho 
had first raised the possibility of establishing a mission of the Order 
in Georgia during the embassy of Luis Pereira de Lacerda. Belchior 
describes a meeting with Alexander II, king of Kakheti, Georgia, during 
which Alxander was accompanied by two Georgian archbishops and two 
monks.
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In a report to the Spanish king in 1614, Belchior tells of having 
informed Aleixo de Meneses in Goa of his meeting with Georgians 
and of how the archbishop of Goa instructed him, on his return to 
Persia in 1608-1609, to obtain permission from the Georgian patriarch 
for Meneses and himself to visit and live in Georgia.

The relationships of the Augustinians missionaries and Georgia are 
described in a manuscript of 1627 by the Portuguese Augustinian Friar 
Ambrosio dos Anjos in the National Archive of Portugal: “The true 
account of the Glorious Martyrdom of the Most Serene Queen Ketevan 
Dedopoli in Shiraz Metropolis of the Kingdom of Persia by Order of 
Shah Abbas, on the Twenty-second day of September in the year 1624. 
Written by Friar Ambrosio dos Anjos, Religious of the Order of our 
Father, Saint Augustine, then present at the Convent of the said Order 
in the city of Shiraz.” This long forgotten record sheds new light on 
the reasons for the Queen’s captivity in Safavid Iran, describes her re-
lationship with the Catholic missionaries, her death and burial and the 
recovery and subsequent dispersal of her relics, and it is important for 
providing in its final section valuable clarification on disputed issues of 
the Georgian history.
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PROLEGOMENA TO THE CRITICAL DIGITAL EDITION 
OF THE PROTEVANGELIUM OF JAMES IN THE 

CAUCASUS

The Protevangelium of James is one of the most influential and central 
extra-biblical and hagiographical texts both within and outside of the Chris-
tian tradition. It stands at the center of how Christians articulated numerous 
aspects of their understanding of the history of Christ’s incarnation, the in-
teraction between the human and divine realms, as well as the role of women 
in the history of salvation, only to mention a few. Perhaps even more impor-
tantly, it is a text that focused and promoted the liturgical celebration of these 
identificatory moments of Christian self-understanding within the communi-
ty of Christian believers. 

Any scholarship on the Protevangelium of James will build on Émile de 
Strecker’s ground-breaking edition of the Greek witnesses. For a thorough 
understanding of the place of the Protevangelium of James at the crossroads 
between Byzantium and the Christian East and at the interreligious intersec-
tion of Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, however, it is necessary to study in 
detail the transmission and reception history of the Protevangelium of James, 
in literary and art historical environments, in the world of the Christian Ori-
ent. Here, the evidence of Georgian and Armenian witnesses is important, be-
cause they provide central evidence for processes of pro-active inculturation, 
both in the areas of literary developments and visual culture.
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As part of the project of establishing a critical digital edition of the 
Protevangelium of James in its Caucasian contexts, this paper discusses the 
status quaestionis of the Georgian and Armenian witnesses to the text, iden-
tifies new discoveries of manuscript evidence that has come to light, and 
establishes the corpus of relevant manuscript evidence that requires study 
on the road towards achieving the goal of the critical digital edition. Partic-
ularly important for the discussion are two aspects. A first one consists in 
recognizing and building upon the insight that the work that is necessary to 
produce editions deepens our insights into ancient ways of collaboration and 
network building. A second aspect that requires considerable attention is the 
need to develop a new methodological approach to the production of critical 
editions as digital editions. Here it is necessary not only to take serious and 
build upon technological advances in the realm of the Digital Humanities. It 
is also necessary to understand the work of editing as an integrative cultural 
process that combines philological, material, and visual / art historical data. 
From the new processes of critical study and publication production that are 
emerging, the understanding of Georgian literature, architecture, and art as a 
space of encounter of Byzantine and Eastern or Oriental Christian traditions 
has much to gain.
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A GLIMPSE INTO THE GEORGIAN GOLDEN AGE 
THROUGH THE LENS OF THE MANUSCRIPT BORGIANUS 

GEORGIANUS 4 (XII CENTURY)

It is well-known and widely recognized that in the centuries after the 
Iconoclast controversy, the Byzantine empire – primarily Constantinople 
– experienced a period of revival and flourishing of the arts, learning and 
cultural achievements that scholars have often compared both to Classical 
Greece and the Renaissance in Western Europe. However, it is not nearly as 
often recognized that this spiritual and cultural prosperity was not limited 
to the political or administrative boundaries of the Byzantine empire at the 
time. From its very beginnings in the VII c., Iconoclasm had been a spiritual 
and cultural battle waged across the borders of many different empires in 
both East and West – and the responses to it, beginning in Jerusalem and 
Constantinople, were likewise unified, not by political allegiance, but by the 
common spiritual and cultural background of the Eastern Orthodox Church. 
It is for this reason that the Photian Renaissance in Constantinople was both 
preceded by a similar outburst of intellectual and ecclesiastical creativity in 
Jerusalem and followed by Golden Ages in various other Christian kingdoms 
of the day. The common and unified witness of Eastern Orthodox Christians 
across political borders led to an age of flourishing that spread wherever 
Iconophile Christianity held sway, and Georgia is a prime example of this 
phenomenon. The manuscript now known as Borgianus Georgianus 4 was 
originally copied in the year 1123, towards the end of the reign of king David 
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IV the Great of Georgia. It is comprised of homilies from various fathers 
of the Church, such as: Gregory of Nyssa, John Chrysostom, Epiphanios of 
Cyprus, Cyril of Alexandria, Sophronios of Jerusalem and Leontios Presbyter 
of Constantinople. The texts begin on Palm Sunday and run through Easter 
and Pentecost into late July. On its face, this manuscript resembles so many 
other extant homeliaries that one wonders why it is worth any special atten-
tion. However, the contents of this codex, placed into their proper context, 
constitute a window through which we can catch a glimpse of the dynamic 
revival of the Eastern Christian spirit in the centuries following the Icono-
clast controversy – a revival that was by no means limited to Byzantium or 
Constantinople. It was precisely upon the codified foundation of Orthodox 
theology that the various spiritual revivals in Jerusalem, Constantinople, Ser-
bia and Georgia were based. Far from representing a lack of creativity, the 
theological synthesis that arose out of the Triumph of Orthodoxy gave birth 
to an outburst of literary, intellectual and cultural inspiration that we now rec-
ognize as a Golden Age, across political and administrative boundaries. Thus, 
the manuscript Borgianus Georgianus 4 offers us an opportunity to observe 
the dynamic ability of spiritual and cultural unity to overcome separations of 
political affiliation, language, geography and historical circumstance. There 
could perhaps be no timelier message generally for our global community, 
and especially for the European community today.
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A LITURGICAL COLLECTION (C25) FROM THE 
INSTITUTE OF ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS OF THE 

RUSSIAN ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, COPIED BY CERTAIN 
IAKOB ON THE COMMISSION OF EPHDEMOZ, THE 

FATHER SUPERIOR OF DOLISKANA MONASTERY 
(ENCRYPTED TESTAMENTS, IDENTITIES OF THE 

COMMISSIONER AND SCRIBE, AND PLACE OF COPYING)

1. A Liturgical Collection written on paper is preserved in the col-
lection of Georgian manuscripts held at the Institute of Oriental Man-
uscripts of the Russian Academy of Sciences under shelf number C25. 
The manuscript has come down to us in fragmentary form. The only 
existing academic description of the manuscript has been compiled by 
Lela Khoperia and was published in Georgian in 2016 in Tbilisi.

As stated in the description, the Liturgical Collection has been dated 
to the XIII-XIV cc. based on its paleographic peculiarities. Simultane-
ously, a suggestion was made about the name of the scribe (See below 
in the text). Place of copying of the Liturgical Collection and the name 
of its commissioner are not mentioned in the description. 

2. The following testament, executed in the hand of the scribe, is 
found in the end of a certain chapter of the main text and in the be-
ginning of another one: “God and the Baptizer of Christ and the grace 
of Archangels, glorify the overlord(?), Father Superior of Doliskana Eph-
demoz in both lives, amen.”
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Text of the colophon was read by Lela Khoperia, with the exclusion 
of abbreviated words “overlord” and “Father Superior” which have not 
been interpreted by the scholar. The above words have been interpreted 
by me (The first word remains under a question mark).

According to the description, Ephdemoz mentioned in the testament 
might has been the scribe of the Liturgical Collection. I have a dif-
ferent opinion on this matter and consider Ephdemoz to have been the 
commissioner, not the scribe of the manuscript.

I arrived to the above conclusion based on the following consid-
erations: we are not aware of any example from Georgian medieval 
literature when a scribe used to ask God to glorify him (Rather, the 
following formulas were accepted: “God, Have mercy upon me”, or 
“Help me”). On the other hand, we have hundreds of examples when 
the scribe asked God to glorify the commissioner of the manuscript.

According to the testament, Ephdemoz was the “Father Superi-
or of Doliskana”. Unfortunately, additional accounts about him have 
not yet been found. At this stage of the study I can only state that 
Ephdemoz was an ecclesiastic who carried out his activities in Dol-
iskana, one of the most ancient church centers of Klarjeti province, 
and that he was the Father Superior, the high-ranking representative 
of the monastery.

3. Two colophons executed in the scribe’s hand, consisting of ab-
breviated words, are found on folios 238r and 259v of the Liturgical 
Collection, written beside the chapter titles: 1. `¡˜W; J˜W; rs˜c~; da 
2. `¡˜W; J˜W; rs˜c~. These texts have been entered into the description 
without interpreting them.

The study of the colophons has shown that these texts are the cryp-
tograms. Old Georgian substitution cipher (the so-called anchinuri) was 
used to encrypt the above texts. These cryptograms can be read as 
follows: 1. “Christ, have mercy upon Iakob”, 2. “Christ, have mercy 
upon Iakob”.

Deciphering of the cryptograms has revealed that certain Iakob is 
mentioned in the texts. The texts give no hint of what might have 
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linked Iakob with creation of the liturgical collection, but if we take into 
consideration that Ephdemoz, one of two individuals mentioned in the 
colophons, was the commissioner of the manuscript, it can be logically 
concluded that the second individual, Iakob was none other than the 
scribe of the manuscript. In difference from the testament, mentioning 
Ephdemoz, the latter asks not for glorification but for having mercy 
upon him, as was the tradition.  

At this stage of studies, I will refrain from discussing the identity 
and life activities of Iakob, and will only note that he was the monk 
of Doliskana Monastery, like Father Ephdemoz; or it might also be 
that he carried out his activities in a church or monastery in vicinity 
of Doliskana, in historical province of Tao-Klarjeti. 

In this concern, of interest is the testament of the commissioner: 
the scribe asks John the Baptist and Archangels, apart from Christ, to 
glorify Ephdemoz. In my opinion, the mentioning of Archangels is not 
occasional: there exists an opinion among the scholarship that the Do-
liskana Church was consecrated in the name of Archangels. Therefore, 
it seems logical that the scribe has mentioned Archangels as guardians 
of the church in the testament of Ephdemoz, the Father Superior and 
commissioner, whose activities were linked with this very church and 
therefore who was most devoted to the Archangels.

If the above reasoning is correct, why should one mention John the 
Baptist together with God and Archangels? At this stage, it is impossible 
to give the straight answer. Though, in my opinion, John the Baptist 
should have been the heavenly patron of the monastery in which the 
scribe Iakob carried out his activities. As the only nearby monastery 
consecrated in the name of John the Baptist is the famous Opiza, I 
assume that Iakob was the monk of Opiza Monastery.

4. In connection with the encrypted testaments (anchinuri crypto-
grams) found in the liturgical collection, of note are two other encrypted 
testaments found on folios of two manuscripts: Aprakos from Korneli 
Kekelidze Georgian National Center (A-4) and Aprakos-Gospel from 
the Georgian National Archives (1446-220). These testaments are also 
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executed in the form of cryptograms by use of anchinuri code, with 
mention of certain Iakob in both of them.

At this stage of studies I cannot say convincingly what is linking 
the Liturgical Collection to Aprakos and Aprakos-Gospel. The first man-
uscript is dated to the XIII-XIV cc. and the other two – to the XVI 
c., but it is not excluded that the above dates, which are solely based 
on paleographic dating, are erroneous and that in reality all three man-
uscripts were copied by the same scribe.  

I have already started to work on this issue. The results of the study 
will be available in near future. At this moment I can only say that 
the above-mentioned Aprakos and Aprakos-Gospel, which to this day are 
considered different manuscripts, seem to be just different fragments of 
the same manuscript. 

5. The testament and colophons found in the Liturgical Collection 
does not mention the place of copying of the manuscript. Though, af-
ter I have defined that Ephdemoz, the commissioner of the manuscript 
was the Father Superior of Doliskana Monastery, Klarjeti province, and 
Iakob, the scribe, carried out his activities in Doliskana or some other 
nearby monastery (Opiza?), it can be stated that the Liturgical Collection 
was copied in Doliskana or some other church or monastery (Opiza?) 
of Tao-Klarjeti province.

Finally I should mention that lately, several scholars have shown 
interest to literary processes associated with Tao-Klarjeti. Several cat-
alogues of manuscripts linked with Tao-Klarjeti have been published. 
All these catalogues lack information about the Liturgical Collection 
under study. This is not surprising, because prior to me nobody has 
paid attention to mentioning of the Father Superior of Doliskana in the 
testament supplied to the manuscript. I consider that in this paper I 
managed to reasonably substantiate that the Liturgical Collection under 
study has originated in Tao-Klarjeti province of Georgia. Correspond-
ingly, information about it should be included into the catalogues of 
Georgian manuscripts linked with Tao-Klarjeti.  
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EASTERN CHRISTIAN AND BYZANTINE INFLUENCES ON 
GEORGIAN MANUSCRIPT COVERS

The paper concerns Georgian manuscripts copied and bound in the 
IX-XII and XIII-XV centuries, with covers contemporary to copying or 
early restoration. As we have repeatedly pointed out, only a little number 
of Georgian manuscripts with original covers survive (Their majority 
was rebound in new covers in the XVIII and XIX centuries). The same 
is true in connection with the manuscripts of Byzantine origin.

The study of early Georgian manuscript covers has revealed that 
the Georgian masters were aware of design methods and bounding tech-
nique characteristic of both Byzantium and entire Eastern Christendom. 
Namely, this concerns creation of notches on a aspine of the manuscript 
during the stage of grecquage (H-1741, Q-241, A-1100, A-203, A-27, 
H-1331, A-516), chainlike sewing method for fixing gatherings (H-1741, 
H-1331, A-203, A-516, A-27, H-1865), vertical lacing of the ends of the 
supports through channels carved into the wooden boards (A-135, Sin.
Geo.O.67, H-1331, A-516), fixing double wooden boards to the binding 
(H-1741), and the use of massive wooden boards grooved on its three 
sides (A-135, A-98, H-1664, Q-241, A-1100, H-1331, A-516, H-1865, 
etc.). It is accepted that the latter characteristic of Byzantine manuscript 
covers was adopted from the Coptic realm. The Georgian manuscript 
covers with the above characteristics have been dated by us to the 
X-XII and XIII-XIV centuries.
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Equal-armed cross within a circle and square was used as a main 
ornamentaion of the IX-X century Georgian manuscript covers (Four 
Gospels of Adishi, 478 (K-82), Tropologion of Adishi 479 (K-74); Four 
Gospels from Sinai, Sin. Geo. O. 32-33- 57, Sin. Geo. N.26, Graz Geo. 
№ 2058 /3, etc.). This ornamentation was borrowed from Eastern Chris-
tian traditions. Starting from the XI-XII centuries, the Byzantine type 
Golgotha Cross was introduced as a decorative element of the Georgian 
covers (A-98, Q-241, A-27, A-505).

Of interest are gilded silver covers of the XII century created in 
Opiza literary center (Q-906, Q-907, Q-929). A high level of execution 
quality of the covers corroborates the fact of existance of a goldsmith 
school in Opiza Monastery. Each sample can be noted for richness of 
decorative elements. This is achieved by diversity of floral ornaments 
and elegantly shaped figures of the saints. The Byzantine influence is 
evident in clothing and elongation of each part of the saints’ figures 
(We can give an example of  a “sculptural” image of Christ Pantocrator 
from Deesis mosaic in the upper gallery of Hagia Sophia, as well as a 
mosaic depiction of the Mother of God in the conch, etc.).  

Taking the above-mentioned into consideration, we conclude that 
when working on early manuscript covers (of IX-XII, XIII-XV cc.), 
each newly discovered cover or a fragment of it must be given spe-
cial attention, since they represent a significant source for history of 
cover production. Peculiarities characteristic of certain epoch will assist 
in dating covers which are contemporary to manuscripts or which had 
unergone early restoration. 
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THE GEORGIAN-GREEK MANUSCRIPT FROM SAINT 
PETERSBURG COLLECTION (0.I.58) AS A SAMPLE OF 

BYZANTINE-GEORGIAN CROSS-CULTURAL RELATIONS.

Georgian manuscript heritage preserved in different depositaries 
throughout the world consists of important pieces of the written and 
artistic cultural heritage of Georgia. The paper concerns Georgian-Greek 
manuscript (0.I.58), preserved at the National Library of Russia in St. 
Petersburg.

The manuscript is interesting not only from philological and texto-
logical point of view, but also with regard to art studies.

The manuscript comprises a kind of the set of bilingual (Georgian 
and Greek) texts. These texts differ in genre and content. The manuscript 
contains a cycle of liturgical readings from four Gospels, as well as 
canticles dedicated to church feasts and saints, prayers and apocryphal 
texts, the correspondence between Jesus Christ and Abgar. The texts 
are found in the beginning of the manuscript, in its middle and end.

The manuscript contains seven hundred miniatures. They were dated 
to the XV century based on the analysis of artistic style of paintings. 
The manuscript is a landmark and it reflects Byzantine and Post-Byz-
antine literary and artistic thinking.

This type of text and miniature distribution is characteristics only 
of this manuscript. Nothing analogues can be found in contemporary 
Byzantine or Georgian tradition. Miniatures and texts in St. Petersburg 
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manuscript are linked with each other by content and concept. Parallel 
texts in Greek and Georgian differ by content; e.g. they contain epigrams 
of medical content. Each epigram comprises characteristics of a month. 
A doctor of the Byzantine Royal court in the XI-XII centuries is the 
author of these epigrams. He was a talented poet as well. Texts of this 
type were widespread in medieval Byzantium, including the monasteries. 
Texts of epigrams are followed by description of months supplied with 
miniatures. The compiler of the manuscript used this method to convey 
an idea of the earthly passage of time.

Based on the study of the texts and artistic style, it was estab-
lished that the manuscript was produced for Atabeg Kaikhosro, a his-
torical person well known in scriptorium of the Saatabago of Samtskhe 
(South Georgia). Kaikhosro was the prominent figure in history of Geor-
gian-Byzantine relations. The manuscript was created by a) Svimeon, 
Greek hieromonk who moved from Ponto to Samtskhe and later on, 
with assistance of Atabeg Kaiklhosro, became the Bishop of Atskuri, 
and b) Georgian monk Akaki. The latter is also mentioned in other 
manuscripts of the same period. 

St. Petersburg manuscript shows the unity of two cultural traditions, 
that of Byzantium and Georgia. The manuscript is also of importance 
for history of Post-Byzantine Greek language. 

Illustrations of the manuscript consist of six cycles subdivided 
into six different series. They reflect diverse iconographic and stylistic 
tendencies. The Christological theme, scenes from the Old Testament, 
scenes depicting feasts of the Mother of God and  Saviour, personifica-
tions of the months, images of Holy Warriors and chronologically struc-
tured Menologion  alternate with healing and miracle scenes. The artistic 
style of the miniatures is closely linked with Georgian and Byzantine 
(Post-Byzantine) art traditions. In certain cycles an echo of Komnenian 
traditions is combined with artistic thinking of the XV-XVI centuries. 

Composition of the manuscript reveals those literary and artistic tra-
ditions which enabled the masters to maintain high professional level 
against the background of the fall of Byzantium and difficult political 
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situation in Georgia. The bilingual collection is an interesting example 
of Byzantine-Georgian cross-relations. It reflects experience of the for-
mer centuries as well as contemporary literary and artistic mentality 
and taste.
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THE ANONYMOUS PRAISE POEM APPENDED TO 
PARAKLITIKOS FROM MOUNT ATHOS IN GIORGI THE 

ATHONITE’S TRANSLATION

Paraklitikos translated by Giorgi the Athonite is considered the cli-
max of Georgian liturgical poetry. The autograph of this work is still 
preserved in the collection of Georgian manuscripts held at the Georgian 
Monastery (Iviron) on Mount Athos under shelf number 45.

Two 16 syllable and 36 line acrostic strophes are found in the end 
of the text. The first and last letters of the acrostic lines spell out the 
same phrase. This phrase is also found in the first and last lines of both 
strophes; i.e. the acrostic lines in both cases create a quadrangular frame. 
Apart from that, content of an acrostic phrase from the first strophe is 
being continued by the acrostic phrase in the second strophe (Content 
of the acrostic in the first strophe – “You are praised with bliss by all 
the nations” is continued by the content of the second strophe acros-
tic – “by judicious Georgians and Greeks, Giorgi”). As a result, both 
strophes are being integrated into the whole self. 

It is obvious both from the acrostic and content of the poem that 
the latter was written in praise of Giorgi the Athonite, the most talented 
translator. The poem contains biblical allusions and brilliant rhetorical 
quotes. The first and second strophes do not much differ from each 
other in style. But it is surprising that in the first strophe Giorgi is 
praised as a living man, while in the second one he is mentioned as 
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a deceased man. Apart from that, the first strophe seems to be written 
by a person who hierarchically stood higher than Giorgi since he gave 
the latter a task to complete and perfect translations already started. It 
can be assumed that the author of the second strophe is a disciple of 
Giorgi who mentions him as a teacher and asks for blessing.

In the opinion of the author, the noted contradiction indicates that 
the first and second strophes were authored by different individuals and 
were written in different times. Author of the first strophe should have 
been Giorgi the Anchorite, the spiritual teacher of Giorgi, and the author 
of the second strophe – hieromonk Giorgi, disciple and biographer of 
Giorgi the Athonite.
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RESEARCH OF MOSAICS AND FRESCOES OF THE  
ST. SOPHIA CATHEDRAL IN KYIV IN 2013-2014

In 1960 V. Lazarev published the monograph “Mosaics of Sophia 
in Kyiv” (1960) providing the art studies of the mosaic images along 
with the analysis of iconography of the whole ensemble of mosaics 
and frescoes. He also proposed division into periods of the ensemble 
creation. According to V. Lazarev, the initial phase was the creation of 
mosaics after which started the painting of interior with frescoes. The 
process of working on frescoes V. Lazarev divided into three phases, of 
which the first two are linked with two known church calendar dates 
of St. Sophia consecration on 11 May (1046) and 4 November (1061 
or 1067). Meanwhile, the frescoes of external galleries and two towers 
leading to the choir, he dated to 11-12th centuries or later periods. 
This dating of frescoes in exterior parts of the building is based on the 
findings of contemporary researchers of St. Sophia’s architecture, who 
consider that the exterior gallery and two stair towers are extensions 
constructed in the end of XI - beginning of XII century. In 1970s, the 
thesis of a significant gap between the time the central core of St. So-
phia was constructed and the time its external galleries and towers were 
built was reasonably refuted. As one of the arguments for refutation 
were the research results of fresco mortar bases. The research showed 
that five-nave core of the Cathedral, including its internal and external 
galleries, and stair towers have the same composition of mineral fillers 
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in fresco mortar. After that, there was no need to divide St. Sophia’s 
fresco ensemble apart, as opposed to its creation differentiated by time 
gap imposed by the theory of long-term construction of the cathedral. 
Phase division of frescoes creation in the five-nave core of the Cathedral 
anchored to two consecrations also began to be perceived as artificial. 
However, V. Lazarev’s thesis that the painting of frescoes began after 
the mosaics have been completed at the time remained unchanged. Nev-
ertheless, over time, this idea gradually evolved.

But during the conservation of mosaics in Sophia Cathedral dome 
space, conducted in 2013-2014, places where mosaic overlaps fresco 
were found. Technological research of plaster bases of mosaics and fres-
coes in the under-dome space gave reason to assume that the whole un-
der-dome ring together with under-dome arches were originally painted 
with frescoes, which were later replaced by mosaics, though not on the 
full scale: faces of the northern, southern and eastern under-dome arches 
were decorated with mosaics, while frescoes remained on the faces of 
the western arch. Therefore the mosaics of the under-dome space does 
not belong the first phase of interior decoration of St. Sophia (if they 
are, then not all of them). In the first phase of decoration of temple’s 
interior, the under-dome space (whole, or its part) was painted with 
frescoes, which were replaced with mosaics to the level of cornices on 
the under-dome pillars.
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BAGRAT III – THE HIDDEN ALLY  
OF BYZANTINE EMPIRE?

For a long time, the historiography devoted to the history of 
Tao-Klarjeti in the X-XI centuries did not pay attention to the episode 
of the military conflict between Bagrat III and his stepfather David III 
Kuropalates in 988. In the majority of scientific works both rulers are 
always shown as inseparable confederates, whose thoughts and actions 
are tirelessly dedicated to the problem of the unification of the Georgian 
lands. Moreover, among the historians (M. Lordkipanidze, Z. Papaskiri, 
V. Kopaliani, W. Seibt) the opinion still prevails that during the reign 
of David III Kuropalates and Bagrat III, the Byzantine Empire opposed 
to unification and strengthening of the Georgian state in every possible 
way.

According to my hypothesis, Bagrat III was a hidden ally of Con-
stantinople throughout his political activities (from 988 to 1014), i.e. he 
pursued the policy that was in the interests of the Empire.The first such 
step was, as already mentioned, the Bagrat’s campaign against David, 
who supported the rebellion of Bardas Phokas against the authority of 
Emperor Basil II in 988. Despite his defeat in the local conflict with 
David, Bagrat, nevertheless, won a political victory, as he was awarded 
the title of kuropalates by Emperor Basil II during their meeting near 
Theodosiopolis in 1001.
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Furthermore, all activities carried out by Bagrat after 988 allows us 
to consider him an ally of Constantinople. This can be judged also by 
cessation of the conflict between David and Bagrat from 990 to 1000, 
despite David’s official announcement that he did not consider Bagrat 
as his successor. Moreover, in the period spanning from 1001 to 1014, 
when Bagrat III ruled on his own, the Georgian Kingdom had neither 
military nor diplomatic conflicts with the Byzantine Empire! It should 
be also noted that Bagrat III continued military operations against Trans-
caucasian Muslims, started by David III Kuropalates after 990, i.e. since 
the period when David was a subordinate to the Empire and pursued a 
policy that expressed her interests.

Therefore, as my thesis shows, there is no evidence based on writ-
ten sources to support the statement that the Byzantines were opposed 
to the policy pursued by Bagrat III. On the contrary, in my opinion, 
Bagrat III was an ally and even a protege of Constantinople, and all 
his activities corresponded to the interests of the Empire.
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THE FIRST WITNESS TO THE HISTORY 
OF THE CONVERSION OF GEORGIA

While looking up the history of Christianity in Iberia, one finds 
mostly oral traditions founded on archaeological evidence which may 
be explained in various ways. Some scholars say that the first written 
testimony is recorded in the works by Movses Khorenatsi, an Arme-
nian author of the V century. Nobody seems to remember the first wit-
ness to the history of the conversion of Georgia – Rufinus of Aquileia 
(345–410). He was a contemporary of St Jerome, initially his friend and, 
since 395, his foe. He is well known as a prolific translator of works by 
Origen, St Basil of Caesarea and St Gregory of Nazianzen, anonymous 
“Historia monachorum in Egypt” and “Church History” by Eusebius of 
Caesarea. Rufinus was a founder of the Latin monastic community on 
the Mount of Olives nearby Jerusalem together with Melania the Elder, 
a Roman wealthy matron and a friend of St. Olympias the Deaconess, 
the addressee of letters of St John Chrysostom from his exile. It was 
Rufinus who introduced St. Jerome to Palestine when the latter was 
exiled from Rome and travelled in Egypt. Rufinus was a well-known 
person among his contemporaries. St. Paulinus of Nola called him the 
most noble and kind man of his time. St. Chromatius of Aquileia asked 
him to translate the Church History.

During his stay in Jerusalem (380–397), Rufinus met an Iberian 
nobleman Bakurios who served as a commander of the frontier troops 
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in Palestine. Bakurios (Rufinus calls him a pious and truthful man) told 
about a captive woman who healed a child and then the queen of the 
Iberian land with her prayers to Jesus Christ. Together with other new 
entries, Rufinus published the story in his version of the Church History, 
which made him the first Latin ecclesiastical historian.
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BLURRING THE LINE BETWEEN FAMILY AND 
ETHNICITY: THE EXAMPLE OF GEORGIANS IN THE 

BYZANTINE EMPIRE

In medieval Byzantium, the most common term used to designate 
aristocratic family groups, genos, was also used to refer to ethnic groups 
or ‘nations,’ such as the Georgians (genos tōn Ibērōn). It is less often 
recognized that one’s relationship with his/her genos, whether the genos 
of the Georgians or the genos as family, carried with it much the same 
meaning on different scales, at least from the eleventh or twelfth century 
onward. In both the genos as family and the genos as ethnos there were 
strong expectations of solidarity and mutual support. Whether speak-
ing of the genos as a family, a nation, or the entire human race, the 
continuation, preservation, and/or succession of the genos was always 
a primary concern among the highest ideals. Expectations of solidarity 
and loyalty to one’s genos, along with the concept’s central place in the 
social and political identity of medieval Byzantines, were shared across 
the term’s different uses. The Byzantines did not make an especially 
strong distinction between family genealogies and those meant to ascribe 
origins to an entire people. Their genealogies often took on aspects of 
a history, especially the history of a particular ‘tribe’ or ‘people.’

The conceptual overlap between the two meanings of genos are 
especially visible in the functions of monastic foundations, in particular 
those like the Athonite monastery of Iviron and that founded by Gregory 
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Pakourianos near Bačkovo in modern Bulgaria. Monastic communities 
were almost always consciously and overtly imagined as substitute fami-
lies in Byzantium, even if monks failed to live up to the ideal of cutting 
all ties with their ‘earthly’ families. In the period considered here, it be-
came especially common for Byzantine families amongst the aristocracy 
to establish private monasteries which acted as centers for the burial and 
commemoration of deceased family members, and contributed to each 
family’s unique identity and cohesion. In these institutions, it was more 
than just vocabulary that the two definitions of the genos shared in the 
medieval Byzantine psyche. Private, family monasteries, which became 
commonplace by the eleventh century, served similar functions for the 
genos as kin group as those of ‘ethnic’ foundations like Iviron did for 
the genos of the Georgians. The shared values evident in the language of 
the sources provides a useful lens through which to view the important 
role of religious foundations in the social world of medieval Byzantium, 
and, thus, the importance of the genos as a more generalized concept.

This paper uses the example of Georgians in the Byzantine Empire 
to argue that the use of the same Greek term to designate both ethnic 
and kin groups in Byzantium was not a meaningless correlation. Instead, 
there was a certain degree of conceptual overlap among the different 
uses and scales of the concept of the genos, which carried real signif-
icance and can simultaneously advance our understanding of Byzantine 
ideas concerning both kinship and ethnicity.
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SYRO-PALESTINIAN BRONZE CENSERS:  
LITURGY AND PILGRIMAGE

The paper focuses on the artistic and historical aspects of the early 
Christian liturgical objects – bronze censers preserved in Georgia. More 
than 10 censers, which are preserved in the museums of Georgia, are 
insufficiently studied. Therefore the examination of these censers will 
throw a new light to the history of their production and distribution.   

The earliest censers, dated back to the VI-VII cc., contributed to 
establishing of iconographic vocabulary of Christian art. The widely 
circulated artifacts produced in the Holy Land transmitted iconographic 
schemes and visual concepts elaborated in the east Christian religious 
centers throughout the Christian world. The artifacts with the Gospel 
scenes – manuscript illuminations, liturgical vessels, reliquaries, pilgrims’ 
ampullae and other eulogies were distributed in the various Christian 
countries. Medieval Georgia was not an exception in this respect. The 
contacts with Syria and Palestine made a great impact into the early 
medieval Georgian art.      

The censers had multiple functions – they were used in various ritu-
als, at the same time they were also popular as early Christian pilgrims’ 
souvenirs. The New Testament scenes on the outer surface of censers 
were instrumental for spiritual connections between believers and the 
sites associated to Christ depicted on them. The importance of these 
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liturgical objects is reflected in written sources as censers are often listed 
among the rich donations made to churches and monasteries.  

The extant material reveals that by the VI century shapes, decoration 
programs and iconographic subjects of censers were already well-de-
fined. The number of the Gospel scenes varies from 4 to 12. The close 
links between censers and pilgrim ampullae are clearly discernable. The 
symbolic meaning of censers is explained in the Holy Scripture and the 
writings of the church Fathers.     

These objects of Near Eastern provenance are additional proofs of 
close and intensive contacts between Georgia and the Holy Land. More-
over, their pictorial systems permits to re-evaluate the role of Syria and 
Palestine in the formation of the Georgian religious culture in early 
medieval times.
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NEOPHYTOS OF CYPRUS ABOUT GABRIEL THE IBERIAN

Neophytos the Recluse (XII-XIII cc.) left a rich written legacy. It 
includes various genres of theological literature and conveys the reali-
ty of the Crusader era. “The Speech Regarding One Palestine Monk”, 
which is entirely devoted to the ascetic life of Gabriel the Iberian, also 
belongs to him. The purpose of the work is to share with the readers 
the experience of fighting against demons. “…I thought it would be 
unfair if such an experience was forgotten,” remarks the Reverend Father 
Neophytos in his above-mentioned speech.

Presumably, Gabriel was a senior contemporary of Neophytos the 
Recluse. From the work it becomes clear that St. Neophytos received 
the information about Gabriel from his disciple. “…Georgian by origin, 
named Gabriel, an experienced monk, honored with a sacred dignity, a 
skilled craftsman, he came to the holy places of Jerusalem, and became 
known for his remarkable virtues” - we read in Chapter 5.

Gabriel was a literate monk. He lived in the monasteries of Palestine 
in the XII century. Like Symeon the Stylite, he spent three years on 
a pillar at Mar Saba Monastery. In the work of Neophytos of Cyprus 
there is a similar story as in “The Life of Symeon the Stylite”: demons 
tempted Gabriel with the same treacheries as St. Symeon.

The work of St. Neophytos is not distinguished by an abundance 
of biographical notes. Obviously, he knew little about Gabriel. Final-
ly, Gabriel was captured by the Muslims and taken to Damascus. St. 
Neophytos does not know anything about the further fate of Gabriel 
the Iberian.
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RELATION OF GEORGIAN ART TRADITIONS TO THE 
BYZANTINE MANUSCRIPT ART (XI-XIII CC.).

Political relations between Georgia and Byzantium have promoted 
cultural links between the two countries. This has been reflected in de-
sign artwork of Georgian manuscripts. The Georgian masters acquired 
the manner of copying, ornamental motives and illumination technique 
characteristic of Byzantine manuscript production.

Despite this, individual creativity of Georgian masters can always be 
traced in Georgian manuscripts influenced by Byzantine trends.

Compositions on the front page of a manuscript. The compo-
sitions found on the front page of illuminated Georgian Four Gospels 
correspond to the traditional scheme of church decoration, where the 
Cross is depicted in the dome and Deesis is represented in the conch 
of the east apse.  

Illumination motives of the front pages of Georgian manuscripts 
are as follows: ‘the Cross’ in Alaverdi Four Gospels (A-484, XI c.), 
and ‘Deesis’ in Gelati (Q-908) and Jruchi II (H-1667) Four Gospels. 
‘Deesis’ composition is also found on metal back covers of the XII c. 
manuscripts, the masterpieces  created by Beka and Beshken Opizaris.

As it is well known, Christ Pantocrator or Ascension of Christ is 
represented on the front page of Byzantine manuscripts and in the dome 
of Byzantine churches. It is of note that the ‘Christ is blessing the 
Apostles’ is depicted on the illuminated front page of Vani Four Gospels 
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(A-1335). The latter was commissioned by Queen Tamar. It was copied 
by the Georgian monk in Rhomana Monastery at Constantinople and 
was illuminated by the Byzantine artist Michael of Kores.

The two-tier system in the Evangelist miniatures. The Greek 
master Michael Kores has renounced the use of pictorial narrative for 
illumination of the Vani Four Gospels. Instead, he supplied images of 
the three out of four Evangelist with a composition related to one of 
the  Great Feasts: The Nativity of Christ is represented together with the 
image of Matthew, Baptism with Mark, and Annunciation with Luke. He 
placed the Harrowing of Hell with the image of John, thus completing 
the cycle of the earthly life of Christ. 

Painter of the Artvini Four Gospels copied the miniatures from the 
Vani Four Gospels and repeated the two-tier scheme of the miniatures of 
the Evangelists, but in difference from the former, instead of painting an 
image within the frame of the first tier, he introduced a neutral golden 
background. Painter of the Lapskaldi Four Gospels did not accept the 
two-tier scheme and distributed images of Evangelists on separate folios 
in accordance with the national tradition.  

Symbolic representations of the months. A Calendar system. 
Starting from March, Michael of Kores distributed representations of 
the months, illustrating the working process, within the canon tables of 
Vani Four Gospels.

Since the painter of Artvini Four Gospels copied miniatures of the 
Vani Four Gospels, he had repeated iconography and distribution of 
month symbols. Although the painter of Lapskaldi copied month sym-
bols illustrating the working processes (The only exclusion is January 
depicted with plate in the hand), he changed the sequence of symbolic 
month images depicted within canon tables: the countdown starts not 
in March, but in September, in accordance with church calendar system 
accepted in those days Georgia. 
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Thus, based on the above-mentioned examples, it is possible to re-
veal Georgian artistic tendencies of the corresponding period with re-
spect to the Byzantine manuscript illumination art.
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THE MATERIALS OF NIKOLAI OKUNEV’S EXPEDITION 
OF 1917 ABOUT THE 

WALL-PAINTINGS OF PARKHALI

Unfortunately, the wall-paintings in the mediaeval churches of 
Tao-Klarjeti have been lost completely or to a significant extent. Those 
in the church of St John the Baptist in Parkhali, completed before 973, 
so far have been known only from some brief mentions by the XIX 
century travellers. The walls of this church remained white-washed for 
many decades, and it is not known whether the wall-paintings still sur-
vive. As the church is under restoration, we considered it timely to 
present some new archival materials on its wall-paintings.

One of the most important works on the monumental painting of 
Tao-Klarjeti is the book of Ekvtime Takaishvili based on the materials 
of his 1917 expedition. The book was first published only in 1952. It 
contains detailed descriptions of architecture, epigraphic evidence and 
paintings of Ishkhani, Oshki and Khakhuli. However, Otkhta Eklesia 
and Parkhali were examined by other members of the expedition after 
Takaishvili’s departure. These descriptions are less complete and infor-
mation on Parkhali wall-paintings is very scanty: just a few photographs 
were published. 

At the same time, in summer 1917, these churches were examined 
by another expedition headed by Nikolai Okunev (1885-1949), who was 
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just appointed professor of Petrograd University. This expedition was 
part of the Russian Academy of Sciences’ activities aimed at research 
and preservation of Christian monuments in the East during the First 
World War. Upon his return to Petrograd, Okunev published a brief 
account of his expedition. Yet, most of the materials, including his field 
notes and more than 400 photographs, remained unpublished.

We shall discuss the photographs of Parkhali wall-paintings made 
during Okunev’s expedition and now kept in the archive of the Institute 
of History of Material Culture in St Petersburg. The wall-paintings were 
preserved in the niches of the eastern piers and in the altar apse. They 
were partially damaged or stained with paint. Yet, these photographs 
assist us to reconstruct the general iconographic program of wall paint-
ings in Parkhali.  It is possible to discern the lower fragments of the 
image of Christ in Majesty in the conch of the altar apse, as well as 
two tiers of standing figures of the Apostles and Prophets. Two lower 
level tiers out of three had Gospel scenes. We have identified some 
of them: Annunciation, The Meeting of Mary and Elizabeth, Nativity, 
Baptism, Transfiguration and some scenes from the Passion cycle in 
the next tier. The images of the lowest tier remain unidentified so far. 
In the altar window there was a half-figure in a medallion similar to 
the image of the Holy Sion in Otkhta Eklesia. There are also some 
fragments of compositions on either side of this image.

It has already been suggested by other scholars that not only the 
architecture, but also the wall-paintings in Parkhali and Otkhta are sim-
ilar to each other. Now, we have a possibility to make more detailed 
comparison between these two churches and to discuss them in a wider 
historical and artistic context.
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A HUNTING SCENE ON THE FAÇADE 
OF OSHKI CHURCH

St John the Baptist’s monastery complex in historical Tao is lo-
cated westwards from the Tortumi Gorge. This church has become a 
subject of scientific discussions. It is a well known, that Oshki Church 
is outstanding for its diversity of decorative and relief patterns. Among 
others, the zoomorphic compositions hold important place in the relief 
decor of the church. Sometimes they are enclosed in the ornaments and 
sometimes they have independent position. 

The purpose of this paper is to interpret a particular relief plaque. 
This is a decoration of a southern window that depicts a hunting scene. 
This relief has become a topic of discussions because of its original 
resolution. According to W. Djobadze it represents a hunt, while Nato 
Gengiuri and Nino Goderdzishvili  associated  it with an astral theme. 

Our interest to the question has been raised by several factors. Ad-
mittedly, the hunt was one of the prominent topics of fine arts in the 
Middle Ages. The origins of this scene lead us to the ancient Oriental 
patterns. Multiple examples depicting hunting king makes a scholar sup-
pose that they had an impact on the images of fine arts in the Middle 
Ages. In this very scene a hunting archer approaches a deer standing 
by the Tree of Life. He is depicted as being ready to shoot an arrow. 
The semantics of the animals presented behind the Tree of Life and 
their connection to the hunting archer is explained in the paper by the 
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theological texts. The Tree of life is a prefiguration of the Crucifix. 
Accordingly, it is quite possible that in this image the artist of Oshki 
Church replaced the Cross by the Tree of Life which is at first sight 
unusual. I argue that this scene of the hunting might be connected with 
one of the most popular  scenes of the conversion of St. Eustathius 
the Plachida. According to the saint’s life, Placida saw a vision of a 
radiant cross between the antlers of a deer. A divine voice called upon 
him to be baptized. And after his conversion the saint was given the 
name Eustathius. It is characteristic that in the illustrated psalms of 
the IX century the image of the Cross was substituted by the Christ’s 
figure which to a certain extent provided icon worshippers with a main 
argument in the discussions against the iconoclasts. 

The theme of the hunting archer and that of the deer standing be-
fore the Tree of Life was very popular throughout the Medieval art. 
It also becomes obvious that resulting from the diverse semantics of a 
deer, it is closely linked with the Tree of Life and at the same time 
it symbolizes approaching to God.  It is apparent that identification of 
the iconographic scene under consideration with St. Eustathius Placidas 
on the basis of the latest research at hand is indisputable. 
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THE TEACHINGS OF ST. AMMON

Blessed Ammon (+357) holds one of the most prominent places 
among the first Desert Fathers laboring in Egypt. He is also distin-
guished for his moral teachings.

An interest toward this Holy Father takes shape in ascetic literature 
since early times. The Lausiac History of Palladius of Galatia and the 
elementary Lives of the Fathers tell about him.

Some interesting information regarding St. Ammon’s blameless mat-
rimonial life, his monastic tonsure, the founding of a men’s monastery, 
his spiritual proximity to Anthony the Great, and his repose have been 
preserved in the aforementioned works.

The teachings of Blessed Ammon are some of the most exempla-
ry ones among ascetic works translated into Old Georgian. They are 
also interesting in respect to their age, being preserved in X-XI century 
manuscripts.

Only one of St. Ammon’s ascetic, mystical teachings has been stud-
ied and published in a scholarly format: Amonais Sitq’uani (Ath. 9 
(979); H 1662 (1040); sin. 36 (925)). It was prepared for publishing 
by Ilia Abuladze.

Sixteen teachings of the Holy Father remain unstudied and unpub-
lished to this day. They are preserved in ancient Sinaitic manuscripts 
from the X century: sin. 25 and sin. 25. Out of these texts, sin. 35 
contains a date – 907. Ammon’s epistles are preserved in the manuscript 
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sin. Geo 13, which is a parchment containing ascetic and hagiographic 
compositions (the life of Anthony the Great, his teachings, Ammon’s 
teachings, etc.). According to the description, its composition is entirely 
approximate to the manuscript sin. Geo. 35, which possibly might have 
been one of its sources. This manuscript is a palimpsest and has been 
copied by an unprofessional scribe. The hand confirms this. It’s been 
noted that sin. Geo 13 is one of the most important manuscripts of a 
new collection.

The teachings of St. Ammon are prefaced by titles: tkmuli net’arisa 
mamisa chuenisa amonaisi a (Said by Our Blessed Father Ammon A); 
ts’midisa amonaisi b (Of St. Ammon B), etc.

Out of these teachings thirteen have been organized alphabetically, 
whereas two of them have been ordered numerically – 4 and 15.

The 16th teaching in the lineup has the same title in sin. 25 and sin. 
35: tkmuli datsq’narebistvis, romelni axlad mosrulni iq’vnen monazoneba 
(Said in Order to Comfort Those Who Have Just Become Monastics).

Only the third, thirteenth, and fifteenth teachings have been pre-
served in the text of sin. 25, when all sixteen of them are presented 
in sin. 35.

The holy father’s teachings bearing an ascetic, mystical character are 
spiritual advice for those who have taken up the highest form of spiritual 
labor – monasticism. These are teachings for the newly-tonsured, those 
who have fallen into hard times, etc. By citing the appropriate places 
from the Scriptures, St. Ammon searches out a profound theological 
basis for each moment of life.

These texts belong to the pre-Athonite period and are worthy of 
attention on many fronts. The manuscript is very difficult to read. The 
work is quite interesting from a linguistic point of view, many mistakes 
are encountered. The negation of diphthongs and the use of the full 
vowel “ი” instead of the semivowel “ჲ” in certain places are especially 
noticeable. The relation of appropriate places cited from the Scriptures 
to the Athonite recension is also unique.
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THE DŽRUČI II GOSPEL ONCE AGAIN:  
ORIGINALITY AND COPYING

The relations between the Georgian Gospel Džruči II (Tbilisi, Kor-
neli Kekelidze Georgian National Center of Manuscripts, cod. H 1667, 
late 12th c.) and the Paris Gospel (BnF, cod. gr. 74, shortly after the 
mid-11th c.) are significant, and have been examined in numerous stud-
ies, both by other scholars and by the author. It is generally accepted 
that the Georgian manuscript’s miniatures are descended from those of 
the Greek one, even though, as has been noted by prof. V. Kepetzi, the 
miniatures of the Greek manuscript are often insufficient to interpret the 
corresponding ones of the Georgian codex.

The present paper attempts not only to show that many depictions of 
parables in the Georgian manuscript are directly related to those of the 
cod. Par. gr. 74, but also to posit that many of them have in fact been 
copied from the corresponding depictions of a Gospel, lost today, which 
served – at least in part – as a model for the Georgian manuscript.

Certain miniatures of the Georgian codex display overt similarities 
with those of the Paris Gospel, while others exhibit minor or significant 
differences from it. A notable example is the miniature depicting the 
parable of the Wicked Tenants in the Gospel of Luke (fol. 183v), in a 
form which is not extant in any of the miniatures of the codex Par. gr. 
74. All the details in the rendering of the parable correspond with the 
patristic interpretations of the text. Its creation, therefore, required not 
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only knowledge of the text itself, but also of its patristic commentaries. 
Also, in the miniature which decorates the same parable in the gospel 
of Mark (fol 107v), the subject does not correlate with any of the 
corresponding depictions of the Paris Gospel, although its iconography 
clearly draws from the rendering of martyrdoms.

The final depiction to which we will direct our attention is in the 
Gospel according to Matthew. It decorates fol. 50r of the Georgian co-
dex. This is the parable of the Unforgiving Servant, which is pictorially 
rendered in a way not found in any extant byzantine manuscript. 

The depiction of many parables in the Georgian codex in a manner 
unlike that of any miniatures in extant byzantine illuminated manuscripts 
posits the question: Were these miniatures created by local artists, or 
were they copied from a byzantine codex, lost today, in which the 
symbolic element was far more pronounced? However, a significant mis-
take in the depiction of the parable of the Rich Fool in the Georgian 
codex, allows us, at least according to our present knowledge, to lean 
towards the latter hypothesis, as has been expressed in other studies by 
the present author. Of course, more extensive research of the complete 
body of miniatures of the Georgian gospel, in tandem with the corre-
sponding ones from the Paris manuscript, would serve to shed further 
light on the matter. 
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THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CATHOLICOSATE IN THE 
FIFTH-CENTURY KARTLI: CANONICAL ASPECT

The majority of historians identify the establishment of Catholicosate 
in Kartli by Vakhtang Gorgasali with obtaining ecclesiastical autoceph-
aly. King Vakhtang conducted important reforms of reorganization of 
the Church of Kartli (with establishment of Catholicate he also found-
ed twelve new eparchies and Opiza monastery), but this did not at 
all mean that the autocephaly was obtaining. Until the eighth century 
(until the eleventh century nominally), the Church of Kartli was under 
the spiritual and canonical direction of patriarchate of Antioch. It is 
surprising that the majority of scholars did not pay attention that until 
540s Church of Kartli did not have the Georgian Catholicos and until 
740s the candidates for Catholicosate were obligated to travel to An-
tioch for consecration. Besides this, the fact of receiving the title of 
“Catholicos” by the leader of the Church did not necessarily mean that 
this very church was independent, because during centuries, at least 
three Catholicoi were submitted to Patriarch of Antioch: Catholiocos of 
Seleucia-Ctesiphon, Catholicos of Khorasan and Catholicos of Romagiris; 
though it is obvious that the “title” of Catholicos, for the leader of the 
Georgian Church, had not only ecclesiastical but also political meaning. 
The title of “Catholicos” meant the growth of his influence not only in 
Kartli, but also in the whole Christian Caucasus.  
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ADOPTION AS POLITICAL INSTRUMENT OF THE 
BYZANTINE EMPRESSES: THE CASES OF ZOE THE 
MACEDONIAN, MARY OF ALANIA (GEORGIA) AND 

MARIA-RITA OF ARMENIA

As various sources reveal, the power of Byzantine empresses was 
limited by the fact that they were expected to live inside the women’s 
quarters and excluded from leading an army. On a number of occasions, 
imperial women managed to overcome these handicaps and established 
close bonds with men, who consequently acted on the empresses’ behalf 
or according to their wishes. One possibility to acquire such help was 
adoption. In my presentation, I would like to inspect three important 
cases in which this instrument was used and evaluate its motivation, 
risks, and usefulness.

Zoe the Macedonian, one of the last members of a very popular 
dynasty, adopted a young man, Michael, the nephew of her late husband, 
in order to make him an emperor. For the childless and aging empress 
this was a possibility to acquire a son, who would care for her in her 
old age and who would take over the government of the empire once 
the Macedonian dynasty died out. 

The second case concerns a Georgian princess, Maria known as 
Maria of Alania, who was left in charge of a minor heir-to-the-throne 
and forced to remarry a successful general Nikephoros Botaneiates. Orig-
inally Nikephoros had promised that he would protect the interests of the 
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young prince, Constantine Doukas, but later went back on this promise. 
In order to secure the throne for her child, Maria took a risky step and 
adopted Alexios Komnenos, a successful general who vowed to protect 
Constantine’s rights. 

Finally, in the fourteenth century, Maria-Rita of Armenia decided to 
adopt General Syrgiannes when her only son, Emperor Andronikos III, 
lay dying and she was afraid for her own life and for that of her preg-
nant daughter-in-law, Anna of Savoy. She distrusted deeply Andronikos’s 
collaborator John Kantakouzenos and his clan, especially his formidable 
mother Theodora. 
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ACCOUNTS FOUND IN THE GREEK MANUSCRIPTS 
OF XVI-XVIII CENTURIES ABOUT THE GEORGIAN 

MONASTERIES IN PALESTINE.

The manuscript under the title “Προσκυνητάριον της αγίας πόλεως 
Ιερουσαλήμ” stands out among other Greek manuscripts of XVI-XVII 
centuries. Holy churches in Jerusalem and vicinity are described in 
the manuscript. One part of similar manuscripts (8 manuscripts) was 
already published in 1903 by Athanasios Papadopoulos-Kerameus in 
Православный Палестинский Сборник (том XIX, вып. 56-й). Descrip-
tions studied by us (14 manuscripts, including four illuminated ones) 
were published in 1984 and 1986.

Information about churches in Jerusalem and its environs, as well 
as biblical and historical narratives associated with them are included 
into these descriptions. The difference between these descriptions and 
other ones dedicated to the Holy Land is that the former ones were 
written not by pilgrims but for pilgrims: monks from monasteries of 
Palestine have authored the descriptions, which had the same function 
as the touristic guidebooks written for archaeological monuments and 
museums have nowadays.

Accounts found in the above-mentioned manuscripts on the condition 
of Georgian churches in Jerusalem will be presented during my pre-
sentation. I have compared them with the data from other descriptions 
known to the scholars.
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STAGES OF EVOLUTION OF A CHURCH WITH ARCHED 
GABLES (ZAKOMARA) IN KYIVAN RUS

Church with arched gables (zakomara) in Kyivan Rus was formed 
at the end of the XI century - in the first half of the ХІІ century. It 
was widespread in the ХІІ century. All church facades of this type 
had arched gables (zakomara), which corresponded to the construction 
elements in the form of barrel vaults or were decorative. As a rule, in 
the Byzantine churches the arched gables were found only in the cen-
tral parts of the façade walls, corresponding to the arms of inscribed 
cross. These arched gables had a constructive function and windows 
were situated beneath the curved gable. The use of arched gables in the 
churches of Kyivan Rus was associated not only with construction needs 
but also with decorative purposes. As a result, there were two types of 
the design of arched gables. The windows were situated beneath the 
constructive purpose arched gables and the niches were situated beneath 
the curved decorative gables. There was a possibility for combination 
of constructive and decorative arched gables. This depended on a con-
structive solution.

The plan of a church was reflected in the delineation of the façade 
into bays. The central bay formed an extension of the arms of inscribed 
cross. The façade has big arched gables with windows or without them. 
The types of overlap of the compartments between the arms of the spa-
tial cross differ. Thanks to this difference, we can represent the stages of 
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evolution of the zakomara church. As the material evidence that came 
down to us shows, the variety of these types reflects the process of 
search for the most rational construction solutions for arched gables de-
sign of the façade. When using Byzantine dome vaults and barrel vaults, 
all or a part of small arched gables had to be decorative, therefore only 
niches were situated beneath them. Due to the spread of Romanesque 
cross vaults in Kyivan Rus from the first quarter of the XII century, 
there arose an opportunity to use small arched gables as constructive 
elements and to place the windows beneath them. Therefore the over-
lap of the compartments between the arms of the middle bay and the 
transept with cross vaults is the most rational constructive decision for 
the aesthetic model of the zakomara temple.

The stages of evolution of zakomara (arched gable) church are con-
nected with Kyiv, Chernihiv and Novgorod. The final stage of develop-
ment of zakomara church was the formation of its “standard” version in 
Chernihiv in the first quarter of the ХІІ century. Later on, this “standard” 
version spread throughout the Kyivan Rus.
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THE RITES OF MAUNDY THURSDAY IN THE  
IX CENTURY JERUSALEM AND EGYPT

Maundy Thursday, the day of Our Lord’s Last Supper with His Dis-
ciples, and His Crucifixion is significant for the whole Christendom. In 
spite of “the overriding importance of Jerusalem as a pilgrimage center, 
especially at Easter time because of its highly developed and immensely 
popular Holy Week services” (Robert Taft) our knowledge about the li-
turgical celebrations of these days in the first millennial Jerusalem is far 
from to be called comprehensive. The main descriptions of the liturgy 
of Holy Thursday are known from the key-documents of Hagiopolite 
rite: 1) the Egeria’s diary (381–384 A.D.), 2) the Armenian lectionary 
(V century), 3) the Georgian lectionary (V-VIII century), and 4) Typicon 
of Anastasis (1122 A.D., but containing two services celebrated prior to 
the year 1009 A.D.). In 1975, Sin. Gr. NE/ ΜΓ 56+5, а Greek hymnal 
of Jerusalem cathedral rite, influenced by liturgical tradition of Egypt (as 
seen from the “Patronal Feast” of the Archangel Michael, the commem-
oration of the Apostle Mark as “Our Patron” etc.) was discovered in the 
monastery of St. Catherine in Sinai Peninsula Tropologion. Until this 
day it remains unpublished.  This Tropologion, dated to the IX century, 
has preserved Hagiopolite liturgical data for the Holy Thursday, with 
Arabic remarks on regional Egyptian specific, and fills the gap between 
Georgian Lectionary and Typicon of Anastasis. Its analysis helps us to 
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trace the gradual evolution of the rites of Maundy Thursday and it will 
be in the center of my presentation. 

The Holy Thursday formular in Tropologion (rubric 37) furnish-
es 1) Vespers (3 stichera on “Lord, I cry,” sticheron on “Glory”), 2) 
Orthros (canon, 6 stichera at “Lauds,” 2 stichera on “Glory,” stiche-
ron on stichon), 3) Liturgy of Holy Myron (“λειτουργία ἁγίου μύρου”: 
troparion for the entrance into the church, 3 troparia with alleluia af-
ter the entrance, troparia for holy myron), 4) Eucharistic assembly (4 
stichera on assembly, 2 stichera for the Great Entrance, troparion for 
communion), 5) Footwashing rite at Vespers (“νίμμα”: instructions, 3 
troparia for the footwashing rite, sticheron on “Lord, I cry”, sticheron 
on “Glory,” and 6) Agrypnia with Gospel readings. The Myron liturgy, 
witnessed in Tropologion, was an integral part of the Chalcedonian rite 
of the Near East represented also in Syriac and Coptic recensions, and 
has parallels in the scroll Sinai Greek NF / E 55. This rite, according 
to Theodor the Lector and Chronicle ascribed to Joshua the Stylite, 
was established at the end of V century in Antioch, where the role 
of the baptismal anointing was extraordinary and an attitude to myron 
exceptional. The rite is characterized by great solemnity and spectacle. 
It is a distinct, long-lasting liturgy, which assumed a definite eucharistic 
form, dependant of liturgy of Saint James, which in those times was 
the main liturgy of the Near East. In my paper I compare the whole 
formular for Holy Thursday from Tropologion with the formulars in Old 
Iadgari, Triodion Sin.Gr. 734–735 (11th century) and Lectionary Sin. Gr. 
210  (861/62 A.D.), other Hagiopolite manuscripts from old and new 
Sinaitic collection.
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DIGITAL ARCHIVES AND SCHOLARLY EDITIONS

Georgia has sixteen-century-long history of written culture. Manu-
scripts and documents stored in our repositories are valuable sources 
not only for local but for the world historical studies. The contribution 
of these materials to the scientific achievements depends very much on 
their accessibility. Our repositories are available for the visitors but it 
is possible to enhance their accessibility by creating digital archives, the 
method widely-spread and appreciated in modern world. 

Why is the digitsl format so desirable? Documents scanned with 
high resolution and converted to XML files have flexible zooming op-
tions and are more easily readable. One can copy some problematic 
parts of the document, paste next to similar but more distinct ones and 
compare. Similarities revealed as a result of the comparison can help 
us to read some blurred or damaged passages. Digital archives provide 
us with transcripts of the documents placed side by side with their fac-
simile images. Manuscripts in digital archives have hyperlinks carrying 
textual notes that are also very important for the users. This scientific 
apparatus helps us to read the material correctly but at the same time 
gives chance to make our own observations as well. Digital archives 
can be available from all parts of the world and they may be used by 
several people at a time. Such a wide range of possibilities makes them 
advantageous and unique.
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Digital scholarly editions are not ordinary scholarly volumes in dig-
ital form. They are databases with a great number of manuscript and 
printed sources. They have all the features of digital archives named 
above and some more options as well. The most important of them 
is synchronization mechanism which enables us to see all the variant 
readings of one and the same passage of the document from different 
witnesses at a time. Scientists had long disputes concerning author’s 
final will and the choice of the copy-text. In digital scholarly editions 
the problem does not exist as the user can choose the copy-text himself 
and compare it with other sources according to his choice. 

Digital archives and scholarly editions, as most of the digital texts 
have search options and hyperlinks, make it possible that all the ad-
ditional information, such as references, glossary, indices etc. were at 
hand. These databases are user-friendly and sociable. Users choose 
screen layout and all the material they want to see on it themselves.

Apart from the achievements in perfecting and developing scholarly 
editions, digital humanities widely use new methods and technologies in 
the research process as well. For example, we have successfully imple-
mented corpus studies in textual scholarship and have used search engine 
for the studies of such elements of literary works as Georgian puns.
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TRUMPETER ANGELS IN GEORGIAN 
RELIEF SCULPTURE

Trumpeter angels play an important role in iconography of the Last 
Judgment. According to the Bible, trumpet-blowing angels announce the 
second coming of Christ; therefore they have acquired the function of 
eschatological symbol. This will assist us to define the contents of the 
compositions which survive only in fragments. Several examples of 
trumpeter angels can be found in Georgian medieval bas-reliefs. At the 
time, they were constituent parts of a relief composition of the Last 
Judgment or the Second Coming. Some of them are represented as 
independent sculptural images; others, together with other figures, are 
part of a composition. Symbolically, the former bear the same idea 
of the Second Coming or the Last Judgment as those in multi-figure 
compositions. 

 I have collected the bas-relief images of trumpeter angels with 
connotation of the Last Judgment, from different medieval Georgian 
monuments (Brdadzori stele, a chancel screen from Skhieri, an angel 
from the east façade of Mtskheta Cathedral) and will attempt to reveal 
the eschatological theme in Georgian relief sculpture by analyzing the 
figures related to it compositionally or by content. 
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ON THE FRAGMENT OF ST. MOUNT ATHOS  
GEORGIAN NEUMATIC MANUSCRIPT

A fragment of heirmologion (two folios) is preserved in the Geor-
gian State Archives, which has not hitherto attracted scholars’ attention. 
The description of the manuscript contains very scanty data about it. 
According to the description, the manuscript is dated back to the 9th, 
or 10th-11th cc. and it was forwarded from the former Moscow Laz-
arev Institute in 1925. The codex is heavily worn. The greater part of 
the text has faded away and it is difficult to make out the sentences. 
Fortunately, the musical signs in red have survived even in faded parts 
of the text. Moreover, the references on the mode and ode are readable. 
Due to the surviving fragments, possibility of  restoration of the whole 
text became possible. As it has been found out, the manuscript contains 
the heirmoi of the first mode, specifically, seven heirmoi  with theotokia 
of the second ode  and the first heirmos and theotokos of the third ode.

The manuscript’s neumes and the regularities of their disposition on 
the verbal text is the same as in  other Georgian neumatic hymnographic 
collections. Due to the common calligraphic features, detailed outlines 
of neumes and specific configuration of dividing dots, it is possible to 
identify the manuscript. The close investigation of the textual material 
proved it to be a part of Georgian manuscript #85 from Mount Athos.

The paper presents the results of preliminary scientific analysis of 
paleographical features of the manuscript under consideration.
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GOSPEL STORIES IN JRUTCHI PSALM

In Christian theology, psalms rank second by their significance, fol-
lowing the Holy Scriptures – the Gospel. The modern world knows 1000 
illustrated psalms created in the middle ages. Prior to the wide intro-
duction of the Christian chants, psalm songs prevailed in the churches. 
The scholars have identified two groups of psalms in terms of their 
illumination: aristocratic and monastic psalms. 

Georgian version of the Psalms of David is an integral part of the 
world heritage. Sadly, only some of the illuminated psalms came down 
to us.

The scholars are still surprised, how did the Praise Hymns become 
a source of inexhaustible inspiration for artists and how did they start 
oration on the language of fine art, how did they gain the “material” 
form with high masterly performance. However, it is known that even 
from the early Christian times, Church Fathers used to interpret texts of 
the Old Testament, therefore in some way acting like exegetes, tracing 
proto-characters and archetypes in the New Testament events.

As mentioned above, only some of the illuminated Georgian Psalms 
have survived, including the Jrutchi Psalms (H-1665) and the Tetrosani 
Psalms (H-75). According to Sh. Amiranashvili, the Georgian psalms 
don’t follow any other Byzantine redactions. They were produced in 
Georgia, particularly in Mtskheta Cathedral (Jrutchi Psalms of David 
are implied). Ekvtime Takaishvili brought the manuscript from Jrutchi 
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Monastery to Tbilisi and gave it to the collection of the State Museum.
As the testament of the manuscript reveals, it was commissioned 

by prince (son of the noble lord) Zilikhan. Therefore, it is possible to 
assume that the Jrutchi Psalm has aristocratic origins. Later on it was 
donated to Svetitskhoveli Cathedral.

There are different opinions about the date of copying of the Jrutchi 
Psalms: the suggested dates lie between the XIII and XV centuries.

The Jrutchi Psalm is a large size codex 25X17,5 on paper. The text 
is preceded by the image of David the Prophet. The miniatures start 
from the page 171-r. These miniatures depict the scenes of David’s 
glorification: fighting and battle scenes.

It is interesting that the artistic decorative illustration of the Psalm, 
together with the scenes from the Old Testament contains the topics of 
the New Testament from the cycle of the Twelve Holidays, which should 
represent the archetypes of the Old Testament iconic images. 

Thus, my attention was drawn to the insertion of the New Testament 
miniatures in the book of Old Testament, the Psalms. These scenes 
include “Annunciation” 171 r, “Crucifixion” 172r, “Harrowing of Hell” 
173r, “Nativity” 174 r, “Epiphany” 176 r, “Entering Jerusalem” 177 r, 
and “Transfiguration” 179 r. 

As it is clear from the above list, the Gospel scenes in the man-
uscript are given neither in the sequence of Twelve Holidays, nor ac-
cording to the liturgical calendar. Perhaps we should assume that the 
miniatures have been lost over the times and only the above-mentioned 
scenes survived; since the evangelical cycle of miniatures starts with the 
“Annunciation”, it is likely that the miniatures should have been exactly 
in the sequence of twelve holidays.

Of interest is also the iconography. It is traditional, similar to the 
one seen in the illustrations of the Gospel. However, there are some 
exceptions. In the composition of “Harrowing of Hell”, Christ stands 
in the center, leading Adam and Eve out of hell and an angel is lying 
over the black cave, perhaps as a sign of victory over hell. Bible kings 
are standing to the right.
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If we look at the Tetrosani Psalm and compare it with Jrutcha’s 
Psalm, we will see the difference. There are almost no Gospel scenes of 
our interest except for one composition - “Crucifixion”. Some might con-
sider that the artist used common iconographic motives. At first glance, 
it might be true, but if the background in Jrutchi psalm is golden, the 
one of Tetrosani Psalm is blue, hence leaving the different impression.

Despite the fact that the colour pigments have flaked off, the minia-
tures of Jrutchi psalms leave the most vigorous impressions. It is evident 
that they belong to the psalms of aristocratic group.

Thus, the study has shown that the seven Gospel miniatures, includ-
ed in the text of the Jrutchi psalm, should be related the miniatures 
of the psalms.
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THE DATE OF THE VANI GOSPEL BOOK

The Georgian manuscript from the Georgian National Centre of 
Manuscripts, A-1335, known as the Vani Gospel Book, was evidently 
decorated by a Greek-speaking artist or artists, since some of its figural 
miniatures (ff.1v, 3v-4v) are labelled in Greek and one of its colophons 
(f.272v) is written in Greek, too. A Georgian colophon on f.272v states 
that the manuscript was copied in Constantinople and that its scribe 
John prayed for Queen Tamar (r.1184-1213). This note has secured the 
Vani Gospels an important place in the history of Byzantine book illu-
mination, as the sole surviving example of Constantinopolitan miniature 
painting from the last decades before the Crusader conquest of 1204 AD. 
Its figural miniatures and ornament do indeed find very close parallels 
in Greek manuscripts, but when datable, such parallels come exclusively 
from the second quarter of the twelfth century: e.g., Mt Athos, Dionys-
iou 8, a New Testament copied in AD 1133 and Mt. Sinai, Greek MS 
339, a collection of homilies by St Gregory of Nazianzus produced circa 
1142 AD. The only possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the 
Georgian note on f.272v was added a few centuries after the copying of 
the Vani Gospel Book and thus provides no reliable evidence of its date 
of production: the type of mkhedruli script in which this note is written 
is completely unusual for the high Middle Ages; the hand and ink in it 
differ noticeably from those in the Vani Gospels’ main text and in its 
other Georgian colophon (f.266v). Since this latter colophon, which is 
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undoubtedly original to the manuscript, does not mention Queen Tamar, 
the Vani Gospel book must be dated, on the basis of the style of its 
miniatures, to the 1130s or 1140s.
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THE GEORGIAN MONASTIC PRESENCE ON MOUNT 
ATHOS FROM 960 TO 1513 – PROSOPOGRAPHY BASED 

ON THE GREEK DOCUMENTARY SOURCES

The first Georgian aristocrat, who retired to Mount Athos in the 
960s, was John Tornikios, a vassal of the Georgian ruler David of Tao 
(Tayk). Regardless that he was already a monk, after 971 he left Athos 
in order to serve the Emperor Basil II as a diplomat and general. In 
984 the founder of the Megiste Lavra, St. Athanasios the Athonite, ced-
ed to John the Iberian, superior of the then recently founded Athonite 
monastery of Iviron, an imperial chrysobull which authorized the latter 
to pay no taxes for the goods transported with the ship of Iviron. John’s 
lay name was Aboulherit, he was born in the small Georgian principality 
of Tao-Klarjeti and belonged to the high Georgian aristocracy. The next 
superior of Iviron, Euthymios (1005-1019) was son of John the Iberian. 
He arrived on Athos in 963-969 together with his father and soon started 
translating Greek monastic texts into Georgian, namely the works of St. 
Basil of Caesaria. It was him who translated into Greek the Georgian 
Balavariani novel, a strongly Christianized adaptation of the Arabic Kitab 
Bilawhar wa-Yadasaf. This translation of his marked the beginning of the 
long literary history of the Greek and later Latin Barlaam and Ioasaph 
romance, which tradition formally ascribes to St. John Damascene. An 
inscription preserved in Iviron’s katholikon connects the splendid deco-
ration of this church with a monk named George the Iberian. During 
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the 11th century at least three superiors of Iviron bore this name, but 
it was the first of them, a nephew of John the Iberian, who had embe-
lished the monastery’s katholikon. He had received special honours from 
Romanos III Argyros, but in 1029 was accused of having supported a 
conspiracy in favour of the Duke of Thessalonica, Constantine Diogenes. 
For this reason he was deposed and exiled in the monastery of Mono-
bata outside Athos, where he finally died. The next abbot of Iviron was 
George the Hagioreites (1044-1056) whose parents belonged to the Geor-
gian aristocratic clan of Samtskhe. After 1022 he lived for twelve years 
in Constantinople, where he obtained an exceptional education studying 
ancient and Christian philosophers. This enabled him to continue the 
translations started by Euthymios. In 1056 he abandoned Iviron and was 
granted by the Emperor Michael VI the monastery of St. Symeon in 
the vicinity of Antioch. After 1056 abbot of Iviron became a certain 
Arsenios (1056-1059), whose lay name was Pharsman. The Synodikon of 
Iviron commemorates him as having spent large sums from his person-
al fortune for the embelishment of the monastery. The same document 
also mentions that in 1062-1064 a Georgian aristocrat named Liparites 
visited Iviron bequeathing to the church 100 nomismata and other 96 
to its Georgian monks, who were then around 300. The next superi-
or of Iviron, George Oltisari, received his office prior to 1065 with an 
imperial decree of Constantine X. From 1085 to 1104 abbot of Iviron 
was John Boukaisdze, who constructed a major defensive tower within 
the monastery’s fortified enclosure. In 1090, the Georgian kouropalates, 
Symbatios Pakourianos, declared in his testament that he desired to be 
buried in Iviron and authorized his wife, Kale, to make the appropriate 
arrangements with the Iberian monks living on Mount Athos. After 1394 
abbot of Iviron was a metropolitan named Makarios, who belonged to 
the church hierarchy of Iberia and not to that of Byzantium. He appears 
in two acts of the Emperor Manuel II and the Patriarch Antony IV, 
issued in 1394, and left the monastery after some troubles in 1404. In 
a document of 1513, preserved in the monastery of Zographou, there is 
an intriguing cryptographic signature, which in 1907 E. Kurtz and W. 
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Regel described it as signature iberiénne. Assuming that the signature was 
written in Georgian, in 2010 we contacted the University of Tbilisi and 
asked our Georgian colleagues for help. Their answer was surprising but 
absolutely clear: the signature was not written in Georgian and was not 
based on any of the known mediaeval Georgian scripts – Asomtavruli, 
Nuskhuri, or Mkhedruli. The cryptographic signature has evidently no 
connection with the monastery of Iviron, whose representative, a certain 
Sabbas, has signed the act in Greek. It is a mystery why the composer 
of this late document tried to create something that could be interpreted 
as a Georgian signature.
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MEDIEVAL ENAMELS IN TRANSCAUCAISA:  
LOCAL OR IMPORTED?

A large number of Mediaeval enamelled plaques on precious metal 
objects have survived over the centuries on the territory of present-day 
Georgia, and most are now housed in the Georgian State Museum of 
Fine Arts in Tbilisi. These enamels constitute a remarkably rich and 
varied collection of artefacts, which range from plaques of middle-range 
standard of execution to examples of exceptionally sophisticated work-
manship usually found in gold and silver-gilt objects associated with the 
Byzantine imperial court. However, any scholar who barely scratches 
the surface of past literature on Georgian art is immediately faced with 
considerable controversy surrounding these enamels, which mostly arises 
from formidable problems related to the authenticity, date and prove-
nance of the artefacts in question. This paper proposes to re-assess the 
various issues pertaining to the region of manufacture of the enamels 
from the Georgian collection, and to suggest possible routes for tack-
ling the problems of provenance, particularly in the context of import 
from Byzantine manufacturing centres versus local manufacture within 
the Mediaeval principalities in Transcaucasia.
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MEDIEVAL GEORGIAN TRADITION OF THE 
MARTYRDOM OF PHILOTHEUS 

(IN HONOUR OF KORNELI KEKELIDZE’S  
PUBLICATION OF 1960)

More than fifty years have passed since Korneli Kekelidze’s publication1 
of the Georgian text of the Martyrdom of St. Philotheus of Antioch from the 
collection of the Patriarchal library of Jerusalem.2 The Georgian version of 
the Martyrdom of Philotheus is somewhat unique as there are no other man-
uscripts or versions of this text in Georgian hagiography, apart from two can-
ons in honour of St. Philotheus preserved in four different manuscripts.3 In 
the accompanying article K. Kekelidze discussed the problem of relationship 
between the Georgian and Coptic versions of the text. This problem has not 
been fully solved so far.

K. Kekelidze suggested that it was translated into Georgian directly from 
the Coptic. In 1976 this hypothesis was challenged by M. van Esbroeck, who 
insisted that even though some phrases and whole episodes in the Georgian 
text coincide verbatim with the Coptic version, direct translation could hardly 

1 K. Kekelidze,Fileteosis Martviloba [Fileteosis martviloba] in etiudebi Zveliqartuli litera-
turisis toriidan[Etiudebi dzveli kartuli literaturis istoriidan], v. 6 (Tbilisi, 1960), pp.81–102.
2 R.P. Blake, Catalogue des manuscrits géorgiens de la Bibliothèque patriarcale à Jérusalem I 
(Paris, 1924-1926),p.52-53.
3 Kekelidze, op.cit., pp.98–102; N.I. Marr [Н.Я. Марр], Описание грузинских рукописей 
Синайского Монастыря (Москва, 1940), pp.100, 136; G. Garitte, ‘Le ménée géorgien de 
Dumbarton Oaks’, in Le Muséon 77 (1964), pp.29-64.
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be possible. He suggested a now lost Greek original of this legend, probably 
of Palestinian provenance. Until recently van Esbroeck’s theory seemed to 
be the most convincing; in any case, the lack of verifiable data prevented 
scholars from identifying with any certainty the language, place or date of 
the composition of the source text. However, recent publications of the litur-
gical collections from Sinai shed new light on the possible provenance of the 
Martyrdom of Philotheus. This paper will discuss the relationship between 
the Coptic and Georgian versions of the Martyrdom of Philotheus in the light 
of this evidence and the possibilities of re-dating of the existing versions. 
The second part of the paper will examine the hymnographic tradition of St. 
Philotheus in Georgian and Coptic and difference in the development of his 
cult in medieval Egypt and Georgia.
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CONCERNING THE FIRST SVETITSKHOVELI  
OF MTSKHETA

In 1968-72, restoration and conservation of Svetitskhoveli Church in 
Mtskehta was carried out by the prominent restorer and researcher Prof. 
Vakhtang Tsintsadze. The work was supervised by Academician Giorgi Chu-
binashvili (I also participated in the activities). Simultaneously, archaeologi-
cal excavations within the church were conducted.

Near the south gate of the church, in the very place indicated in his-
torical sources, remnants of the first Svetitskhoveli Church, constructed by 
St. Nino’s and St. King Mirian, were discovered (The date was confirmed 
by archeomagnetic analysis). Vakhtang Tsintsadze published a special study 
dedicated to the church (see: Kartuli khelovneba, works of G. Chubinashvili 
Institute of History of Georgian Art, #9, 1987). Description of the building, 
its measurements and plausible reconstruction were presented against the 
background of history, drawing parallels to Asia Minor and Europe. But the 
closest parallel of the edifice is immediately here in Uplistsikhe, Georgia (It 
was only later that I realized this).

According to the sources, King Mirian, inspired by the theophany on the 
Mount of Tkhoti, began construction of the Christian edifice immediately 
after the event. It infers that he was ready for this. King Mirian was aware 
that the Christianity was an official religion in Roman Empire. He saw the 
important benefits that Christianity would bring to his nation, to his country 
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and to him personally. He was also aware that the Christians in other places 
used Basilica structure of the pagan times for building their own churches. 
But he had already chosen the reference point – Uplistsikhe.

Since the IV century BC Uplistsikhe was a Temple town, Chapel of the 
Sun and Fire. Strength and influence of the latter deities wasn’t affected by 
the idolatry established later on.

General architectural design and structure of Uplistsikhe is unique – it 
has no parallels beyond Georgia (see my monograph and some forty articles). 
King Mirian, the demolisher of idols, borrowed a simplified scheme for his 
first Christian church from architecture of Uplistikhe. With St. Nino’s assis-
tance, he built a small wooden “House of God” in the royal garden, in the 
“kingdom of Heaven”; and “The Sun of Truth – Christ” had spread through-
out the country.

According to the ground plans, both Svetitskhoveli Church and temples 
of Uplistsikhe are composed of two parts. One of them is bigger – it is a 
large hall, and the second one is narrower – a long building composed of 
three parts, connected with the main hall by stairs. Upper parts and arches of 
Uplistsikhe temples are preserved in their original forms. Therefore, compar-
ison between the Svetitskhoveli Church and Uplistsikhe temples is quite fea-
sible. The first hall in Uplistsikhe is an open-air structure: it lacks the roofing. 
The first hall could not have been roofed. It is also impossible that the analo-
gous hall of Svetitskhoveli was ever roofed: 1) There are no traces of cavities 
for holding roof beams, and 2) if roofed, it would have blocked the “fiery” 
pillar (V. Tsintsadze considered that the hall had a roof). The second hall for 
both monuments is the principal one, both functionally and artistically. In 
Uplistsikhe it was opened with solemn vaulted portico towards the first hall, 
and in front of it stood a sacrificial altar (similar to images found on silver 
plates from Bori and Armaziskhevi, and altars of the Gate Temple of Vani). 
To underline the importance of the Svetitskhoveli hall, its floor was tiled with 
glazed bricks (plinth bricks). The remnants of the edifice walls, including the 
vault support, as well as six pits for wooden posts were found in the center 
of the floor. The base of the seventh, the wonder-working pillar was found on 
the platform of the stairs.  
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Some more issues could have been added to the above-mentioned paral-
lels, but I consider that the presented material is sufficient to draw the conclu-
sion that the first Svetitskhoveli Church built by St. King Mirian and St. Nino 
imitated the structure of Uplistikhe temple. 

In 2006, the floor in Svetitskhoveli Church was removed and the rem-
nants of the first church, earlier viewed through glass tiles, were buried into 
concrete.
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ON CHRONOLOGY OF ACTIVITIES OF METROPOLITAN 
MIKHAIL AT DIFFERENT BISHOPRIC SEES  

(XVIII-XIX CENTURIES)

According to historical documents, activities of Metropolitan Mikhail 
lasted from 1770s to 1810s. He exercised his power at the Sees of three Bish-
oprics of Georgian Orthodox Church: of Tbilisi, Samtavisi and Ninotsminda. 
Chronology of his rule in each of these Bishoprics should be found out.

According to the sources, in the period from 1741 to 1752, the See of 
Tbilisi was ruled by Atanase Amilakhvari. Earlier he was the Bishop of Sam-
tavisi and further – the bishop of Mrovi. In 1752, kings Teimuraz and Er-
ekle sent Metropolitan Atanase to Russia as an ambassador, and the latter left 
Christephore Tumanishvili of Mrovi in his place.

Christephore ruled the parish of Tbilisi in the period from 1752 to 1770. 
In the National Archives of Georgia there are preserved numerous documents 
issued in 1771 dealing with the funeral service of Christephore of Tbilisi or-
dered by King Erekle. Thus, in 1771 Christephore Tbileli was already dead. 
In the same 1771, Metropolitan Mikhail accepted the See of Tbilisi.

According to the document of 1771, in case of absence Catholicos Anton 
I in the country, powers of supervision of the church issues were delegated to 
three priests including “His Grace Metropolitan of Tbilisi Mikhail”. Mikhail 
of Tbilisi is mentioned in the documents of 1774, 1775, 1777, 1778, etc.

Supposedly, Mikhail was the Bishop of Tbilisi till 1780. From 1781 to 
1800 the documents mention Germane as the Bishop of Tbilisi. In 1769-1781 
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Germane was Archimandrite of Davit-Gareji Monastery. Germane Tbileli, 
a student and associate of St. Ioane of Manglisi, was an outstanding church 
leader.

Historical documents do not specify the place of activities of Metropoli-
tan Mikhail in 1780-1790. Apparently, from 1787 to 1789 the Samtavisi See 
was ruled by Julius (former Bishop of Nikozi). Later on, he had accepted 
the See of Urbnisi. One of the historical documents states that in 1790, by 
decision of the king and Catholicos, Samtavisi See was entrusted to Mikhail. 
His rule commenced with confrontation with Otar Amilakhvari, (The same 
happened in the case of his predecessor Julius, the Bishop of Samtavisi).

In the Deeds of the following period, Mikhail is not mentioned as Bishop 
of Samtavisi. Supposedly, he did not stay in Samtavisi for a long time: in the 
documents of 1790s, Gervasi Machavariani is mentioned as the Bishop of 
Samtavisi.

Historical documents suggest Mikhail accepted the See of Ninotsminda 
in 1796. Mikhail, the Bishop of Ninotsminda is mentioned in the documents 
of 1796, 1797, 1798, 1799 and 1800.

Together with other clergymen, Mikhail, the Metropolitan of Ninotsmin-
da and Sagarejo, and Stephane, the Archbishop of Rustavi and Matrkopi, in 
1802 signed a “Letter of the Clergymen of Kartli and Kakheti to the Emperor 
of Russia”.  

The documents dated to 1803, 1806, 1807, 1808 mention the Metropol-
itan of Ninotsminda and Archbishop of Rustavi Stephane (Jorjadze). He had 
commissioned the work of the famous Georgian clergyman and calligraphist 
Gabriel Mtsire. The texts copied by the latter are accompanied by comments 
and testaments of Stephane of Ninotsminda and Rustavi. 

Stephane was the last bishop of Ninotsminda and Rustavi: he ruled till 
1811, when the Russian government abolished Bishopric Sees in Georgia.

Thus, in 1771-1780, Mikhail was Metropolitan of Tbilisi. In 1790, he 
became the Metropolitan of Samtavisi, and in 1796-1802, he ruled the Sea of 
Ninotsminda. Additional studies accomplished by me, necessitated revision 
of the dates suggested earlier 
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EARLY BYZANTINE AND BYZANTINE COLLECTIONS

1. Collection is a manuscript, which contains compositions of different 
authors and genres of church literature. Existence of Georgian church litera-
ture as early as in the V century is corroborated by the account found in the 
text of hagiographic work “Martyrdom of St. Shushanik”. The collections 
which came down to us (IX-XI centuries) prove that their variety and de-
velopment was influenced by requirements of different epochs, political and 
religion orientation of our country and corresponding political situation. The 
existing Georgian manuscript tradition includes Early Byzantine and Byzan-
tine collections.

2. In the beginning of the IX century, the process for unification of the 
country started in historical province of Tao-Klarjeti. After 980s, political uni-
fication of feudal Georgia turned into a realistic idea. The Byzantine Empire 
and its capital Constantinople, to the south-west of the Georgian land, already 
was the most influential Christian center, the “Second Jerusalem”. It is clear 
that the significant processes going under way had impact on political course 
and thinking of our country. Political innovations were reflected in those lit-
erary works which came down to us. The monks who carried out activities 
in the literary schools of Tao-Klarjeti felt the necessity for innovations. They 
started to collect original and translated religious and secular Georgian texts 
and on their bases they created new collections, enriching them with new ma-
terials. In the X-XI centuries, the creation of Early Byzantine collections was 
conditioned by the main goal to expand public consciousness with assistance 
of Georgian manuscripts. In accordance with the requirements of a new ep-
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och, Tropologion (“Iadgari”) of Mikael Modrekili (S-425), the hymnographic 
collection which comprises both original and translated Georgian chants, was 
created in Tao-Klarjeti. Here was also produced the most significant manu-
script of encyclopedic character “Shatberdi Collection”, texts of which are 
the oldest samples of theological and secular writing.

3. After foundation of the Iveron Monastery in 980s, the event that had 
brought together the Georgian monks on Mount Athos, the Georgian Royal 
Court showed the ambition to have the best samples of religious literature 
from entire Christendom in Georgian translation. After taking into consid-
eration Georgian political and cultural interests, the monks Iovane the Geor-
gian, Euthymius and Iovane, the former Tornike (also known as John Torni-
kios), choose religious texts that were to be translated. Their major goal was 
to translate Greek church literature into Georgian, enhancing the Georgian 
literature up to the level of the Greek one. This was the significant stage for 
strengthening ties between Georgia and Constantinople, the Byzantine Em-
pire. It was in the Iveron Monastery that the production of best collections 
of Byzantine period was started. One of the largest collections translated by 
Euthymius the Athonite was John Chrysostom’s “Interpretation of the Gospel 
according to St. Matthew” and “Dialogues”.

4. In 1030s several very important collections were produced based on 
the translations made by Euthymius the Athonite. The initiators of the Col-
lection were Zakaria Swingelozi of Bana, Basily Malushisdze, Isak of Ulum-
bo, Grigol the Hagiorite. Their goal was to protect Euthymius the Athonite’s 
translations from distortion.

5. Giorgi the Athonite has created a new stage in history of Georgian 
thinking. He translated the texts which were not available in Georgian trans-
lation before. Giorgi produced collections of newly translated texts from 
Greek (Menaion, Great Sinaxarion, Parakleton, Big Breviary, Paul’s Epistles 
and Catholic, etc.). He translated homilies from the homiletic collections Ivir. 
Geo 39 (Cag. 79), XI c. and Ivir. Geo 49, XI c. Different texts were included 
in these two collections.

6. Early Byzantine and Byzantine collections together with other reli-
gious works clearly demonstrate the process of Georgian Christian thinking, 
which developed in line with the most significant trends of the time.
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MINIATURE “MOTHER OF GOD ON A THRONE WITH A 
CHILD” FROM GERTRUDE’S CODE: REINTERPRETATION 

OF ICONOGRAPHY

Until now, unsolved remains the origin of iconography of the miniature 
“Mother of God on a Throne with a Child” in the well-known Gertrude’s 
Code (Trirskiy Psalter, Egbert’s Psalter; the National Archaeological muse-
um in Chividale del Friuli, cod. CXXXVI). Most well-known researchers 
considered this miniature to be Pechersk Mother of God and bound it to the 
Kyiv Pechersk Monastery (Kyiv Caves Monastery). However, Gertrude’s 
Code was illuminated before the completion and sanctification of the Uspens-
ka church and the establishment of the cult of miraculous icon of Pechersk 
Mother of God.

Researchers have considered the iconography of Virgin on the Throne 
miniature from the Gertrude Psalter as a traditional Kyriotissa or Nikopea of 
Constantinople origin. The image is closely related to Princess Gertrude, the 
wife of Izyaslav Yaroslavych, Prince of Kyiv. She was a Polish Catholic and 
came to Kyivan Rus in 1043, long before the foundation of the Kyiv Pechersk 
Monastery. Similar image of the Enthroned Mother of God with Emmanuel 
could hypothetically be worshipped in Catholic countries and thus appeal to 
Gertrude upon her arrival in Kyiv. In such a way, the icon could have been 
brought to the Monastery on Gertrude’s request. Two monumental mosaic 
illustrations with similar rare iconography were found in Roman basilicas of 
Saint Praxedes dating back to the IX century (the aforementioned mosaic of 
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the Mother of God from the Saint Zeno Chapel dates back to the XI century) 
and The Papal Basilica of St. Paul outside the Walls, where The Enthroned 
Mother of God with Emmanuel mosaic had been created by Pietro Cavallini 
(1240-1330).

Thus, probably Gertrude ordered the similar image for the Dmytrivsky 
Cathedral (1062) of the Dmytrivsky Monastery founded by her husband 
Prince Izyaslav in 1051. That was a family monastery, and the princess felt 
at ease there. Besides, the cathedral had been in place for as long as Izyaslav 
and Gertrude ruled in Kyiv. By 1073, the year of the erection of the Dormi-
tion Church of Kyiv Pechersk Monastery, Prince Izyaslav and Gertrude had 
been exiled from Kyiv. They returned back for a short period (in 1077-1078) 
before Izyaslav’s death. There is some evidence of Gertrude’s further staying 
in Kyiv in 1085 – 1086, before the death of her son Yaropolk. There is no 
verified evidence as to further life of Gertrude in Kyiv, and hypotheses on the 
subject are controversial. The Dormition Cathedral of Kyiv Caves Monastery 
was rock cut in 1089. Thus, it is very unlikely that Gertrude ordered Pechersk 
icon for her personal prayer book in this period. Strong evidence suggests 
that the miniature from the Gertrude Psalter could have originated from the 
Roman prototype we have discovered. It is supposed that Gertrude donated 
the icon to Dmytrivsky and not to Kyiv Pechersk Monastery for the reason 
that the former one was her family monastery.
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THE CROSS EMBLEM IN GEORGIAN ART: ECHOES OF 
HISTORICAL EVENTS AND MEMORIES OF JERUSALEM

Numerous reliefs of crosses adorning church façades, icons, stelas, stone 
pillars, and more, can be seen on surviving monuments in Georgia. The Geor-
gian chronicles hold written evidence regarding the cross and related ritu-
als. Material evidence also exists,indicating that the veneration of the cross 
became a widespread practice in Georgia from the fourth century, when St. 
Nino erected her cross on a mountain overlooking the city of M’tskheta.

There was perhaps nothing more fundamental to medieval man than the 
Cross on which Christ had died. As a symbol, an image, and an object, it 
possessed an all-embracing symbolic significance. Until the mid-fourth cen-
tury, the cross had been considered in the Christian world as an instrument of 
torment, mostly due to its use by the Roman rulers as punishment and thus 
bearing negative connotations. The cross as an instrument of torture, howev-
er, was not its main association in the following centuries; rather, it became 
a symbol of Christ and a crucial instrument on God’s plan for the salvation 
of mankind.

The extensive use of crosses in art, starting with those in Jvari Church, 
and their significant contribution to the Christian iconography unique to 
Georgia, in itself demands special attention and a discussion on the signifi-
cance of the symbol in the context of Georgian church façade ornamentation. 
Such an individual Christological symbol, which over the course of many 
centuries continued to absorb various and flexible meanings, reflects the par-
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ticular human, social, and religious impacts of the society in which it func-
tions. The focus of this talk will be on the cross in a clypeus borne by two 
angels featuring on the timpamun of Jvari Church and on one of the stone 
pillars widespread throughout the country, as examples of the use of the cross 
emblem  during the fifth to sixth centuries, as part of a vast reperoire of the 
emblem, reflecting the impulse to feature crosses in art. 

My contention is that these church façades adorned with crosses present-
ed theological and philosophical meanings, potentially shaping the practice 
of rites and social behavior, as well as the religious perception that evolved 
in the early stages of Eastern Christianity. The use of the cross symbol as an 
artistic emblem should be analyzed through the prism of the events that had 
occurred in Jerusalem during the fourth century, which reflected on Georgian 
culture not only as part of the Christian world, but as an important link incon-
tributing to the general development of the symbol and its meaning through-
out the Christian world.
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THE VISUAL AND IDEOLOGICAL CONCEPT OF 
THE STELE OF DAVIT KUROPALATES AT OSHKI 
IN A CONTEXT OF THE GEORGIAN-BYZANTINE 
RELATIONSHIP IN THE SECOND HALF OF THE  

X CENTURY

In 2003, after dismantling a segment of the wall from the village mosque 
built within the church of St. John the Baptist at Oshki (963-973/76), the 
third set of sculpted donor images of the church were discovered carved on 
two large stone stelae. Today they are preserved in Erzurum Museum. The 
first stele presents Davit III Kuropalates in an Orans posture below the Virgin 
holding a child before her chest. On the second stele, Bagrat is depicted in 
the similar posture below St. John the Baptist. He is dressed in a fur garment. 
Except the donor images, the special interest evokes the fact that the front and 
lateral facets of both stelae are covered with several Georgian Asomtavruli 
inscriptions of diverse function (explanatory, building, memorial, etc). Traces 
of red paint are still visible covering them. The inscriptions were published 
by V. Silogava. However, the iconography of the stelae has not yet been the 
subject of special studies. 

Analysis of the semantic arrangement between the visual and verbal ev-
idence, offers a clue for deciphering a visual and ideological concept of Da-
vit’s stele at Oshki. The analysis also reveals its relation to the new concept of 
imperial rule developed during the reign of the Byzantine Emperor Nikepho-
ros Phokas (963-969). The tension between the hereditary model of rulership 
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of Macedonian Dynasty and military authority resulted in the rise of a new 
iconography which promoted the visual representation of a new concept of 
imperial rule. A characteristic element of the imperial political iconography 
was the convergence of art and war. 

Results of the analysis of the original iconography of Davit’s stele at 
Oshki in a context of the Georgian-Byzantine relationship during the second 
half of the X century allows to re-interpret the historical events, which in-
fluenced Georgian adaption of the new Byzantine iconography as well as to 
suggest a possible date of the stele.
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GEORGIAN CHURCHES AND MONASTERIES ABROAD, 
THEIR COURTYARDS AND ESTATES IN SHIDA KARTLI 

(LIAKHVI GORGE)

For centuries, the Georgian churches and monasteries abroad had their 
own estates in Georgia. Among the Georgian monastic centers abroad, a spe-
cial place was held by the Monastery of the Cross in Jerusalem, which drew 
great attention of both the Georgian Royal Court and of other feudal families. 
They donated immense material property to the spiritual centers founded by 
the Georgians. The Monastery of the Cross in Jerusalem had its own estates 
in Georgia. It owned many villages in different corners of the country. The 
obtained profit was spent for the needs of the Monastery. The Monastery of 
the Cross had its own land in Shida Kartli as well, particularly in the village of 
Dirbi. It was entirely the property of the Monastery. There was a residence of 
Jerusalem’s Archimandrite in Dirbi. The village of Tergvisi, which lies in Small 
Liakhvi Gorge, also belonged to the Georgian Monastery of the Cross. There 
is a charter issued by King Luarsab II of Kartli, which corroborates the fact 
that the village of Tergvisi was the property of the Monastery of the Cross. The 
possession of the Jerusalem Georgian Church in Tergvisi is confirmed by much 
earlier documents as well. The document issued in 1640 by Elise Tbileli relates 
that Elise, the Bishop of Tbilisi, who according to the document was a servant 
of the Christ`s tomb, settled Iotam Barlishvili in the village.

The Jerusalem Monastery of the Cross had also other estates in Shida 
Kartli. One of them was in environs of the village of Khviti (the village is 
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located in Big Liakhvi Gorge, near the village of Nikozi). According to the 
document issued in 1624, certain Daghladze donated the village of Khviti to 
Jerusalem.

The Monastery of the Cross had its estate in Nikozi as well. At the be-
ginning of the XVIII century, Prince Vakhtang renewed the donation of a 
vineyard and a husbandman to the Jerusalem Monastery of the Cross. The 
mentioned land had been earlier donated to the Monastery of the Cross by 
the Diasamidzes. Besides the documents, the relationship of the Jerusalem 
Monastery of the Cross with the village of Nikozi is also confirmed by epi-
graphic sources. From this point of view, the inscription on the Nikozi church 
bell-tower contains information worthy of attention: the “Cross Man” is men-
tioned in the inscription. It’s likely, that the obligation of the “Cross Man” 
was to oversee the lands of the Monastery in Nikozi and nearby territories. 
In the XV century, the “Cross Man” was appointed by Daniel, the Bishop of 
Nikozi and the Father Superior of the Monastery of the Cross. 

The estates In the Liakhvi Gorge were owned not only by the Monastery 
of the Cross, but by the Saint Catherine Monastery in Sinai as well. The mon-
astery had its courtyard in Georgia, particularly in Tbilisi. The Sinai Mon-
astery, which in the Middle Ages was one of the largest centers of Orthodox 
Christian Church, had an active centuries old relationship with Georgia. Sinai 
Monastery had a courtyard in Tbilisi, though its possessions in Georgia were 
not limited only to it. The Sinai Monastery owned the village of Meghvrekisi 
in Big Liakhvi Gorge. This is corroborated by the XVII century document, 
which mentions the visit of the Sinai Archbishop Anania to Georgia. As it 
is related in the document, the lands of the Sinai Monastery in Meghvre-
kisi were once sold without the Monastery`s permission. King Vakhtang V 
Shahnavaz redeemed the lands for the Monastery on Anania`s request. 

The possession of the Sinai Monastery in the village of Meghvrekisi is 
confirmed by other documents as well. In the list of the serfs of Svetitskhov-
eli Church and of the Catholicos, which was compiled in 1720 during the 
reign of King Vakhtang VI, “twelve of the Holy Mountain in Meghvrekisi” 
is mentioned. In our opinion, the word the “Holy Mountain” should refer to 
Saint Catherine Monastery in Sinai. Donations to Sinai Monastery are men-
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tioned in other Georgian written sources as well. King David IV the Builder 
sent church utensils to St. George Church, which was built on his commission 
in the territory of the Saint Catherine Monastery in Sinai. The testaments 
supplied to two Sinai manuscripts corroborate the above fact. One of these 
manuscripts, namely the Aprakos, has a testament written by King David IV 
in Mkhedruli script. The testament tells us about sending of a manuscript to 
the Sinai Mountain: “I, David, the worst of all the Christian serfs, sent this 
manuscript to the Mount Sinai. Those who use the manuscript, say a prayer 
for me”. 

Serfs of the Sinai Monastery living in the village of Meghvrekisi are 
mentioned in the census book of the Big Liakhvi Gorge villages compiled 
in the second half of the XVII century. The representative of the Saint Cath-
erine Monastery in Georgia administered its courtyard in Tbilisi and estates 
in Meghvrekisi. His title was the Archimandrite of Meghvrekisi. In the be-
ginning of the XX century, the courtyard of the Sinai Saint Catherine Mon-
astery in Tbilisi was in deplorable condition. In the explanatory note of Ar-
chimandrite Ampilok, written in 1910, it is evident that the fire destroyed all 
the constructions of the courtyard of the Sinai Monastery. Only the church 
survived. The Sinai Monastery council had to sell all the existing property in 
Meghvrekisi in order to raise funds to restore the courtyard. 

Petritsoni Monastery, one of the Georgian monasteries abroad, owned 
the village of Ergneti in Big Liakhvi Gorge. T. Meskhi paid attention to the 
content of the text copied from one of the manuscripts of Petritsoni Monas-
tery. It is the Greek translation of an inscription in Georgian that was execut-
ed on the icon of the Mother of God dated to 1310. The inscription mentions 
the painters of the icon, two brothers Egnate and Atanase, who donated vast 
stretches of land in Karaleti, Lilo and Ergneti, including two vineyards in the 
village of Ergneti, to Petritsoni Monastery.

The Athos Monastery also had its courtyard in Small Liakhvi Gorge. It 
is known from the document of 1779 that the Vatopedi Monastery on Mount 
Athos had a courtyard and it was St. George Kashueti Church, which was lo-
cated in the Potrisi Gorge (one of the tributaries of the Small Liakhvi River). 
The flooded river destroyed the church and the Queen of Kartli Mariam (the 
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wife of King Rostom) built another church on the other side of the river Small 
Liakhvi. The Kashueti Church of Saint George is a small single nave church. 
It was surrounded by the defensive wall. The church is situated in 1.5km from 
the village of Beloti, in the eastern part of the village. It is in deplorable state 
and unfortunately it lies on the Georgian territory now occupied by Russia.
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HAGIOGRAPHER AND HYMNOGRAPHER AS 
A SPIRITUAL LEADER OF THE GEORGIAN NATION 

In the aftermath of conversion to Christianity, original theological and 
literary compositions have been created in Georgia. Their authors, namely 
hagiographers, writers of homiletic compositions and hymnographers were 
the religious and socio-political leaders, as well as outstanding cultural fig-
ures and scholars. Their spiritual heritage had a goal to shape political and 
cultural identity, to represent the spiritual world of a human being and soci-
ety, and to perfect morality. Modern society will never see challenge to assess 
the place of cultural values without knowing her past experience. Therefore, 
the rise of Christian culture was an event of great importance, since the Chris-
tianity is a humane religion whose mission is to regulate the spiritual life. The 
objective of the leaders was to develop the nation and country spiritually and 
to raise the morality. Hagiography, hymnography and homiletics belong to 
the sphere of theological literature which had directly pertained and still per-
tains to parish life, influencing it positively. The society which was oriented 
on spiritual values, on the one hand, always listened to a writer, and accepted 
his guidance, and on the other hand, made demands associated with vital 
problems. From this point of view, the role of the Georgian Orthodox Church 
and her leaders was always important. God has placed on them the mission 
of leaders and educators. 

Objective of my paper is to show the role of an author of hagiographic 
and hymnographic compositions in spiritual, social, political and ideological 
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fields of cultural education, and in moral perfection of an individual, thus 
defining the place of writer in social life and human relations in ancient Geor-
gia. From this point of view, the Georgian hagiography and hymnography, 
which stands apart from the Byzantine ones, is of special note. Rising of the 
problems of national significance in the compositions by Priest Iakob, author 
of the narrative about Martyrdom of Saint Evstati of Mtskheta, Ioane Saban-
isdze, Giorgi Merchule, Ioane-Zosime, Giorgi Mtatsmindeli, Giorgi Mtsire, 
Nikoloz Gulaberisdze, Arsen Bulmaisimisdze, introduce these authors as 
spiritual leaders and moral compass of the Georgian nation. 

In most cases, the authors of hagiographic narratives were eyewitness-
es of the events they described; therefore they felt the pulse of the age and 
showed their own national standpoint sometimes openly, sometimes secretly. 
Author of the “Martyrdom of St. Shushanik” assessed the apostasy of the 
Pitiakhsh of Kvemo Kartli as a harbinger of big national misfortune and 
condemned Varsken’s religious and political orientation. Martyrdom of St. 
Shushanik on the order of Varsken was not the private case. St. Shushanik’s 
services before the Georgian nation and Christian faith were correctly and 
multilaterally assessed by Priest Iakob. That was the most critical period of 
Georgia’s history, and the motherland and faith were understood as equiva-
lent concepts. That’s why St. Shushanik’s strive for faith, dedication to and 
sacrifice for it was understood as protection of interests of the country and na-
tion. By composing “St. Shushanik’s Martyrdom”, the Priest Iakob attempted 
to awake the contemporary society from sleep and set a moral example of St. 
Shushanik to be followed by all. 

National and religious ideals found in Ioane Sabanisdze’s “Martyrdom 
of St. Abo” are particularly valuable, since a deal was needed to throw off the 
Arab yoke of oppression in Georgia. The paths of Catholicos Samoel, Iovane 
Sabanisdze and St. Abo crossed over each other. Samoel, the Catholicos of 
Kartli, on whose instruction the Martyrdom of St. Abo was written, and Io-
vane Sabanisdze who executed the task, were designated as spiritual leaders 
of the nation, doing their best to preserve knowledge for future generations 
about contribution of the martyrs to the faith and to the Georgian nation. 
Theological, ideological, political and artistic sides of the composition define 
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Iovane Sabanisdze as a writer and spiritual leader of the nation. This includes 
the following but few to mention: 1.To show the values of Christian faith in 
general and to prove its advantage over other religions in steadfastness in the 
faith and intellectual capabilities. 2. To show positive and negative features 
of the Georgian nation. This can be perceived as an attempt of finding the 
place for Georgia in the world cultural heritage. The issue was raised in the 
composition as an attempt to define national self-knowledge and self-con-
sciousness. 3. Revival of a person, his spiritual growth and finding the truth 
by overcoming barriers. In this regard, of special importance is the path lead-
ing a man to sainthood.

From this point of view we have to discuss position of the authors of 
“Vita”, merged with purposefulness and world-outlook of their personages. 
Thanks to Giorgi Merchule we are aware of services of monks from  Klar-
jeti monasteries before the Georgian state and Christian religion. The key 
figure in these activities was St. Grigol of Khantsta. Monasteries founded by 
him, typikon and Iadgari (Tropologion) compiled by him had been crucial to 
making new Kartli, while the author’s thesis about indivisibility of the moth-
erland, language and religion, made him the spiritual leader of the nation. 
When defining significance of “The Life of St. Illarion the Georgian”, one 
should take into consideration the idea of the Theotokos being the Patron of 
Georgia, for the first time put forward by the author. This messianic idea had 
an ideological importance. Since then, the idea obtained a conceptual mission 
for the Georgian nation and this was reflected in literature. The role of the 
both authors as spiritual leaders of the nation was as follows: they strength-
ened power of the above messianic idea and revived interest of the Georgian 
nation to self-knowledge and self-consciousness. 

From this point of view, very important is the role of the “Conversion of 
Kartli” in revival of the national ideology that was achieved by considering 
the Georgian Church as Apostolic institution, narrating the story about con-
version of Kartli by St. Nino and arrival of the tunic of Jesus Christ in Geor-
gia. All this necessitated recognition of the divine origin of the Georgian lan-
guage. As a result, the “Praise and Glorification of the Georgian Language” 
was written by Ioane Zosime.
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The spiritual mission of a writer acquired a special function in literary 
works of Sts Eptvime and Giorgi Mtatsmindelis, representatives of the Theo-
logical and Literature School on Mount Athos. It was Giorgi Mtatsmindeli 
who got actively involved in discussions between the Greeks and Georgians 
concerning religious issues, including the one concerning autocephaly of the 
Georgian Church. In 1057, he defended independence of the Georgian Church 
before the hierarchs of Antioch. St. Giorgi’s polemics with the Patriarch of 
Antioch reveals not only his immense knowledge and spiritual firmness, but 
also his ability to strive for ideological and state independence. The monk of 
the Iviron Monastery spread a word about the Georgian Church being an ap-
ostolic one, and proved that it was independent in a course of centuries. Later 
on, a special mission was put on St. Ephrem Mtsire from the Black Mountain, 
who continued St. Giorgi Mtatsmindeli’s way: he identified foreign sources 
in support of independence of the Georgian Church. 

Catholicoi Nikoloz Gulaberisdze and Arsen Bulmaisimisdze entered the 
path established by their predecessor hymnographers, suggesting new con-
cepts about Holy religious symbols of the Georgian nation.  

The parish listened to Georgian preaching and chanting in the church. 
Lives and acts of the Georgian saints were considered the benchmarks in 
their lives. Both the personages and writers acted with general purpose: to 
strengthen and perfect the nation. The religious leader had a mission to reg-
ulate relations between the society members. With his experience, he was 
the leader of the state and nation in moral and spiritual issues. In a course of 
centuries, representatives of non-religious literature acted in the same way.

After presenting the above considerations, an explanation is sought for 
the following: why did the mission of a writer change in modern life, espe-
cially in 1990s and XXI century? What was the reason for losing the func-
tion? This is the painful issue, because development of the morally upright 
society has always been and will always remain the topical problem of every 
nation and state.
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SYNODIKA OF IVIRON MONASTERY OF MOUNT ATHOS 
AS THE SOURCE FOR ECONOMIC HISTORY  

OF FEUDAL GEORGIA

Comprehensive research of different issues of economic history of feu-
dal Georgia is still needed. One of the issues of this kind is the prices. They 
define many aspects of life in contemporary period. This particular problem 
is almost unstudied. Sources for the study of this problem are lacking. How-
ever, accounts about the prices in the X century are still preserved, assisting 
us to reconstruct the general picture. Synodika of Iviron Monastery on Mount 
Athos are one of the most important Georgian written sources for the study of 
prices in Feudal Georgia. As Academician Niko Berdzenishvili has pointed 
out, “The synodika are important not only for the study of history of Iviron 
Monastery, but they also preserve a lot of information concerning history of 
cultural, political and economic life of Georgia. They contain accounts about 
the prices on commodity, denominations of coins, their values, etc.” Despite 
this, the scholar considered that the use of these accounts was hampered by 
the fact that a certain number of agapes from the synodika lacked date. He 
devoted a lengthy publication to the problem. Nowadays, we have no prob-
lem of this kind as there already exist significant works devoted to the syn-
odika (E. Metreveli, Studies on the History of Cultural-Educational Center 
of Athos. Tbilisi, 1996; E. Metreveli, Synodikon of Georgian Monastery on 
Mount Athos. Tbilisi, 1998; N. Berdzenishvili, Synodika of Iveron Monas-
tery of Mount Athos. Prepared for publication by M. Berdznishvili and D. 
Megreladze. Tbilisi, 2007, etc.).
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Data on prices of different commodity can be found in Synodika of 
Athos. We can provide some examples: In the times of high prices, the price 
of “a modus of wheat was one drahkan”; Queen Tamar donated “two large 
garbs from gold cloth, each of them worth of more than 20 drahkans”; Ni-
koloz who was brought up by Svimon Chkondideli “donated … yoke of bulls 
bought for 7 hyperpyrons to the church”; “gave a foal of donkey bought for 
15 hyperpyrons to our church”; Proedros Lulu “gave one mule to the church 
and we have sold it for 17 hyperpyrons”; “two crosses worth of 180 billon 
tracheas (called dimitrats in Georgian)”…

Except for the commodity prices, Synodika of Athos include accounts 
concerning expenditures for economic activities. For example, the construc-
tion of a church roof was worth of 150 drahkans etc.

Synodika have also preserved information about the economic welfare of 
people (upper classes). According to the historical sources, it is established 
that an average donation to Iviron Monastery was worth around 100-200 
Byzantine gold coins.

Acad. Ivane Javakhishvili was among the first scholars who started to use 
synodoka of Iviron Monastery as a source for the study of economic history 
of Georgia. Unpublished material which is preserved in Korneli Kekelidze 
Georgian National Center of Manuscripts includes extracts from synodika of 
Iviron Monastery of Mount Athos concerning the prices, though the scholar 
has not conducted a special study on the issue. Information about unpub-
lished materials from Ivane Javakhishvili’s archive will be presented. 

Detailed analysis of the prices preserved in synodika of Iviron Monastery 
on Mount Athos will be presented: prices on different kinds of commodity 
will be defined; precise weights of certain denominations (dimitrat, hyperpy-
ron, ducate etc.) will be established and compared with contemporary histori-
cal accounts of that period (e. g. with Charter of the Bishop of Nikortsminda).

It is also essential to tell which information concerns the prices in Medi-
eval Georgia and which one is associated with the Byzantine reality.

This work was supported by Shota Rustaveli National Science Founda-
tion (SRNSF). Grant № YS-2016-92. “Prices in Feudal Georgia”.
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SYRIAC CHRISTIANITY EAST OF THE PAMIRS:  
ON SOME NEW FINDS AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE FOR 

THE UNDERSTANDING OF EURASIAN CHRISTIANITY

The history of Syriac Christianity in China and the surrounding areas, a 
form of Christianity that developed under cultural circumstances differing in 
many ways from other forms of Christianity, is of crucial importance for our 
understanding of the development of Eastern Christianity, as well as of Chris-
tianity as a whole. While the study of the history Syriac Christianity in China 
is a discipline that has a long tradition and the general picture of that history is 
well established, a number of exciting new discoveries made in recent years 
allow us to make some significant adjustments to that picture. These include 
a series of monuments discovered since the turn of the twenty-first century 
in and around Luoyang, the eastern capital of the Tang Dynasty (618–907), 
whichserve to highlight the Sogdian element of the Christian population of 
the area, as well as throwing light on the process of the Sinicisation of that 
population. Another exciting new discovery is the prayer to the Christian 
saint George found among the Chinese-language Manichaean documents 
from Xiapu in Fujian Province, which may have a story to tell about the fate 
of the Christians left in China after the fall of the Tang Dynasty. There are 
also a number of discoveries that bear on the history of Christianity in China 
and its vicinities under the Yuan Dynasty (1271–1368), such as the Syriac and 
Chinese inscriptions from Ulaan Tolgoi near the western edge of present-day 
state of Mongolia, which were left by the Christian Önggüt prince George. 
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An attempt will be made in this paper to provide an overview of these new 
discoveries, to place them in their historical contexts, and to explore what 
they can tell us about the nature of Syriac Christianity and of Eastern Chris-
tianity in general.
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HYMNS IN HONOUR OF GEORGIAN SAINTS WHO 
CARRIED OUT ACTIVITIES IN BYZANTIUM IN 

HYMNOGRAPHIC HERITAGE OF CATHOLICOS ANTON I

The Feast Hymn Book compiled by Catholicos Anton I differ from other 
liturgical collections in that it comprises mentioning of almost all Georgian 
Saints. Frequently the entire Rite, i.e. canon or canons of a Saint together 
with short hymns, was compiled. In most cases, Anton himself wrote new 
hymns, incorporating them together with the old ones into his Feast Hymn 
Book. This approach was used by him in relation to the Feast Days of those 
Georgian Saints, who carried out their activities in Byzantium: Ilarion Kart-
veli, Eptvime the Athonite, Giorgi the Athonite, Ioane and Gabriel. 

The Feast Day of Ilarion Kartveli, the IX century Georgian monk, falls 
on 19 November. The Feast Day is first mentioned in the XI century manu-
script. Ilarion had great merit in promotion of monastic life and significantly 
contributed to construction activities in Georgia. At the same time, his ac-
tivities are of interest due to the fact that he spent the bigger part of his life 
abroad. He lived in Bithynia (on Mount Olympus). He travelled to Palestine, 
Rome and Byzantium. Ilarion was the first among the Georgian individuals of 
whom we are aware, to settle down in Byzantium (in the second half of the IX 
century). It was he who initiated relations between Byzantine and Georgian 
churches. In the Feast Hymn Book by Anton, Ilarion Kartveli’s Rite consists 
of two canons. The author of one of them is Catholicos Anton. The author of 
the second canon is unknown. Anton’s canon comprises an acrostic based on 
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the phrase “I chant to you Ilarion the superstar”. Certain facts from biography 
of St. Ilarion can be found in both the canon and sticheron written by Anton. 
This was to be anticipated because the hymnographer was familiar with the 
Life of the saint. The fact of existence of one of the redactions in the Feast 
Hymn Book corroborates this consideration.

The Iveron Monastery on Mount Athos and the Georgian holy fathers 
from there had great impact on medieval Georgian literature, culture and de-
velopment of social thought. As a result, entries for Eptvime the Athonite, 
Giorgi the Athonite and Ioane the Athonite were included into the Synaxar-
ion A97 as early as in the XI century. Liturgical books also comprise hymns 
dedicated to them. Anton wrote three canons (of Eptvime the Atonite, Giorgi 
the Athonite, Ioane and Gabriel) and incorporated them together with the 
short hymns into his Feast Hymn Book of a new redaction (S1464). Despite 
this, he left old canons and a number of short hymns dedicated to Eptvime 
the Athonite and Giorgi the Athonite unchanged. Catholicos Anton did not 
change the Feast Day of Eptvime the Athonite, but at the same time he re-
scheduled the Feast Day of Ioane the Athonite from 14 July to 12 July and 
established the Feast Day for Gabriel the Athonite on the same day. The Feast 
Day of Giorgi the Athonite falls on 30 June in old redactions of the Feast 
Hymn Books, while according to Anton’s book it is celebrated on 27 June. It 
should be noted that in the Typikon A122, dated to 1749, the Feast Day of this 
saint falls on the same day. 

The paper will discuss textual and artistic-stylistic peculiarities of the 
hymns written by Catholicos Anton in honour of Sts. Ilarion Kartveli, Ept-
vime, Giorgi and Gabriel the Athonites. 
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BYZANTINE INSTITUTIONS AND THE GEORGIAN 
RULING ELITE AT THE TURN FROM THE VII CENTURY 

TO THE VIII CENTURY

The Byzantine institutions were spread almost all around the World for 
a long period of time. Georgia was not an exception. The Georgians were 
strongly integrated within the Byzantine institutional system in the VII and 
the VIII centuries. Some of these Byzantine institutions, namely, the court 
titles were spread in Georgia as well. The distribution of the court titles was 
a privilege of the Eastern Roman Emperor.

Several Byzantine institutions are the main focus of our research. Those 
institutions had their unique place in Roman/Byzantine institutional system. 
One of the most widespread was patrikios. This dignity was created in the 
Roman period but was used as a title, mostly, during the Byzantine period of 
Roman history. Patrikios was not only one of the most influential titles in the 
Eastern Roman Empire, but it had its special and honorable place in the Byz-
antine Senate. Alongside the title of patrikios (Lat. patricius) the main focus 
of our research are the following Byzantine institutions: hypatos – consul, 
apo hypaton patrikios – ex-consul patricius, apo hypatos – ex-consul and oth-
er lower ranks (for example patrikios, protospatharios, spatharios, stratelates 
etc.).

Anthypatos patrikois was of special importance as a revival of this dig-
nity should be associated namely with this period, at least according to the 
Georgian historical sources. Anthypatos patrikois – proconsul was very im-
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portant office in Ancient Rome. During the Byzantine period it was formed 
as court title, but in the beginning of its existence had maintained effect of the 
Old Roman office, as a rule, the holder of this title held the position of komes 
of Opsikion Thema, which was the most important Byzantine administrative 
unit of that epoch.

One part of these titles was already spread in Georgia at the turn from the 
VII century to the VIII century, but another part appeared during this period. 
The Georgian nobles who held these titles and offices lived in Byzantine Em-
pire. But some of them received the titles while being in Georgia. Mainly, the 
Byzantine titles were delivered in Georgia, while offices were kept within the 
Byzantine Empire. Hence those Georgians who held offices lived mostly in 
Byzantium. Distribution of titles and offices to the Georgian nobility was the 
perfect way for their integration into Byzantine commonwealth.

Among those Georgians who lived at the turn from the VII century to the 
VIII century and held Byzantine titles and offices, the following family mem-
bers of the Erimtavaries of Kartli (Iberia) can be listed: Arshusha, Varaz-Bak-
uri, Shalva and others. Barnuki, the name known in the form of Nebarnuki as 
well, and his son Sergius, who lived in Egrisi (Lazica), also held the Byzan-
tine titles. All the above-mentioned held different Byzantine titles and offices 
and lived either in Byzantium or in Georgia. The possession of Byzantine 
titles and offices clearly indicates that all these Georgians acknowledged the 
supremacy of the Byzantine Emperor. The most of them were in service of 
Emperor till the end of their life.
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LITERARY SCHOOL OF TAO-KLARJET OF IX-X 
CENTURIES (FROM JERUSALEM TO CONSTANTINOPLE)

The medieval Georgian manuscript, which was produced in the context 
of close cultural relations with historical Palestine and Mesopotamia, has 
long been attracting the attention of specialists in Byzantine studies, as well 
as of the scholars interested in research of the history of literature in Christian 
East, in general. The basis for such interest is formed by the circumstance that 
the Georgian manuscripts, production of which was linked with the oldest 
centers of Christian East, have preserved archaic, early Byzantine redactions 
of biblical, hagiographic, homiletic and in some cases apocryphal texts, orig-
inals of which are lost and identification of the corresponding texts in Greek 
or other languages (Arabian, Syrian, and Armenian) remains a great problem 
to this day. According to considerations existing up to now, the Jerusalem 
redactions maintained dominating position in the tradition of the Georgian 
manuscript up to the end of the X century.

New cataloguing and the study of the Georgian manuscripts from foreign 
collections (Sinai, Tao-Klarjeti) highlighted that it is not sufficient to focus 
attention only on the redaction peculiarities of single texts to restore a full 
picture of involvement of the Georgian manuscript tradition in the Orien-
tal Christian literary processes. It was made possible to follow the process 
of alternation of the traditions (from Jerusalem to Constantinople) only on 
the basis of studying a codex as a single cultural event. It became clear that 
already from the last quarter of the IX century, a new Constantinople concep-
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tion of manuscript compilation and edition was established in the Georgian 
literary tradition, which implied diversity in organization and content of the 
manuscript.

The first steps towards transition to the new, Constantinople manuscript 
tradition were taken in the IX-X centuries in Tao-Klarjeti scriptoriums. Book-
men (scribes and editors, commissioners) from Shatberdi, Parkhali and Os-
hki monasteries were the most active ones in this process. On the one hand, 
anthological manuscripts, kind of educational collections, were created in 
these monastery centers, and on the other hand, compilation of illuminated 
manuscripts of the Biblical books (the Gospel and Psalms) was started. Texts 
of ancient, Jerusalem redaction were incorporated into these new-type codi-
ces according to new principles of organization and structure of a manuscript 
(This implies systems of manuscript decoration, thematic division of texts, 
attachment of extensive colophons and their separation from the text, and 
date).

The above-mentioned tendencies, characteristic of Tao-Klarjeti literary 
school in the IX-X centuries, will be reviewed in the paper on the exam-
ple of two most important manuscripts – Shatberdi Collection (S 1141) and 
Mtskheta Psalms (A38) from the collections of K. Kekelidze Georgian Na-
tional Center of Manuscripts. 
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THE HIERARCHICAL VISION OF THE GEORGIAN  
AND BYZANTINE SOCIETIES

Monastic institutions were one of the distinctive features of the Byzan-
tine society. Practically, they affected all spheres of the Empire’s life. The em-
perors, as well as other representatives of the society, had their own interests 
related to the monasteries. 

The monastic life had been an indivisible part of the Georgian society as 
well. Like the Byzantine emperors, the kings of Georgia had special relation-
ship with the monasteries.

Charters issued by the emperors and the Royal Testaments are considered 
one of the sources of information for studying the life of the monasteries.

Charters issued by Emperor Michael VII Doukas and Emperor Nikeph-
oros III Botaneiates to Michael Attaleiates Monastery, and the Will of King 
David the Builder to Shiomghvime Monastery are discussed in the paper.

All three sources contain significant data not only about interrelations 
between the state and church, but also about the structure of the contempo-
rary society.

Similarities and differences identified by comparative analysis clearly 
show characteristics of the Georgian and Byzantine societies. 
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XI CENTURY ANTIOCH AS A LITERARY CENTRE

Antioch had been a centre of Christian erudition for centuries. The 
school of exegesis in this Late Antique city developed into a theological and 
historical understanding which set the ground for a Byzantine Church encul-
turated into Arab culture. The intellectual and cultural aspects of the Mel-
kite Church of the city provide us with invaluable information about a time 
period in which eastern Christians excelled themselves in expressing their 
views against their coreligionists and Muslims in a cultivated manner and 
atmosphere. There stood the Antiochene Melkite Church as an outstanding 
centre of education and translation. Under the sponsorship and supervision of 
clerical bodies and church members, historical and philosophical books were 
written and Greek theological texts of authoritative character were translated 
into Arabic to revitalise the Byzantine roots of the church which had long 
been a part of the Arab culture of that milieu. Literary products of this medi-
eval Melkite Church are important not only for their connections with other 
Melkite learning centres in Palestine and Sinai but also for the themes and 
concepts they shared with the texts written by the contemporary Muslims. 
This paper will present a general picture of Antioch in terms of literary activ-
ities conducted by the Melkite Church of the city and place them in the whole 
Christian Arabic tradition.
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MANUSCRIPT AS A SYSTEM OF TRACES:
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND PRACTICE AT THE 

NATIONAL LIBRARY OF RUSSIA

In this paper I would like to present some of the main principles of work 
carried out over the last 20 years at the Laboratory for Codicological Re-
search and Scientific Expertise of Documents at the Manuscript Department 
of the National Library of Russia (Saint-Petersburg). Working with manu-
scripts and documents of different origin and date (mainly Russian, but also 
Eastern and Western, from the Middle Ages to the 20th c.), the Laboratory 
specializes on the analysis of the non-textual information contained in these 
documents. This includes the analysis of the technological elements of the 
manuscript, such as the writing, writing materials, binding etc., as well as the 
analysis of traces of the document’s functioning throughout centuries.

We have developed a complex approach viewing the document as a sys-
tem of traces left by different people both in the process of the manuscript’s 
production and during its subsequent use. The trace is a material evidence 
of changes produced by people’s activities connected with the manuscript. 
Therefore it is an important historical source which should be studied along 
with the texts, the evolution of hand-writing (palaeography), the history of 
book production technologies etc. 

As any physical object, the trace has its own parameters: form, relief, 
colour (spectral properties), chemical composition etc. Analyzing these pa-
rameters, we can discern different types of traces and make a certain clas-
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sification. Therefore the study of every manuscript leads to distinguishing 
different layers of information, similar to the process of textual analysis that 
may distinguish different phases of the text transmission.

While some parts of this process may be accomplished through usual vi-
sual examination of the manuscript, others require special technical devices, 
e.g. viewing the document in different zones of the spectrum with the use of 
television, digital photography and specialized software.

In this paper, along with some important methodological problems, I will 
discuss certain technical devices used for the codicological analysis, and pro-
vide some examples from our recent work.
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GEORGIAN INFLUENCE ON BYZANTINE ART: THE CASE 
OF VARZAHAN

The church complex in Varzahan (modern Uğrak near Bayburt in Tur-
key) is a unique, but completely destroyed monument located at the 
intersection of three cultural worlds. On the one hand, it was built in 
the territory of the Byzantine Pontus (Middle-Byzantine theme Chaldia), 
but to the South of Pontus mountains, which separate it from Trebizond 
and the Black sea coast. On the other hand, a little further to the South 
until the mid-X century was located the Muslim Emirate of Qalikala 
with the capital in Theodosioupolis/Karin/Erzurum, later occupied by the 
Byzantines, but populated mainly by the Armenians, who lived also in 
and around Bayburt. Finally, to the East, downstream of the Chorokhi 
River, were the lands of the Tao branch of Georgian Bagratids. 
The churches were known primarily by the description and photographs 
by W. Bachmann from 1913.1 The newest archival discoveries of the 
author (in the first line, of the photographs made by Okunev and Bul-
benko in 1917) allow us to reconstruct the form and building history 
of Varzahan churches. The most ancient church – the triconch with 
cruciform exterior divided by blind arches, was built, obviously, by the 
master-builders from Cappadocia, perhaps with the participation of some 
masters from Shirak, who made semi-columnettes on the corners under 

1 Bachmann W. Kirchen und Moscheen in Armenien und Kurdistan. Leipzig, 1913. S. 8, 
49–53. Abb. 22–23. Taf. 8.2, 9, 11, 41–43.
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the dome. The North porch, attached to the Triconch later, and the oc-
tagonal church, erroneously regarded as a work of Armenian architecture, 
were built by the masters from Central Anatolia together with the build-
ers, who worked on the churches of David Kuropalates in Tao (the main 
church in Khakhuli, the basilica in Otkhta-Ekklesia, Oshki Cathedral). 
This fact is clear along with the plan of triple sanctuary windows, “fan” 
squinches, twisted columns, octagonal pillars, from the unique “radial” 
decoration over windows and doors of the octagon, which, in turn, came 
to Tao from Asia Minor. The same mixed workshop built also the small 
gate church in Varzahan, unusual for the Caucasus, but present on the 
Byzantine Black Sea. The builders form Asia Minor brought to Varzahan 
the plan of octagon with pillars, flat and semicircular niches, and “Her-
culean” nodes. However, some elements find no direct analogies (e.g., 
zigzag stonework of the lunette, relief compositions made of rosettes 
and loops, some ornaments). Common work of the Byzantine and Tao 
master-builders bore a unique synthesis of two architectural traditions, 
modificated under the influence of local conditions.
Varzahan churches do not have exact dating (Saftrastyan’s date of 1001 
AD is of a very doubtful origin). A study of building techniques and 
decoration shows that the octagon, the gate church and the North porch 
of the Triconch were built simultaneously, probably in 980-ies, when one 
of the rulers of Chaldia was Čordvanel, a confidant of David Kuropal-
ates. Respectively, the triconch was built earlier.
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NEW EVALUATION AND DATING OF SOME GEORGIAN 
MURALS OF THE XIV CENTURY (MOKVI, LIKHNI AND 

DAVID NARIN’S CHAPEL IN GELATI)

My paper deals with the new approach to the dating of three ensem-
bles of murals in the XIV-century Georgia: Mokvi, Likhni and David Narin’s 
chapel in Gelati. 

The remains of the murals in Mokvi Cathedral should be dated to the 
first half of 1360-ies thanks to the new reading of the donator’s inscription 
mentioning Alexis III of Trebizond and David IX of Georgia, possibly made 
under the Bishop Luka Odrzkheli; the style corresponds well to this date. 
The fresco decoration of the east pillars in Mokvi and Likhni demonstrates 
close similarity. Mokvi seems to be a model for Likhni (because the status 
of Mokvi as a bishopric cathedral was higher than of a residence church in 
Likhni); the peculiarities of iconography and style confirm the dating of mu-
rals in Likhni by 1360-ies. The painters of both churches should be of Con-
stantinopolitan origin, but those in Likhni had also the Georgian apprentices. 
The program of paintings is completely Byzantine, while in style one can see 
different trends, one classical and one picturesque, both corresponding to the 
best monuments of Byzantine painting of the third quarter of XIV century.

The second, main layer of murals in David Narin’s chapel, dated previ-
ously by the 1290-ies, should be redated, because it could not be made on the 
turn from the 13th to the 14th c. Its style has nothing similar to the “spacing 
style” of the 1290-ies or to the refined style of the Palaeologian renaissance, 
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even comparing it with not Byzantine, but Georgian (e.g., Sapara or Achi) 
murals. The iconography of the Abraham’s Hospitality corresponds to the 
Byzantine models of the second half of the 14th – first half of the 15th c. Also, 
the analysis of painters’ technique demonstrates close connection between 
the murals in David Narin’s chapel and those in the south porch of Gelati 
catholicon made in 1366–1387. 

Most likely the decoration of David Narin’s chapel was renovated under 
Bagrat the Great, between 1367 and 1387. A surviving fragment of the halo 
from the lost figure of Prince George (born before 1367) in south porch is 
located close to his father Bagrat’s image. George is represented as a boy 
between 10 and 16–18 years. Hence, the paintings were made after 1370, 
probably in the late 1370-es or early 1380-ies. The master, who painted saints 
and David Narin worked in picturesque style (like in Likhni). A bit later he 
probably was joined by another artist or artists, who came from Constantino-
ple together with Manuel Eugenikos in 1384 at the invitation of Vamek Da-
diani to Tsalendzhikha (also very close in style). They were likely the pupils 
of Manuel, most probably the Byzantines. The Deesis, saints, prophets on the 
west wall, and the Last Judgment in the south porch belong to the hand of the 
best artist. The team could have also included several Georgians, who painted 
the images of Sts. Kyrikos and Julita in the south porch.
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CHURCH GOLD EMBROIDERIES (XVII CENTURY) 
DONATED BY THE GEORGIAN ROYAL COURT AND 
CLERGY TO THE HOLY MONASTERY OF IVIRON

Church gold embroideries are exceptional pieces of art with highly dog-
matic-liturgical content. They may also be precious historical sources, espe-
cially when they include inscriptions, often associated to the donor(s), to the 
craftsmen, to the time and to the place of their rendering and offering. 

The Georgian gold-embroidered sacerdotal vestments and veils of the 
Holy Monastery of Iviron (Greek: Ιερά Μονή Ιβήρων, Georgian: iverTa 
monasteri), which was founded by Ioannes the Iberian and John Torniki-
os, a courtier of David the ruler of Iberia (Georgia) between 980-983 AD, are 
considered to be a characteristic example.

These precious art works, dated back to the XVII century, were donated 
to the monastery by the contemporary Georgian royal court and clergy.  The 
most outstanding one is the superb epitaphios of Queen Mariam (wife of 
King Rostom [1632-1658] from 1634 to 1658), and of Bishop of Tiflis Elise 
(1628-1670), where the Lamentation, the Ascension and the Lamentation at 
the Tomb with the figure of Elise, standing next to the coat of arms of the 
Georgian royal house, are depicted. After her death, two epigonatia and a 
stole (end of 17th cent) were bequeathed to the famous icon of Virgin Por-
taitissa (IX century). Consequently, Bishop Elise donated to the monastery 
some more embroideries: two aëres and two cross-shaped covers of the Holy 
Vessels, dedicated to the memory of Queen Mariam. Also, a decorative veil, a 
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magnificent tabernacle (ombrellino) of Virgin Portaitissa (1686), was offered 
by Ashotan, uncle of King George XI, and his son Chosrhoes. Finally, two 
more pieces, an aër (1613/14) and an epigonation (1699), were bequeathed 
by lower clergy.

All these masterpieces constitute a remarkable artistic and written testi-
mony of the flourishing Georgian church embroidery and the deep devotion 
of the Georgians towards the Holy Monastery of Iviron during the XVII cen-
tury. 
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JOSEPH AND ASENETH IN THE CHRISTIAN EAST:  
THE SYRIAC AND ARMENIAN VERSIONS

The story usually referred to as Joseph and Aseneth (Jos. Asen.) is built 
on a few short biblical verses (Genesis 41.45, 50; 46.20; 50.15).  It relates, 
amongst other things, how Aseneth, the idolatrous daughter of Potiphera 
priest of On, came to be the wife of the Patriarch Joseph and their subse-
quent adventures.  Originally a Greek work written in a Septuagintal style, 
the story was translated into eight ancient versions, and many secondary ver-
sions.  Today, the story is widely referenced by scholars of early Judaism and 
Christianity, and of the ancient novel.  However, these studies usually fail to 
appreciate the uncertainty of its provenance or the nature of its transmission.  

Jos. Asen.’s transmission among Eastern Christians has been significant. 
The story is preserved in 16 Koine Greek manuscripts.  But for knowledge of 
its earliest achievable form and the influences of its wider transmission, the 
Syriac and Armenian versions are vital. The earliest witness to the story is a 
Syriac manuscript from c.600 CE.  The Armenian version preserves the story 
in more manuscripts than all other versions put together. It is the only version 
where Jos. Asen. was transmitted as part of the Bible. Yet remarkably little 
research has focused on the Syriac and Armenian versions.  

This paper will give an overview of the importance of the Syriac and 
Armenian versions for thinking about the use and development of Jos. Asen..  
In particular, it will argue for the importance of the manuscript context and 
the influence of translation technique in assessing the contributions of these 
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versions to understanding the story. The aim is to encourage scholars to pay 
greater attention to the story in transmission, rather than focusing on a pro-
posed earliest achievable form.
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